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FOREWORD
This report summarizes the results of Phase II of the Hypersonic Research
Facilities Study performed from 19 September 1969 through 2 January 1970 under
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Contract NAS 2-5458 by McDonnell
Aircraft Company (MCAIR), St. Louis, Missouri, a division of McDonnell Douglas
Corporation.
The study was sponsored by the Office of Advanced Research and Technology with
Mr. Richard H. Petersen as Study Monitor and Mr. Hubert Drake as alternate Study
Monitor.
Mr. Charles J. Pirrello was Manager of the HYFAC project and Mr. Paul A. Czysz
was Deputy Manager. The study was conducted within MCAIR Advanced Engineering,
which is directed by Mr. R. H. Belt, Vice President, Aircraft Engineering. The
HYFAC study team was an element of the Advanced Systems Concepts project managed by
Mr. Harold D. Altis.
The basic task of Phase II was to subdivide into research tasks the desirable
research objectives for hypersonic flight determined in Phase I, and to refine and
evaluate through parametric studies those attractive facilities retained from Phase
I. The Phase II study has been conducted in accordance with the requirements and
instructions of NASA RFP A-15109 (HK-81), McDonnell Technical Proposal Report G970,
and OART Correspondence received during the Phase II period.
This is Volume llI, Part 2 of the overall HYFAC Report, which is organized as
follows:
NASA CONTRACTOR
REPORT NL_4BER
Volume I Summary CR 114322
Volume II Phase I Preliminary Studies
Part i - Research Requirements and Ground Facility
Synthesis
Part 2 - Flight Vehicle Synthesis
CR 114323
CR 114324
Volume III Phase II Parametric Studies
Part i - Research Requirements and Ground Facility
Synthesis
Part 2 - Flight Vehicle Synthesis
CR 114325
CR 114326
Volume IV Phase III Final Studies
Part 1 - Flight Research Facilities
Part 2 - Ground Research Facilities
Part 3 - Research Requirements Analysis and
Facility Potential
CR 114327
CR 114328
CR 114329
Volume V Limited Rights Data CR iih330
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SUMMARY
Airbreathin_ hypersonic aircraft employing liquid hydrogen fuel have the poten-
tial of satisfying a number of mission requirements in the 1980-2000 time period.
However, major advances in the technological state of the art are necessary before
such aircraft can be considered either feasible or practical. The objective of
Contract NAS 2-5h58 was to assess the research and development requirements for
hypersonic aircraft and based on these requirements, to provide the NASA with char-
acteristics of a number of desirable hypersonic research facilities. The study is
organized in three phases. Phase I was a preliminary analysis of a broad group of
concepts which were reduced to seven flight research facilities and eleven ground
research facilities for Phase II study. The purpose of Phase II was to perform
parametric studies to refine the facility designs and obtain sensitivity information
in the neighborhood of "near optimum" designs, and to select those facilities that
appear most attractive in the sense of research potential vs cost for further re-
finement in Phase III. This part of Volume III presents the results of the synthesis
of the flight research facilities. The significant results obtained are:
i. Flight research aircraft used in conjunction with existing ground facilities
are capable of accomplishing about 80 to 95% of the necessary research for
M = h.5 to M = 7 operational systems.
Flight research aircraft used in conjunction with existing ground facilities are
capable of accomplishing about 65 to 85% of the necessary research for M = l0
to M = 12 operational systems.
3. Development of ramjet, scramJet, and convertible scramjet engines are significant
cost elements. Development of turbomachinery, if required, is a major cost element.
Off-the-shelf rocket and turbojet engines are available to satisfy the require-
ments for accelerator engines, thus reducing program costs and program initia-
tion risks.
.
.
Propellant costs are a minor cost element. The use of LH 2 for rockets and
hypersonic engines is both feasible and economical.
The diversity of the defined research clearly indicates that the flight research
vehicles should be flexible and adaptable to new and varying research goals.
When evaluated for a broad research program capability, unmanned vehicles
neither provide this capability nor do they reduce overall program costs.
.
.
Active thermal protection systems and integral propellant tanks reduce vehicle
weight and cost.
A conservative design approach has a small cost effect. All vehicles are
therefore designed for 3.5 g at maximum thermal protection system temperatures
and 5.0 g structurally at reduced temperatures and provide a 1500 pound payload
capability.
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10.
!1.
12.
A design cruise speed capability of M : 6 and i0 minutes cf cruise was best
for the M = 6 to M = 8 class of vehicles.
A design cruise speed capability of M = 12 and 5 minutes of cm_ise was best
for the M = 8 to _ = 12 class of vehicles.
Airlaunched vehicles are substantially lower in program cost and provide the
best test operation capability.
The most attractive vehicle is a M = 12 airlaunched, rocket accelerated and
rocket cruise manned vehicle and is available at an acquisition cost of under
300 million dollars. Adaptability of this vehicle to accommodate modular
installations of advanced airbreathin_ propulsion systems and to acco__modate
various _vDes of thermal _rotection systems is feasible.
I
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associated with pressure forces, planform
wing root
structural
vehicle, model stagnation
total conditions corresponding to isentropic case
takeoff
attributable to turbojet propulsion system
attributable to scramjet propulsion system
wing tip
associated with test time
wetted
associated with vacuum conditions
longitudinal direction
lateral direction
vertical direction
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Abb revi at ion
ARC
A
A-h
AB
A/D
Alt
AM
Aero 50
bp
Btu
oC
c.g.
c.p.
cm
CSJ
db
D/A
diam
eng
o F
FRC
ft
fps
GE
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Definition
Ames Research Center
ampere
Ampere-hour
all body
analog to digital conversion
altitude
amplitude modulation
Aerozine 50, a 50/50 mixutre of UD_£H and Hydrazine
boiling point
British thermal unit
degrees Celscius (centiarade)
center of <ravity
center of oressure
centimeters
convertible scramjet
decibel
digital to analo_ conversion
diameter
engine
degrees Fahrenheit
Flight Research Center
feet
feet per second
General Electric Co.
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Abh reviation
hr
Hz
HF
HT0
HYFAC
ILS
in.
inst
IRFNA
J
JP
oK
kg
L
ib
LO 2
LH 2
lbm
mi
m
max
min
MCAIR
;.gAC ( EAST )
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS (Cont)
Definition
hour
he rt z
hish frequency
horizontal takeoff
Hypersonic Resezrch Facilities
instrument l_r_din_ <_stem
inch
installed
inhibited red Fumin_ nitric _cid
joule
jet Fropu!sion £ue!
de_[rees Kelvin (absolute)
ki l@,ram
liquid
pounds, force
liquid oxy_en
liquid hydrogen
pounds, mass
mile
meter
maximum
minimum
McDonnell Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (EAST)
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Abbreviation
nmi
No.
OWE
psi
PFRT
P&WA
o R
R&D
RDT&E
RF
RJ
RKT
RP
S , sec
SJ
smi
TF
TIT
TJ
TMC
TRJ
TOGW
UARL
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS (Cont)
Definition
nautical mile
newtons
n_mber
operational weight empty
pounds per square inch
Preliminary Flight Ratin_ Test
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
de_rees Rankine (absolute)
research and development
research, development, test, and evaluation
radio frequency
ramjet
rocket
rocket propellent
seconds
scramjet
statute mile
turbofan
turbine inlet temperature
turbojet
The Marquard Corporation
turboramjet
takeoff gross weight
United Aircraft Research Laboratory
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Abbreviation
UDI_
UHF
uninst
VTO
V
%fB
W/O
wt
W
LIST OF ABB,_I_I:O_tJ
Definition
_nsy::metric%l ,!imethy! hy_r'_zine
ultra high frequency
uninstalled
vertical takeo!'f
volt
win_ed body
without
weight
watt
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4. FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE SYNTHESIS
(U) The seven Phase I flight research vehicle concepts indicated on
Figure 4-1 were refined in Phase II through optimization and tradeoff studies.
Design features and operational characteristics were varied so as to identify the
best combination of variables for each of the seven concepts.
(U) Figure 4-2 lists the studies performed on the seven vehicles. Three
configurations were selected on which to conduct the majority of the studies.
Results from the study of these configurations were then applied, as applicable,
to the remaining concepts, to insure that the best design features were incorporated
in all vehicles.
(U) The principal elements compared in Phase II and the concepts on which
they were analyzed are as follows:
(a) Control Mode - Manned vs Unmanned - Compared on the B233 and B284 Mach 12,
rocket, air-launched vehicles.
(b) Cruise Engine-Rocket vs ScramJet - Compared on the B232 and B233 Mach 12,
manned, air-launched vehicles.
(c) Propulsion Mode - Airbreather vs Rocket - Compared on the B252 and B260
Mach 12, manned, horizontal takeoff vehicles.
(d) Launch Mode - Ground Takeoff vs Air Launch - Compared on the B233 and
B260 Mach 12, manned, rocket vehicles.
(e) Design Speed -Mach 6 vs Mach 12 - Compared on the Mach 6 B212 and the
Mach 12 B257 airbreathing, manned, ground takeoff vehicles and the Mach 6
B207 and the Mach 12 B232 rocket boosted, manned, air-launched vehicles.
(U) Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the design requirements, the technical
approach, and methodology used in performing the Phase II tradeoff studies. A
complete description of the vehicles used as the basis for the parametric and
tradeoff studies is given in Section 4.3. The results of the tradeoff studies
and their impact on the weight, cost, and research value of the flight research
aircraft are discussed in Section 4.4. Overall summaries of the design character-
istics, performance, and costs of the many flight research aircraft studied during
Phase II are presented in Section 4.5.
h.l DESIGN REqUIRF_NTS
(U) Design criteria and ground rules selected for the Phase II flight
research aircraft refinement and tradeoff studies were based primarily on informa-
tion obtained from the Phase I studies. For the most part, the design requirements
are unchanged from Phase I. However, some changes have been made to insure
consistency, to increase the validity of the study results, and to take advantage
of specific improvements identified during Phase I. In the following paragraphs,
flight research aircraft design criteria and ground rules selected for Phase II
are presented. Significant differences between Phase I and II design criteria and
ground rules are also discussed.
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(U) FIGURE 4-1 PHASE I FLIGHT RESEARCHVEHICLES
RETAINED FOR PHASE II REFINEMENT
CONFIGURATION NO. 207
Mach Number 6 6
Engine
Launch Mode
Body Shape
Control Mode
Baseline Engines.
Engines Used In
Tradeoff Study
_KT/RJ
Air
AB
Manned
RKT-
LR-129
RJ
MCAIR 2D
RKT
RLI0-A-3-8
212
WB
Manned
TJ
FIO0-GE-100
(_{2)
RJ
MCAIR 2D
TJ
FI00-GE-100
(JP)_
STJ-233
232
12
RKT/SJ
Air
AB
Manned
RKT
LR-129
SJ
MCAIR
233
12 12
PKT
Air
AB
Manned
RKT
LR-129
£J{T
RLI0-A-3-8
J2S
257
T:/CS:
HTO
AB & BWB
Manned
TJ
FI00-GE-100
(H21
CSJ
MCAIR
260
12
RKT
HT0/VTO
AB
Manned
RKT'
LR-129
RKT
J2S
28L
12
RKT
Air
Unmanned
RKT
LR-129
RKT
RL10-A-3-8
WB - Winged Body
AB - All Body
BWB - Blended Wing Body
HT0 - Horizontal Takeoff
VT0 - Vertical Takeoff
(U) FIGURE 4-2 TRADEOFF STUDIES
PHASE II FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLES
CONFIGURATION B207 B212 B232 B233 B257 B260 B28h
Engine Rubberized, Rubberized, Rubberized, Rubberized, Rubber-
Off Shelf Off Shelf Off Shelf Off Shelf ized Off
Shelf
Mach No. 8,10,12 8,10,12
T/W Rubberized
-Off Shelf
- :P <Boost)
LE Sweep/
Fineness Ratio
Test Time
Basing
Landing
Payload - Wt
Density
Fuel
TPS
Tankage
Load Factor(3
6,7,8
1.25,1.5,2.0
Single,Dual
Active,Passive
(Inlet)
_,I0=15
Single,Dual
JP,LH 2
Passive,Hot
Int.,Non-Int.
3.5:3.0,7.33
8 el0112
1.25,1.5,2.0
1.117,1.375,1.55
75,77,80
_,I0,15
Single,Dual
Power(l),
Unpower
600,1000,1400
2°m13°
Subcooled
Passive,
Active
0.96,1.17
0.97,1.03
75,77,8O
_/1,4/1
_,7.5,10
Single,
Dual
JP,LH 2 ,
NBP,
Subcooled
3.5,5.0,7.33 3.5,5.0,
7.33
Single,Dual
(i) Pulsed Rocket
(2) Norm_ Boiling Point
(3) Heat Shield - 3.5 and 5.0
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4.1.1 (U) RESEARCH AIRCRAFT DESIGN CRITERIA AND GROUND RULES - A summary of the
design criteria and ground rules used as the basis for Phase II flight research
aircraft studies is given in Figure 4-3. Discussion concerning the selection of
these criteria is presented in Volume II, Part 2, which documents the results of
the Phase I study. The most significant differences between Phase I and Phase II
criteria and ground rules are:
(a) Number of Flights - Initial studies in Phase I were based on 180 flights
for air-launched aircraft and 220 for horizontal takeoff aircraft. This was based
on a projected reduced utility rate for the alr-launched vehicles. Further evalu-
ation showed tha% this difference could not be completely substantiated. Therefore,
for consistency, Phase II comparisons were based on 200 flights for all aircraft.
(b) Fuel Temperature - Phase I aircraft were compared on the basis of normal
boiling point hydrogen. The results of the Phase I and early Phase II studies
showed, however, that the use of subcooled fuel results in a weight reduction
primarily due to the lower design tank pressure (lO psig/6.gN/cm 2) resulting from
the reduced vapor pressure. This yields a 1% to 2.7% reduction in program cost.
Therefore, the Phase II baseline aircraft employ subcooled hydrogen.
(c) Thermal Protection System - Preliminary studies at the beginning of
Phase I indicated that an active cooling system on the primary structure of the
Mach 12 aircraft would result in minimum weight. Active cooling was therefore
selected as the baseline for the Phase I, Mach 12 aircraft. However, at the
direction of the study monitor, passive insulation systems were used as the
baseline design for Phase II aircraft analysis.
(d) Rocket Isp - In the Phase I mission performance studies, the Isp for
both rocket englnes and the airbreather engines was reduced by 5% to account for
differences usually found between originally estimated vehicle performance and
subsequent actual flight operational performance. For Phase II, it was decided
that a 1% reduction was more representative for rocket engine performance. There-
fore, for the Phase II performance studies, the Isp was reduced 1% for rocket
engines and the 5% reduction for airbreather engines was retained.
4.1.2 (U) PERFORMANCE AND SIZING GROUND RULES - The following paragraphs
summarize pertinent assumptions and ground rules which were used for vehicle sizing
in the Phase II technical evaluations.
4.1.2.1 (U) Rocket Accelerator - Two Base Operation - The acceleration and climb
phase of flight follows the flight path that yields minimum propellant usage to the
constant test Mach number at (L/D)ma x equilibrium altitude. Cruise is at (L/D)max
at equilibrium altitude and the descent phase of flight is unpowered (zero fuel
usage). For rubberized rocket engines, the nominal thrust-to-weight ratio (vacuum
thrust to takeoff gross weight) is 1.5. For the rocket/ramjet configuration, where
the ramjet is used only in the cruise phase of flight, the installed ramjet thrust
when operating at minimum SFC is set equal to the drag at the start of cruise. For
the rocket/scramJet configuration, where the scramJet is used only in the cruise
phase of flight, the scramtlet capture area is sized as 4.5% of vehicle planform
area.
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
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(U) FIGURE 4-3 PHASE II CRITERIA AND GROUND RULES
Test Time
Operational Life
Payload
Weight
Density
Design Limit Load Factor
Taxi
Structure
Thermal Protection
Dynamic Pressure
Inlet Pressure
Ramjet/Convertible ScramJet (Subsonic
Combustion)
ScramJet (Supersonic Combustion)
I All Baseline Research Vehicles
5 min
200 flights
i000 ib (.h5 h kg)
20 ib/ft3 (320 k_/m3)
2.0g
5.Og
150 psi (103.2 N/cm 2)
00 psi,,(68.9 N/cm 2)
0 psi {4l.q Nlcm2)
_1_hnJet
Landing Speed
Sink Speed
Tank Pressure
LH2
L02
JP
Propellant Temperature
LH2
L02
JP
200"kts (i03 m/sec)
20 fps (6.08 m/sec)
i0 psig (6.9 N/cm2)
25 psig (17.2 N/cm2)
15 psi_ (10.3 N/cm2)
30°R (!6.65°K) Subcooled
163°R (90°K) Normal Boiling Point
530°R (29_°K) Room Temperature
Tankage
Structure
:2hermal Protection
Integral, Internal Insulation
250°F max (395°K)
Insulated, 300°F max (421°K)
Surface
Inlet for Mach 6
Inlet for Mach 7 and up
Allowable Heat into Fuel
Fuel Reserves, Isp Reduction
Rocket
Airbreather
Program
Time
Vehicles
Passive insulation
Passive insulation
Reseneratively cooled
i00 Btu/ft2-hr ( 315 watt/m2)
1%
5%
5 yrs
3
1%
2.5%
Ullage
Wing Body
All _ody
Crew
Fuel
Max An_le of Attack_ Low Speed
i
Hydrogen, JP-4
15 °
/
I
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4.1.2.2 (U) Rocket Accelerator - Single Base Operation - Turnaround is _ccom-
plished by performing an unpowered 3.5g windup turn initiated at end of 5 minute
test Mach number cruise. (Initially in the turn the g load is somewhat less than
3.5g because angle-of-attack is restricted to 20°.) The return phase of flight
was at the Mach number attained at end of turn: 2.5 for Mach 6 design vehicles
and 5.0 for Mach 12 design vehicles. No glide range was allotted at end of Mach
2.5 cruise back; a 200 nmi (370 km) glide range was allotted at end of Mach 5.0
cruise back.
4.1.2.3 (U) Airbreather Accelerator - Two Base Operation - Climb profiles used
for the Phase II studies are as presented in a later section (See Figure 4-30) and
cruise is at (L/D)max at equilibrium altitude. Turbojets are fixed size engines
(FI00-GE-100) and are shut down at Mach 3. Ramjet engines are sized to provide
thrust equal to drag at Mach 6 cruise when operating at minimum SFC. Ramjet sizes
are then checked to assure adequate full power thrust to accelerate the aircraft
from the Mach 3 shutdown of the turbojet engines to Mach 6 cruise. Scramjet engines
are sized to provide the maximum capture area possible without ingesting the vehicle
bowshock or any inlet ramp shocks. This results in capture areas which average about
h.5% of the vehicle planform area. Ramjet and convertible scramJet engines are ig-
nited at Mach 1 and remain on for duration of powered flight.
(U) Propulsion System Selection - In selecting propulsion systems for the
Phase II vehicles, "off-the-shelf" engines were chosen wherever such engines could
perform the desired mission. Minor modifications of these engines were accepted.
The criterion for defining "off-the-shelf" engines was that they reach PFRT status
by 1975, without funding beyond that currently committed or planned. This PFRT
status for turbojets, turbofans, and rockets is taken to be PFRT as currently
practiced (typified by specifications such as MIL-E-5009D). For ram-compression
engines (RJ, SJ, and CSJi no MIL standards exist; thus a PFRT criterion judged applic-
able to an experimental, rather than operational, vehicle was employed. This cri-
terion required approximately five cycles of maximum power at conditions correspond-
ing to the nominal aircraft acceleration flight path, plus five cycles of cruise time
(of five minutes each) at the cruise Mach number and altitude. In all of the Phase
II propulsion systems except turbojets, hydrogen was the only fuel considered because
of Phase I study results. For turbojets JP fuel was used, based on a tradeoff study
made between hydrogen and JP fuel.
4.1.3 (U) C-5A (MOTHER SHIP) LIMITATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS - C-5A limitations
for this study are based on the C-5 Airframe Structural Description (LGIS37-1-1)
and C-5 Operational Planning Manual (MER 400A) reports. Wing mounted air launched
vehicles and suspension pylon are restricted to a total height of 18 feet (5.5 m).
Research vehicles would be mounted between the fuselage and the inboard engine
nacelle of the C-5A, Figure 4-4. For vehicles with a span of less than 26 feet
(7.9 m), no C-5A modifications appear to be required. For spans over 26 feet (7.9 m),
the C-5A right hand inboard engine would have to be relocated outboard of its pre-
sent position. For wing spans over 35 feet (10.6 m), a major modification of the
C-SA would be required in addition to the engine relocation. This includes modify-
ing the landing gear and fuselage structure to eliminate the landing gear pod pro-
trusion. The wing is capable of carrying shear loads in excess of 200,000 pounds
(889,600 N) during taxi conditions. Since the research vehicles weight less than
i00,000 pounds (444,800 N), no major revisions are anticipated for wing strength.
Cruise altitude of the C-5A at launch is assumed to be 35,000 feet (I0,670 m).
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(U) FIGURE 4-4 C5A MODIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
/ ./
,°
//
/
VEHICLE SPAN: LESS THAN 26.0 FT
C-5A MODIFICATION :
l) ADD PYLON.
/-/
/
/
i /
r/I -!_'+
.I \ \
/
/ 11
t tJ / a)
......
-....._
VEHICLE SPAN: 26.0 - 35.0 FT
C-SA MODIFICATION:
ADD PYLON
RELOCATE INBOARD ENGINE
./ "7
-" _JF....
/7
///'" /
L Yl •
.....: ....
VEHICLE SPAN: OVER 35.0 FT
C-SA MODIFICATIOn:
i) _D nLO_
2) RELOCATE Y_BOARD ENGINE
3) REDESIGN MAIN LANDING GEAR,
POD AND STRUCTURE
/l
.... ¢ i"J )
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h.2 TECHNICAL APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
(U) The baseline Phase II aircraft are refinements of the seven aircraft
configurations (Figure 4-1) retained from the Phase I screening. The following
section describes the technical approach and methodology used in this refinement,
and in the parametric tradeoff studies (Figure 4-2) performed during this phase.
Also presented are the results of additional study efforts which were necessary
to support the parametric tradeoffs.
4.2.1 (U) CONFIGURATION DESIGN - The three basic Phase I configuration shapes
were retained for Phase II. These configurations were refined to provide more
efficient utilization of the internal volume of each vehicle. A fourth configura-
tion shape (Blended Wing-Body) was developed during Phase II for the airbreather
accelerated, Mach 12 concept which provided improved performance over the all-body
shape. These four configurations are illustrated in Figure h-5.
(U) FIGURE 4-5 VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
ALL BODY - ELLIPTICAL
WING BODY
ALL BODY-MCAIR
BLENDED WING BODY
HRF-183
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h.2.1.1 (U) All-Body Elliptical - The elliptical all-body shape was established
by using a 4 to i ratio ellipse at the maximum cross section point as the control
for the basic body size. The vehicle shape was then achieved by fairing from the
maximum cross section to the other controlling design parameters, listed
(a) (U) Nos___e- A standardized nose shape was used on all hypersonic vehicles
in this study, with the maximum cross section controlled by minimum dimensions for
fixed wing aircraft cockpits as established by MiL-STDs MS33573, MS33574, MS33575,
and MS33576. The nose was also shaped to minimize adverse effects on aircraft
stability and on the first ramp for scramJet.
(b) (U) Forebody Ramp Angle - The Hypersonic Scramjet Vehicle Study, Ref-
erence (i), determined that the conical underbody extending from the aircraft nose
to the second inlet ramp of the scramjet should form an angle of 3 ° with the air-
craft horizontal reference plane. This 3 ° forebody ramp angle was found to produce
a "near optimum" fineness ratio for turbojet accelerated aircraft where some volu-
metric efficiency must be sacrificed to achieve satisfactory transonic acceleration.
While that study was conducted for operational vehicles, it appeared reasonable to
adopt these results for the research vehicle.
(c) (U) Aft Fuselage Underbody - The asymmetric nozzle geometry necessary to
provide the scramJet exhaust flowfield characteristics that maximize the engine thrust
and propulsive lift for operational size vehicles was developed in Reference (i).
This geometry appears reasonable for research size vehicles and was therefore
adopted for HYFAC.
4.2.1.2 (U) All-Body - MCAiR - The MCAIR all-body shape is the result of shape
optimization studies in Reference (i). It has a delta planform and a modified
rhombic cross section, with a width-to-height ratio of 1.7 to i, optimized to
achieve a high volume-to-wetted-area and planform fraction. Other design control-
ling parameters for this shape are:
(a) (U) Nose - Identical to that used on the elliptical all-body shape.
(b) (U) Forebod_ Rax_o Angle - Established at 4° in Reference (i) as "near
optimum for rocket accelerated hypersonic vehicles. The resulting lower finess
ratio is acceptable for rocket vehicles which characteristically do not present
transonic acceleration problems.
(c) (U) Aft Fuselage Underbody - Shaped to scramjet requirements, as on the
elliptical all-body shape.
h.2.1.3 (U) Wing Body - The wing body shape was initially developed in Reference
(1) as a high fineness ratio vehicle optimized for turbojet acceleration, and has
been the basis for the HYFAC airbreather configuration work in the Mach 6 to 8
speed regime during Phase II.
4.2.1.4 (U) Blended Wing Body - During the early portion of Phase II considerable
difficulty was experienced in achieving converged design solutions to the Mach 12,
turbojet/convertible scramJet concept (B257). Although the all-body shape was
capable of the required performance, the blended wing body shape was introduced
into the study to provide added visibility into the effect of cross sectional shape
on mission capability and vehicle size.
i
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(U) This shape is essentially the same as the wing body shape studied in
Phase I with the addition of larger fillets at the wing/fuselage Juncture. These
fillets permit an increase in fuel tankage, creating a better fuel-volume-to-
planform ratio. The converged design achieved with this approach resulted in its
choice as the baseline shape for parametric studies of Configuration B257.
h.2.1.5 (U) Additional Study Effort - Two integrated turbojet/convertible scram-
Jet arrangements, illustrated in Figures h-6 and h-7, were evaluated during
Phase II.
(U) Figure _-6 is a design layout of the first candidate propulsion system
installation which satisfies the requirements of pressure recovery in the turbojet
system and variable capture area for the accelerating convertible scramjet.
(U) In this design, the convertible scramJet can be retracted to eliminate
cooling requirements during descent. It is capable of wide variations in capture
area to maintain a "shock-on-lip" condition from Mach 8 to 12. A boundary layer
diverter, incorporated forward of the turbojet inlets, retracts flush with the
forebody during the scramJet mode. The turbojet capture area requirements are met
by employing a scoop-type inlet, with side plates to reduce spill and a variable
geometry throat.
(U) Convertible scramJet capture area requirements and forebody ramp
angle requirements establish the forebody length, while the nozzle requirements
dictate the afterbody length. The resulting aft location of the scramJet propulsion
package on the delta planform creates a nominally tail-heavy design. Variable cap-
ture area for the CSJ is accomplished by moving the engine duct further out from the
fuselage (See Figure h-58). Inlet and nozzle ramps are hinged to maintain surface
continuity as the CSJ is translated throughout the flight. In this manner, variable
geometry is accomplished _ith no movement of regeneratively cooled surfaces relative
to each other.
(U) The turbojet and convertible scramJet inlets operate with relative
independence although the turbojet scoop will produce some wake effects on the
scram4et below Mach 3. (At Mach 3 the turbojet is shut-off and the inlet and
boundary layer control are closed.) Capture area and normal shock location are
therefore controlled for each engine inaependently.
(U) Weight and balance requirements of the aircraft are easily met due to
the selected location of the turbojet above the convertible scramJet. In addition,
turbojet performance is maximized by the relatively straight flow path through the
aircraft.
(U) Previous study efforts, including those of other investigators, to inte-
grate the turbojet inlet with the scramJet inlet, have resulted in a second candi-
date design like the one shown by Figure h-7. These aircraft designs are difficult
to balance, exhibit performance penalties and system integration problems.
(U) Location of the turbojet engines within the Mach 12 vehicle moldline
requires added inlet length between the inlet and the engine face both for recovery
and uniformity of airflow. In addition, the turbojet exhaust must be properly
vectored away from the vehicle. These characteristics tend to drive the location
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(U) FIGURE 4-6 INTEGRATED INLET TURBOJET/CONVERTIBLE SCRAMJET
Turbojet
Variable Inlet
Position 1 - No Bleed "--"-7
Position 2 - Bleed -------3/
Position 3 - No Bleed ---711 /- Turbojet r- Turbojet
/11 / / Exit 0pen
,i .... F._ . I... .
I I t k% % -r : _--_" Exit Close
1 1L _ -I [ScramJet R: {r-_ct_
_ "_='_'_'__._ :: \ Inlet Retracted
TurboJet
Inlet Extended
(U) FIGURE 4-7 COMMONINLET TURBOJET/CONVERTIBLE SCRAMJET
TurboJet -'----7
, - . . . Exit Open /
TurDoJ e_ -I I
TurboJet % [- __
Inlet Retracted- 7 3 "_C"---7_-" _-'_
Variable Inlet 7/ ,'''_-9c'C_
-- --' _ h_ /
ML_ / _ _ L-Turbojet
Fixed Ramp ML __,_. /_'__ Exit Closed
_ _'_"..,_ _,_ Turbojet .....
Scram Jet _ Inlet Extended
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of the turbojet aft and tend to increase the individual component weights, all of
which tend to shift the c.g. further aft, making acceptable aircraft balance more
difficult to achieve.
(U) Major propulsion considerations in such a concept are the high turning
angles required in both the inlet and nozzle ducts for the turbojets, leading to
lower recovery efficiencies. Additionally, the complexities of maintaining the
proper airflow to both the turbojet and the convertible scramjet between Mach i
and Mach 3 are formidable. The inlet system operates in a started mixed compres-
sion mode over most of this speed range. The normal shock in the TJ diffuser is
controlled by varying wall geometry and by a variable bypass system, while in the
CSJ diffuser the normal shock is controlled by regulating combustor fuel injection
to control heat addition. Interaction between the two diffusers significantly
compounds the magnitude of this always difficult control problem.
(U) Of major importance in system integration of the engines shown in
Figure 4-7 is the necessity of sliding regeneratively cooled panels relative to
each other. Although not shown in Figure 4-7, a boundary layer diverter such as
shown in Figure 4-6 would probably be required which would add further to the
complexity of this design concept.
(U) Selection of the inlet system was based on the factors Just discussed and
one additional consideration. An over-turning pitching moment is generated due to
the vertical offset between the inlet and exhaust vectors of the turbojet engines.
In this regard the through flow design shown in Figure 4-6 is easier to balance and
therefore is more suitable for further investigation. The design sho_ in Figure
4-6 was selected for the research vehicles.
4.2.2 (U) AERODYNAMICS - The theoretical lift and drag prediction techniques
employed in this phase of the study are discussed herein. Phase II efforts in
this regard are somewhat more refined than those employed in Phase I (Volume II),
particularly insofar as the drag analysis is concerned. In Phase I, vehicle
drag was determined as a function of maximum lift-to-drag ratio, (L/D)max, and
the induced drag factor, L', _-ith zero lift drag, CDo, a fallout. Because of
the large number of configurations being screened, (L/D)ma x was estimated on the
basis of simplified data correlations with vehicle volume and planform area.
With the narrowing of the number of configurations under consideration in Phase II,
individual lift and drag analyses were performed for each vehicle design utilizing
the methods and techniques described in the following paragraphs.
4.2.2.1 (U) Lift Estimation Method - The lift characteristics were calculatec
from data correlations and theory, as follows. The subsonic lift curve slope CLa ,
was determined using the method of Reference (2). The supersonic lift curve
slopes were obtained from the correlation of data on delta wing configurations
shown in Figure 4-8. These values of CLs , were adjusted to account for the effects
of taper ratio and trailing edge wing sweep, where appropriate, using design charts.
Linear lift curves were assumed at all Mach numbers.
(U) For all-body configurations, an equivalent d/b ratio was used where b
is the overall span of the vehicle and d is the equivalent diameter of the vehicle,
based on its maximum cross-sectional area. For double delta wings, an effective
leading edge sweep, based on an area-weighted average, was used to determine the
lift curve slope from Figure 4-8.
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(U) FIGURE 4-8 LIFT CURVE SLOPE OF DELTA WING-BODY COMBINATIONS
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4.2.2.2 (U) Drag Estimation Method - Drag characteristics were calculated using
the component build-up method. This method has evolved from theoretical calcula-
tions, experimental data, and correlations with experimental data. The total drag
coefficient is given by:
CDTOTAL = CDo + L' CL 2
Where CDo is the drag coefficient at zero lift, and L' CL 2 is the incremental drag
coefficient due to lift.
4.2.2.2.1 (U) Zero Lift Drag - The zero lift drag coefficient is composed of
skin friction drag, protuberance drag, wave or pressure drag, base drag, and
propulsion system drag.
(U) The Von Karman-Schoenherr equation is used to calculate the skin fric-
tion drag along the flight trajectory. For incompressible flow, the smooth flat
plate skin friction is given by,
lOglO (RNCF) = 0.2h2/(CF)i/2
The corrections of Reference (3) were applied to account for Mach number and
temperature effects. For Mach numbers equal to or less than 5.0, the temperature
correction corresponds to adiabatic conditions (Tw/Tr). For Mach numbers greater
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than 5.0, the correction is an equivalent temperature ratio for an entire aircraft.
This correction was obtained by dividing the aircraft into equivalent wedges and
computing local values of Tw/Tr, using the methods outlined in Reference (4). These
local values of Tw/Tr were then area-weighed to give an equivalent Tw/Tr for the
entire aircraft.
(U) The thickness factors derived by Hoerner, Reference (5), were used at
subsonic speeds to correct the flat plate skin friction drag coefficient to account
for changes in local velocity along the wing body:
CFwing/CFFla t = 1 + 2 (t/c) + 60 (t/c) h
Plate
CFhody/CFFlat = 1 + !.5 (d/l) 3/2 + 7 (d/l) 3
Plate
According to two-dimensional theory, this additional viscous drag does not exist at
supersonic speeds.
(U) Estimating the total drag due to unavoidable protuberances can be
accomplished only with a detailed knowledge of the aircraft; however, statistical
information reveals that these items on recent fighter aircraft account for a
CDF = 0.00065, based on total wetted area. Additional information confirms the
subsonic level of 0.00065 and suggests that a value of CDF = 0.00085 be used at
supersonic speeds which was used for Phase II drag calculations.
(U) The transonic and supersonic wave drag coefficients of the basic aircraft
components (fuselage, nacelles, wing, vertical tails, and horizontal tails) were
estimated using the component build-up method. This method has several advantages.
The fuselage components can be defined directly from the area distribution, and the
best available correlation method for each component and Mach region can be used.
That is, at transonic speeds where theoretical treatments are inadequate, data
correlations can be used. For simple shapes at supersonic speeds, tangent wedge
and tangent cone prediction techniques can be employed, and for complex shapes,
linear theory can be utilized. The disadvantage of this method is in the inability
to account for mutual interference effects between components in other than a
general way. The only method commonly available, which includes interference
effects, is the "area rule" method. Experience has shown that while there are
advantages to be gained by using the "area rule" method, the results are usually
not significant enough to influence preliminary design configurations. For this
reason, the "area rule" method was not employed in Phase II, but will be used in
Phase III to confirm basic design drag levels.
(U) Experimental data correlations for varying nose shapes, cone frustrums,
and boattail configurations were employed to determine wave drag contributions
for the nose, mid/fuselage, and aft body at transonic and supersonic speeds.
Similar data correlations developed for boundary layer diverters were utilized
to define the pressure drag contribution produced by these devices. The wave
drag contributions of the wing and tails were determined from transonic data
correlations and supersonic linear theory.
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(U) Base drag coefficients were determined from the correlation shown in
Figure 4-9. Three dimensional base drag contributions were included on the expan-
sion nozzles of ramjet _nd scramJet configurations for engine-off operations.
(U) The drag attributed to the propulsion system during engine-on operation
is composed of ram drag, spill drag, and bleed drag. These are accounted for as
a reduction in the thrust available as described in Section 4.2.h. In all
instances, external cowl drag is included in the aerodynamic drag analysis.
4.2.2.2.2 (U) Dra_ Due to Lift - The induced drag factor, L', was calculated
as follows :
L"M> 1 I - KI _ _A_--'--_
CL a L_ M<I
where
O
O
L' = i + K
M<I
TARe
CLa is the lift curve slope (Section 4.2.2.1)
CLAM< I is the subsonic value of CLa (Section 4.2.2.1)
o _ is the aspect ratio
o e is Weissingers efficiency factor (Reference 6)
o K is an additional induced drag factor (Figure h-i0) which accounts for
the effects of wing taper ratio and leading edge radius.
K I is a correction factor (Figure h-ll) employed to adjust the wing leading
edge suction and additional induced drag factor terms, inside the brackets,
for configuration shape, Mach number, and leading edge sweep effects.
For all-body co nfig_u<.gtions, K I is assumed to be zero, as noted in Figure 4-11,
thereby neglecting the leading edge suction and additional induced drag factor
terms at all speeds. This reduces the calculation of L' for all-body shapes to
which when combined with CL and CDA yields an (L/D)m_ x value in good agreement
with the aforementioned Phase I correlations of (L/D)max with vehicle volume and
planform area.
I
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(U) FIGURE 4-10 ADDITIONAL INDUCED DRAG FACTOR (K)
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4.2.3 (U) THERMODYNAMICS - During the Phase II vehicle tradeoff studies, primary
effort was concentrated on defining vehicle changes, attributable to the thermal
environmen% which have a significant impact upon vehicle cost or performance. These
can be categorized as follows:
o Changes in moldline material selection and/or distribution
o Changes in airframe insulation requirements for the structure and
propellant tanks.
o Changes in ramjet inlet Thermal Protection System (TPS) requirements.
Since the above vehicle changes are due to variations in the magnitude and/or dur-
ation of the aerodynamic heating environment, trade studies involving parametric
variations of Mach numbers, test time, and load factor were examined. In addition,
thermal analyses were conducted in support of the following tradeoffs:
o Fuel - Normal Boiling Point (NBP) versus sub-cooled LH 2 (including slush).
o Thermal Protection System (TPS).
(i) Insulated structure versus hot structure.
(2) Passive versus active TPS.
o Tankage - Integral versus non-integral.
(U) Methodology _1_ed in conducting the analyses is summarized in Figure 4-12
and discussed below. The impact on vehicle size, weight, and cost are discussed in
Section 4.4.
(U) Moldline Material Selection - Maximum external surface temperatures were
determined for the various aircraft and missions under consideration to ensure the
selection of moldline materials (shingles and insulation) with the appropriate
temperature capability. Upper surface temperatures were computed at an end-of-
boost/cruise insertion condition, that is, at cruise velocity and altitude, but at
an angle-of-attack of zero degrees. Lower surface temperatures were computed at
the cruise velocity and altitude, but at the assumed maximum angle-of-attack of
20 degrees. This latter condition is characteristic of a 3.5g maneuver which has been
established as the design load factor at Vma x conditions (see Section 4.4.4.1).
(U) Airframe Insulation Requirements - The baseline thermal/structural concept
utilized during Phase II consists of:
(a) (U) Radiation cooled external shingles which provide a smooth aerodynamic
surface, transmit air loads via attachments to the primary structure, and
protect the insulation from viscous shearing forces;
(b) (U) Passive insulation which protects the primary structure from the
external heating environment;
(c) (U) Insulated load carrying aluminum structure (2 psf, 0.9 kg/m2); and
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(U) FIGURE 4-12
METHODOLOGY USED IN CONDUCTING
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(d) (U) integral tankage (aluminum) with internal cryogenic foam insulation
to limit the heat transfer to cryogenic propellants.
(U) To determine overall airframe insulation, four representative locations
were analyzed in detail, that is, a representative upper and lower _urlace location
for both fuel and non-fuel areas. Local insulation requirements at these four
locations were determined manually based upon an effective step-input of surface
temperature (equivalent to area under actual temperature versus time curve, (see
Figure 4-12) and a two-layer plate solution for one-dimensional heat transfer per
Schneider (Reference 7).
(U) Insulation thicknesses in non-fuel areas were sized based upon an initial
and final (maximum) structural temperature of lO0°F (311°K) and 300°F (422°K),
respectively. Passive external insulation requirements for upper fuel tank areas,
likewise, were based upon the heat storage capacity of the aluminum structure only.
That is, it was assumed that the internal tankage insulation was not wetted and
hence the heat transfer to the fuel was negligible. Furthermore, because of temp-
erature limitations of the cryogenic foam insulation, a maximum structural/bondline
insulation temperature of 250°F (395°K) rather than 300°F (422°K) was used. External
insulation requirements for lower surface fuel areas were determined assuming a lO0°F
(311°K) temperature rise of the tank wall plus a heat leak to the cryogenic hydrogen
of i00 Btu/ft 2 hr !315 watts/m2). This heat leak was selected as a reasonable value
for the short flight times of a research aircraft; the resultant final fuel tempera-
tures and maximum tank pressure for a Mach 12 configuration are presented in
Section 4.4.3 (Figure 4-99). Limiting the heat leak to the LH 2 fuel to lO0 Btu/ft 2
hr (315 watts/in2)req uires approximately 0.6 inch(1.52 cm)of cryogenic foam insulation.
(U) External insulation requirements for LOX tanks were arbitrarily set equal
to LH 2 tankage values.
(U) Average passive insulation requirements as a function of Mach number and
test time are summarized in Section 4.4.5.2. A comparison of active and passive
requirements for the Mach 12 vehicle is discussed in Section h.4.4.3.
(U) Ramjet Inlet TPS - Passive insulation is used both internally and
externally to protect the titanium inlet structure (maximum temperature of 400°F,
(478°K)) from aerodynamic heating effects. At Mach 6, aerodynamic friction results
in external moidline temperatures of about 1000°F (810°K) and uncooled internal
duct temperatures of about 2600°F (1700°K). Baseline Mach 6 aircraft were con-
figured with uncooled inlets and thus the TPS was sized based upon the above
internal duct temperature of 2600°F (1700°K).
(U) At flight speeds in excess of Mach 6, internal duct temperatures exceed
the temperature capability (assumed to be 2700°F (1760°K)) of available load-bearing
insulation materials and hence inlet wall temperatures were cooled to 1600°F
(ll44°K). To maintain consistency in conducting the Mach number trade study (see
Section 4.4.5.1), regenerative cooling was also employed at Mach 6 as well as the
higher Mach numbers considered, namely, Mach 7 and 8.
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(U) Regenerative coolant flow (LH 2 fuel) requirements to maintain a 160C°F
(i144°K) duct wall temperature were determined based upon turbulent aerodynamic
heating conditions and a heat exchanger efficiency (_) of 80%.
= (Tc2 - TCl) / (Tw - TCl>
where: Tcl,and Tc2 are coolant inlet and exit temperatures and Tw is the wall
temperature.
A heat exchanger efficiency of 80% was selected based upon past studies, e.g.,
Reference (8).
4.2.4 (U) PROPULSION - The study involved numerous propulsion systems utilizing
various engines including turbojets (TJ), turbofans (TF), ramjets (RJ), scramjets
(SJ), convertible scramjets (CSJ), and rocket engines. The scope of the propulsion
approach was further broadened by the consideration of various inlets and exits
as well as the number of basic engines.
(U) To configure the baseline propulsion systems and perform the tradeoffs,
analytical methods and configuration selection techniques appropriate for the
scope of the study were used. The methodology and baseline configuration selection
processess are described below.
4.2.4.1 (U) Methodology - This section discusses the methods used to determine
inlet performance including recovery and additive drag, engine performance, nozzle
performance, and engine scaling.
(a) (U) Inlet Performance - The two dominant parameters of inlet performance
are (1) total pressure recovery, PT2/PTo , and (2) inlet drag.
(U) Pressure recovery is classically determined from analysis of the flow field
or from test data. Analysis requires vigorous definition of the interacting viscous
boundary layer and the primary inviscid flow field and a detailed definition of the
inlet geometry and bleed system.
(U) For the TJ/TF and RJ inlets, in lieu of an analytical evaluation, pressure
recovery was based on a compilation of experimental inlet test data which is repre-
sentative of the inlets used on the research vehicles. Forebody pressure field
effects and the pitch angle effects were included. The TJ/TF and RJ inlet pressure
recovery data with angle-of-attack effects are shown on Figures 4-13 and 4-14.
(U) For the SJ and CSJ inlets, test data were not available. To define
recovery levels representative of such designs, pressure recovery was estimated
using inviscid, ideal gas analysis of the forebod E and inlet shock structure. In
this analysis, the shock-structure estimation incorporates an equivalent cone
(forebode half angle plus angle-of-attack) forebody shock. The average Mach number
in the captured stream tubes, downstream of the forebody shock, was estimated and
the subsequent compression ramps were treated as two-dimensional with linear shock
theory. The effects of boundary layer friction drag on inlet efficiency were
estimated by means of the analytical model presented in Reference (9). In this
method the momentum decrement of the boundary layer flow (relative to the inviscid
flow field) is accounted for as a reduction in inlet efficiency. The SJ and CSJ
inlet recovery data are shown in Figure 4-15.
/
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(U) FIGURE 4-13 TJ AND RJ INLET PRESSURERECOVERY SOURCE
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(U) For all inlets, three elements of inlet drag were estimated:
o Ram Drag - The stream thrust of the air captured by the inlet. This drag
was estimated as equal to the momentum flux of the captured air.
o Supersonic Spill Dra_ - The integrated drag force along the limiting stream-
line of the captured air, caused by the inlet not operating with shock-on-lip.
This drag was estimated by predicting the flow field characteristics and in-
tegrating the pressure over the associated area, assuming two-dimensional
inviscid flow fields. A typical result for the convertible scramjet vehicle
is shown in Figure 4-16.
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o Bleed _d Leakage Dra_ - The ram drag force associated with capturing
the air which is bled from the inlet ramps to maintain proper flow on the
ramps, _nd the air which is lost by leakage. An allowance of 10% of the
total captured air was allotted for bleed and leakage, and was reflected
in inlet sizing.
(b) (U) Engine Performance - The turbine engine (turbojet and turbofan) and
ramjet engine performances were taken from engine specifications of uninstalled
performance, provided by engine companies. These data were corrected for the
vehicle inlet recovery and nozzle installation effects. In some cases, engine
specifications were based on the use of JP fuels and corrections for the use of
hydrogen were required. The design turbine inlet temperature of the basic turbine
engines is the same for both H2 and JP fuels. Therefore, no change in current
turbine materials or cooling concepts was required. The SFC values for the H2
turbine engines were obtained by ratioing the lower heating values of the H2 fuel
wi_h that of JP fuel. The specific thrust (_n/Wa) was corrected for the difference
in fuel mass addition because of the differences in fuel air ratio at the same
turbine inlet temperature level. Fuel flow for the ramjet was that required to
cool the engine and nozzle, as determined by engine company specifications, plus
that fuel needed to cool the inlet, as described in Section 4.2.3.
(U) SJ and CSJ engine performance were derived from a previous MCAIR study,
Reference (1). That study used a one-dimensional cycle analysis program to define
Isp and Fn/Ac as functions of inlet, combustor, and nozzle efficiencies. Combustor
efficiencies, representative of 1975 technology levels, were estimated, based on
extrapolation of currently demonstrated values from several engine company tests.
(U) Engine-off drag was estimated for each of the airbreathing propulsion
systems. For the vehicles with turbojets, doors were provided to close off the
inlet. On the turbojet-ramjet vehicle the axisymmetric inlet configurations were
provided with a petal-type expansion of the spike. On the turbojet-convertible
scramJet vehicle the two-dimensional scoop ramp was pivoted to perform the closure.
Drags of the closed inlets were estimated by procedures described in Section 4.2.2.2.
For the ramjet inlet engine-off drag, an analysis developed in a previous MCAIR
study, Reference (10), was used. That analysis assumed that air flows through the
unlit RJ under these conditions:
(i) Pressure recovery to nozzle entrance equal to MIL-E-5008 with an additional
6% loss.
(2) Nozzle exhausts the air aft and parallel to vehicle axis, to an area equal
to 85% of that required for full expansion to freestream static pressure.
These assumptions represent optimistic estimates of propulsion system performance
based on limited test data.
(U) Rocket engine performance was taken directly from the engine company
specifications, for the selected nozzle expansion ratio.
(c) (U) Nozzle Performance - Turbine engine internal nozzle performance,
in terms of gross thrust coefficient, was taken from engine company specifications.
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Installed nozzle boattail drag and/or base drag of the turbine engines was accounted
for in the total vehicle drag analysis. Ramjet nozzle gross thrust coefficients
were taken from the engine company specifications for the nozzle expansion area
selected. Scramjet and convertible scramJet nozzle gross thrust coefficients were
based on the amount of expansion associated with the individual research vehicle
designs and the available nozzle pressure ratio. Chemical reactions were assumed
to freeze in the SJ and CSJ nozzles at the area equal to 120% of the combustor
exit area. Chemical kinetic analysis performed in a previous MCAIR study, Reference
(i), indicated that this freeze point analysis produced performance estimates in
agreement with the limited available test data. For the rocket nozzles, the ex-
pansion ratio chosen was the largest value that would not result in flow seoara-
tion at maximum thrust, sea level operation. Engine company specification data
were used to determine this separation limit.
(d) (U) Engine Stalin6- The turbine engines and the RLI0 (mod) and J2S
rocket engines used in this study were used at full size as established by engine
company specifications.
(U) Ramjets, scramjets, and convertible scramjets were scaled on the basis of
capture area. The Marquardt I,_ 145 ramjet engine was used as a reference size for
the ramjets. The SJ and CSJ engines were scaled from a reference size engine esta-
blished in Reference (i). Scaling data for the LR 129 rocket engine was t_ken from
the engine company specification, Reference (i!).
(e) (U) Fuel Systems - The operational characteristics of a hypersonic air-
craft fuel system are a function of engine requirements, thermal envelope, and fuel
thermophysical properties. Tank outflow, line sizes, and delivery pressure at the
engine pump or pre-va!ve were defined by engine requirements. Maximum bulk fuel
temperatures were determined by the heating profile combined with flow rates and
residence time. Maximum allowable fuel supply temperatures and corresponding pres-
sures were established at levels where acceptable minimum net specific suction
pressures were supplied at the engine pump inlets.
(U) Cryogenic fuels, especially liquid hydrogen, require specific attention
to both local and bulk temperature/heating profiles. Without proper handling and
insulation, the cryogen vaporizes readily and can lead to increased tank pressures
and attendant structural weight increases.
(U) Fuel tank heating was studied to determine bulk propellant temperatures
and vapor pressures at the end of the flight. The fuel vapor pressure (temperature
dependent), in addition to pump inlet pressure, establishes minimum tank pressuriza-
tion requirements. The effects of tank pressure levels on total pressurant gas
weight and overall tank/structural weight were then evaluated. Design refinement
studies were conducted to define the propellant initial temperature, flight heat
leak, and operating pressure to assist in the selection of insulation, tank struc-
ture, and pressurization system for most efficient fuel tank and feed system design.
4.2.4.2 (U) Configuration Selection - The propulsion system selections were con-
ducted in conjunction with the overall vehicle studies. Thus, mission performance,
design arrangements, etc., were consistent for the baseline vehicle designs, pro-
viding a basis for accurate comparisons. This section describes the selection of
the inlets, nozzles, and engines for the baseline vehicle configurations.
I
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(a) (U) Inlet Selection - Inlet selections were based on performance analysis
and limited model test data. The basic inlet types investigated were axisymmetric,
semi-cone, vertical ramp two-dimensional (2-D), and horizontal ramp 2-D. These
inlets can be integrated with research vehicles in various ways. The inlet config-
uration and installation, for the airbreathing engines of each baseline research
vehicle, were selected on the basis of the following criteria:
o Pressure recovery throughout the required operating range.
o Practical installation of inlet on the airframe.
o Inlet-engine integration.
o Weight.
(U) The four flight research vehicle concepts incorporating airbreathers use
three basic propulsion cycles: turbofans, ramjets, and scramJets or convertible
scramJets. The Phase I vehicle developed for the Mach 6 rocket/RJ concept resulted
in a very high operating weight empty (OWE) when using an axisymmetric RJ. To
improve on this system for Phase II, a 2-D RJ was incorporated. For the 2-D RJ,
only 2-D inlet designs were considered. The inlet was located within the forebody
pressure field to obtain the benefit of the flow field on pressure recovery at
the Mach 6 operating point.
(U) For scramJet and convertible scramJet powered vehicles, previous studies
such as Reference (i) have shown that the engine should be completely integrated
with the airframe. In that study, the approach to achieving attractive scramJet
cruise vehicles was developed in tradeoffs of numerous engine and installation
concepts. In additon to indicating the need to integrate the inlet with the
airframe lower surface, the study showed the advantages of inlet configurations that
are essentially two-dimensional in shape. The research vehicles incorporate similar
integrated inlet-combustor-nozzle-airframe scramJet designs. The resulting inlet
design has the characteristics summarized in Figure h-17. The turbojet accelerator
inlet was also incorporated into the convertible-scramJet-powered research vehicle
by the arrangement developed in Reference (i). This inlet configuration is shown in
Figure k-18.
(U) FIGURE 4-17 SCRAMJET AND CSJ INLET
INLET
6 = 3°
"" . -- ......-_ ..... ___2 = 6°_ _ 60 __I I" "---_
/
" " _ . "_-_._"__ -/ Ramp Angles Shown
" - " " "*"-_$_ _<_"_ Represent CSJ
Side VLe:¢
Flan Vie_
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(U) FIGURE 4-18 TURBOJET INLET FOR CSJ CRUISE VEHICLE
" / Throat
Retracted With Turbojet Off LExtended Turbojet _
Inlet*
(b) (U) Inlet/Engine Location - The B212 Mach 6 cruise vehicle incorporates
two types of airbreathing engines, turbojet and ramjets. The most beneficial
arrangement regarding inlet efficiency would involve mounting all these airbreathing
engines in the lower, aft vehicle region. Sufficient room was not available in that
region for all of these engines. Therefore a study was made to identify the best
engine/inlet/nozzle arrangement. Since it was assumed that inlet pressure recovery
did not differ among the various candidate arrangements, the primary considerations
in the study were weight and engine-off performance. Length of the turbojet
diffuser was used as a measure of weight differences. From the results summarized
in Figure 4-19, the selected arrangement for this vehicle was a belly mounting for
the 2-D ramjet with axisymmetric inlets for the wing-mounted turbojets.
2
(U) FIGURE 4-19 INLET/ENGiNE LOCATION TRADE - TJ/RJ VEHICLE
RJ:2D, belly
.TJ:2D, wing
(RJ:2D, belly
|_:AX, wing
RJ:2D, wing
TJ:2D, belly
RJ:2D, wing
TJ:AX, belly
EVALUATION CRITERIA
Controllability Pitch Angle
With One Engine Out Sensitivity
Weight
Difference TJ RJ TJ RJ
poor moderate good excellent
small
moderate
poor
moderate
fair
_ wm_mmm
moderate
worst
worst
excellent good
small moderate fair-good good
_ Selected Arrangement
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(c) (U) _ozzle Selection - Nozzle designs for the advanced propulsion cycles
were based on ccncepts developed in engine company studies. The performance was
based on analysis and limited model test data. For each propulsion cycle, certain
types of basic :.ozzle shapes were considered to be appropriate:
o Rockets: conventional bell.
O
Turbofan and turbojet engines: axisymmetric, with various means of
changing throat and exit areas.
Ramjets (2-D): two-dimensional, with various means of changing throat
and exit areas.
o Scramjets and CSJ: basically 2-D, integrated with the vehicle lower
surface contours.
The objective of this trade was to select the nozzle for each engine which best met
these requirements:
o Good gross thrus_ performance throughout the required operating range.
o Compact integration with the airframe.
o Minimum weight.
The considerations involved in the nozzle selection are described below.
(U) Three rocket engines were used with conventional bell nozzles, (their
selection is described in the next subsection, (d)). For the rubberized rocket
engines, scaled from _he LR-129, an expansion ratio was selected as the maximum
which should avoid nozzle flow separation at sea level maximum thrust operation.
This expansion ratio, _ = 75, was used for all applications of this engine. Two
fixed size rocket engines were used, the J2S and the RL-IO. The J2S nozzle,
a = 40, precludes flow separation at sea level and was used unmodified for all
applications. The RLIO (mod) nozzle, e = 57, does encounter nozzle flow separation
throughout most of the lower flight envelope of the research vehicle. Therefore a
shorter nozzle was selected, e = 32, to preclude separation at 35,000 feet (10.7 km),
the lowest altitude for air launched application.
(U) The engine company specification nozzles were used with all the turbine
engines, In the TJ/CSJ powered vehicle the turbofan engines were buried within the
airframe. This installation did not affect the basic nozzle selection. However an
exhaust duct and a closure door were incorporated into the airframe to seal off the
TJ engine when it is not operating. The arrangement was developed in a previous
study, Reference (!), for a similar vehicle.
(U) A trade study was made for the 2-D ramjet engine nozzle, to identify the
most desirable configuration. Translating plugs and hinged flaps were considered.
Internal performance was assumed to be equal for the various candidates. External
drag and nozzle weight were qualitatively assessed. From the results, summarized
in Figure 4-20, the flat-faced plug nozzle (Configiration 4) was selected.
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(U) FIGURE 4-20 RAMJET NOZZLE TRADE
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In the case of the scr_mJet and convertible scramjet engines, previous(u)
studies such as Reference (1) have indicated the desirability of completely
integrating the propulsion system with the airframe. This includes the necessity
of integrating the nozzle with the airframe lower surface. This study also showed
the attractiveness of nozzle configurations that are essentially two-dimensional
in shape. For the research vehicles, these integrated designs were used. The
research vehicle nozzle design is summarized in Figure k-21.
(U) FIGURE 4-21 SCRAMJET AND CSJ NOZZLE
Engine and Nozz£e
are constant width
aft of Ath
Aexit = 18.6 Ath
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(d) (U) Engine Selection - To choose the engine for the specified propulsion
cycles of the seven baseline flight research vehicle concepts, both off-the-shelf
and proposed (study) engines were evaluated. In the off-the-shelf category, only
turbojets/turbofans and rockets were available. Proposed (study) engines were
available for all propulsion cycles. The establishment of the selected engine
configurations is discussed below.
(U) Turbine Engine - For the turbine engine applications, the FI00 turbofan
was selected. This choice resulted in a vehicle with less drag and more fuel
volume than using the J58 engine, which has about the same thrust. Thrust of the
GE4/JSP (SST engine) was too large for the research vehicle applications.
(U) Ramjet Engine - The Marquardt axisymmetric MA IhS-XAB was the only ramjet
engine available in the desired Mach number range. However in Phase I the inte-
grations of this engine with the airframe produced vehicles with unattractive weight
characteristics. Therefore, for Phase II, MCAIR configured a two-dimensional (2-D)
ramjet engine, based on the MA 125-XAB concept. A sketch of this engine is shown
in Figure 2-22.
(U) FIGURE 4-22 TWO-DIMENSIONALRAMJET FEATURES
I
I
/'///// ///// / / ///A
Inlet Diffuser _ /// 1
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(U) Scram_et and Convertible Scram_et Engine - Propulsion system designs
developed previously, Reference (1), were taken essentially unmodified and incorpo-
rated into the research vehicles. Figure h-23 illustrates the research vehicle
convertible scramjet engine.
(U) FIGURE 4-23 SCRAM JET AND CSJ ENGINES
(U) Rocket Engine - The high chamber pressure PWA LR-129 was the only avail-
able proposed advanced-technology rocket engine employing a conventional bell noz-
zle. Two off-the-shelf rocket engines were considered: The PWA RLIO (mod) and
the Rocketdyne J2S. The tradeoff study to select among these three candidate engines
is reported in Section 4.4.1. For the baseline vehicles, the major selection
criterion was low OWE. The LR-129 engine was selected because it has a higher Isp
and thrust-to-weight ratio than the off-the-shelf engines. These characteristics
are dominant when OWE is a major consideration. In applying this engine to the
flight research vehicles, it was used in a rubberized fashion. That is, a thrust
level was determined to match a desired value of takeoff thrust-to-vehicle-weight
ratio. Then the associated engine length, diameter, and weight were determined
from scaling data supplied by the engine company.
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4.2.5 (U) STRICTURES - Four basic variables that have a major impact on the
structure and structural concepts were studied during Phase II. These are load
factor, tankage, thermal protection system, and Mach number. During Phase II
parametric trad off studies were performed on each in an effort to select the best
combination of Variables. At the initiation of each tradeoff study, design options
that satisfied the functional requirements, the design criteria, and the study
ground rules were selected. Each design option was then investigated independently
to establish the most attractive arrangement for the particular application. This
was done to insure that each option was evaluated in its best configuration and
that the selection was driven by performance and not by ground rule selection. Each
design option that remained as a promising candidate was then incorporated into one
or more research aircraft so that its impact on the total aircraft weight, size and
cost could be evaluated.
(U) The overall vehicle comparisons were made using statistical weight estima-
ting methods described in Section h.2.6. These methods accurately reflect the
changes that result from varying the design options. However, additional structural
analysis was required for the integral/non-integral tank and the thermal protection
system studies. These two tradeoff studies required preliminary analysis to be
performed to assess the weight and volume variations associated with promising
concepts since the estimation methods account only for the load carrying structure
and not for extra heat protection or tankage material.
(U) The structural analysis and weight estimation were based on a "minimum
risk" material and fabrication technology level. "Minimum risk" is defined as
materials and fabrication methods that will be considered airworthy in 1975 with
no more than normal development effort. Figure 4-24 presents a representative
cross-section of the materials and their physical and mechanical properties that
meet this requirement. Joining methods that are considered "minimum risk" include
welding, brazing and limited diffusion bonding. The primary structure is considered
as being mechanically Joined.
(U) The non-metals that were included in the Phase II research aircraft were:
o Windshield - 95% silica glass - flat panels, multi-glaze construction,
2000°F (1367°K) temperature capability.
o Nose Cone - Zirconia ceramic modules with 4000°F (2475°K) temperature
capability.
o Insulation
Cryogenic
Polyvinylchloride (LO2)
Polyurethane (LH2)
High Temperature
Microquartz - 1800°F (1256°K) temperature limit
Flexible Min-K - 1800°F (1256°K) temperature limit
Dynaflex - 2700°F (1756°K) temperature limit
o Vapor Barrier - Kapton-H
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(U) FIGURE 4-24
PROPERTIES OF METALS AT ROOMTEMPERATURE
RoomTemperatureProperties(Min. Guaranteed)
Ultimate Yield
Tensile Tensile Elastic Density
Alloy Designation Condition Strength Strength Modulus
(1)
KSI N m2xl06 KSI Nm2Jd06 106 PSi N'm2xl08 Lb,'ln.3 Kg'm3
2219-1"81 (Aluminum) STA 60 414 45 310 [0.8 745 0.102 2820
2024-T62 STA 64 417 50 345 10.7 738 0.100 2768
7075-1-/6 STA 73 504 62 427 10.5 725 0.101 2795
Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn (Titanium) STA 170 1171 160 1102 16.5 1138 0.164 4540
Ti-6AI-..EV-2Sn A 155 1059 I45 1000 15.0 1034 0.164 4540
Ti-EAI-4V STA 157 1082 143 986 16.4 1131 0.160 4425
Ti-6AI-4V A 134 924 126 869 16.4 1131 0.160 4425
Ti-BAI-1Mo-IV DA 133 917 121 835 18.0 1241 0.156 4320
Ti-SAI-2.5 Sn A 120 827 113 780 15.5 1069 0.161 4460
PH14-SMo(Steel) STA 240 ]655 225 1550 28.0 1930 0.278 7700
A-286 (Iron) A 140 965 95 655 29.1 2010 0.286 7910
L-605 (Cobalt) A 130 896 55 379 32.6 2250 0.330 9130
Inconel 625 (Nickel) A 120 827 60 414 29.8 2055 0.305 8440
Inconel 718 STA 180 1240 150 1034 29.0 2000 0.297 8210
Rene 41 STA 170 1171 130 896 31.9 2200 0.298 8250
TD NiC SR 110 758 75 517 21.9 1510 0.306 8460
HastetloyX A 100 689 45 310 28.6 1972 0.297 8210
1366(Columbium) A 90 621 70 483 14.6 1007 0.305 8440
FS-85 SR 75 517 60 414 20.0 1379 0.383 10060
Cb-752 A 75 517 60 414 17.0 1171 0.326 9020
T-222 (Tantalum) A 110 758 105 725 29.0 2000 0.605 16740
TemperalureLimitation/2)
Primary Secondary
Sbucture Structure
oF oK oF oK
400 477 500 533
325 436 375 464
250 394 275 408
800 700 800 700
800 700 800 700
800 700 900 755
1000 810 1000 810
1000 810 1100 866
900 755 1100 866
1000 810 1100 866
1300 977 1300 977
1800 1256 2000 1367
1400 1032 1600 1144
1300 977 1800 1256
1550 1118 1800 1256
2200 1480 2400 1590
2000 1367 2100 1421
2600 1700 2800 1810
2700 1756 2800 1810
2400 1590 2800 1810
3000 1920 3400 2140
(l) SR - Stress Relieved A - Annealed DA - Duplex Annealed STA - Solution Treated and Aged
(2) The selected maximum allowable service temperature limits are based primarily upon considerations of (a) competitive strength
and/or stiffness at thermal exposures up to I00 hours and (b) adequate oxidation resistance either unprotected or with a suitable
protective coating.
(U) The structural concept employed with the scramjet/convertible scramjet
engines consists of a combination of primary structure, insulated radiation cooled
external surfaces and regeneratively cooled internal pame!s. The primary load
carrying structure which forms the shape of the engine is titanium structure
maintained at 800°F (700°K). Protection from the external aerodynamic heating is
provided by a thermal protection system (see Section _.2.3 and 4.4.4). The internal
wall of the engine forms the combustion chamber. This wall is made of TD-Nic, is
regeneratively cooled thus acting as a heat exchanger, and in conjunction with in-
sulation protects the primary structure from the combustion heating.
(U) Each of the thermal protection systems considered employs a radiation
shingle for protection of the structure and the insulation. The results of the
shingle optimization study (performed for an active system) are shown in Figure
4-25, as modified for the HYFAC Phase II parametric studies.
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4.2.6 (U) WEIGHTS - The basic weight estimation methodology used in Phase II is
unchanged from that presented in Volume II. However, several of the Phase II
parametric studies (Figure 4-2) required weight trend data whose source and method-
ology is discussed below.
(U) Rocket Motor Weisht Trends - The weight of a wet, installed motor,
including the necessary wire harness and instrumentation, thrust vector control
system (if required), trapped propellants, spin-up system, and pressurant, varies
as illustrated in Figure 4-26. Data is presented for:
o LR-129 HPC LO2/LH 2 Translating Nozzle (Reference !i)
(U) Ramjet Weight Trends - The conventional circular-shaped ramjet was re-
placed by the two-dimensional (rectangular cross-section) ramjet concept to provide
better airframe/inlet propulsion system integration. Weight trends were developed
using a circular ramjet as a base. The base engine used was the Marquardt 145 cir-
cular ramjet. This engine was scaled as desired using the Marquardt scalina curves
for capture area and minimum duct pressure (Reference 12). However, since the
MCAIR ramjet is rectangular, a weight-strength correction factor was applied.
This derives a rectangular pressure vessel from a circular vessel of the same cross-
sectional area. Figure 4-27 presents the MCAiR two-dimensional ramjet weight as
a function of capture area.
(U) Scram_et - Convertible Scram_et Weight Trends - Structural analyses has
been performed on the scramjet-convertible scramjet engines. The results of these
analyses have been modified and adapted to the Phase I! research aircraft. Figure
4-28 shows the results of the preliminary structural analysis of the engine, which
includes the weight of the structure and thermal protection system. Pressures in
the inlet and nozzle sections are much less than those in the combustor. Therefore,
the structural weight was computed separately for each section. For convenience,
weight is presented as a function of the combustor section pressure. The scramjet
engines are designed for i00 psi (68.9 N/cm 2) while the convertible scramJets are
designed for 150 psi (103.2 N/cm 2) reference Figure 4-3. The weight is also pre-
sented as a function uf modul_ frontal area, since the engine size is dependent uoon
the particular configuration being studied. The weight of the modules required for
adequate thrust can be assembled by summing the individual values.
(U) The engine weight includes the structure, regenerative cooling system,
fuel injectors, and ramp mechanism, with the back-up and mounting structure being
carried in the main body weight. Trapped fluids were accounted for separately in
the useful load section. Engine weights are estimated on the basis of weight trends
and methodology described in Volume II, Part 2.
I
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(C) FIGURE 4-26
ENGINE WEIGHT vs VACUUM THRUST
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(U) FIGURE4-27
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4.2.7 (U) PERFORMANCE METHODOLOGY - The methods and approaches used in analyzing
the performance capability of the flight research vehicles are presented in this
section. Each of the noted performance subjects are discussed in tPc following
sections.
o Airbreather Accelerator Methodology
o Rocket Accelerator Methodology
o Nominal Glide Path
o Landing Characteristics
o Landing Assist
o Single Base Operation
(U) The general vehicle sizing technique employed for Phase II is the same as
that developed for Phase I studies wherein a balance is obtained between the fuel
available in a given vehicle and the fuel required to perform the mission. A sche-
matic of the input requirements for the sizing process and the output are shown in
Figure 4-29.
(U) FIGURE 4-29 POINT DESIGN SIZING PROCESS
Design Factors
Aerodynamic Shave
Design Load Factor
Thermal Protection
Tankage Concept
Propulsion Factors
Propulsion System
Engine Availability
Thrust-To-Weight
Ratio
Fuel
Mission Factors
Cruise Mach Number
Cruise Time
Payload
Launch Mode
Basing
Landing Assist
Sizing Process I
Operational Weight _mpty
Planform Area
Takeoff Gross Weight
Flight Characteristics
Range and Flight Time
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(U) The mission consists of an acceleration-climb, cruise, and an unpowered
glide descent and landing. The climb phase of flight is performed differently for
airbreathing and rocket accelerator engines, Figure h-30 defines the climb pro-
files. The rocket accelerators employ a climb path for minimum fuel usage. For
the airbreathing accelerator vehicles, various structural limitations defined the
method of climb. These constraints are defined on the profile:
(a) to (b) - dynamic pressure boundary, 2000 Ibs/ft 2 (95,600 N/m 2)
(b) to (c) - engine duct pressure boundary, i00 psi (6.89 x 105 N/m 2) for CSJ
and 150 psi (10.3 x 105 N/m 2) for RJ
(c) to (d) - combustion mode of operation switched from subsonic to supersonic
and a constant altitude acceleration is employed.
(d) to (e) - selected structural temperature limit.
(U) For mission planning purposes, a nominal glide path was defined. The
glide maneuver utilizes a speed brake system for glide path control (Section
4.2.7.3). Flight research vehicle landing studies were performed assuming acceptable
vehicle handling qualities and a landing assist technique was defined. Basing con-
cept studies were conducted considering, as an alternate, single base operation.
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(U) FIGURE 4-30 PHASE II CLIMB PROFILES
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4.2.7.1 (U) Aizbreather Accelerator Methodology - HYFAC vehicles with airbreath-
ing accelerator _ngines were sized by matching fuel available on a given size
vehicle with furl required to perform the mission. The climb and the cruise por-
tions of the mission wereconsidered separately in calculating the fuel required.
(U) The climb fuel was calculated using the KC6G Advanced Design Mission
Program. Ground rules for using the program for HYFAC are that Isp is reduced by
5,o, turbojet and ramjet thrust are assumed to be independent of angle of attack,
and scramjet thrust is input as a function of angle of attack. Briefly, this pro-
gram uses a closed form iterative procedure to calculate time and fuel required to
accelerate and climb. With a known gross weight at the beginning of climb an esti-
mate was .made of the fuel required to traverse a segment of the climb path. Based
on initial and final weights, the fuel required was calculated and the iteration
(step size, AM = 0.5) continued until the estimated and the required fuel converge.
This process was repeated along the entire climb path.
(U) The cruise phase of flight is at (L/D)ma x equilibrium altitude. For this
phase of flight, the following ground rules were defined for determining cruise
fuel requirements:
2
At (L/D)ma x CDo = L' C L
therefore
(U) For vehicles with scramjets, the propulsive lift increment was added to
the aerodynamic lift. The equation defining cruise fuel requirements is then:
WFUEL= D___(t)
Isp
The specific impulse, Isp, of the airbreathing engines is arbitrarily reduced by
5% to account for differences between estimated engine performance and flight test
operation performance. Cruise fuel is then:
2 CDo q Sp
WFUEL- .95 (Isp) (t)
where q = (CLAER 0 + CLpRo P) Sp
CLAER 0 aerodynamic lift coefficient
CLpRo P = propulsion system lift coefficient
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Cruise altitude versus weight with required fuel was compared to an altitude versus
weight curve during climb for a given Mach number. The intersection of these two
curves was used as the initial cruise condition.
(U) Fuel volume available versus planform area and empty weight were obtained
from the configuration design curves. For the all hydrogen fueled vehicles, the
takeoff gross weight was readily obtained by plotting fuel available and fuel
required versus empty weight; the intersection determined the size of the
design.
(U) For dual fueled (JP-hydrogen) vehicles, an iterative procedure must be
used since fuel weight is not simply a function of volume. A takeoff gross weight
was assumed and the JP required to accelerate to Math 3, the shutdown point of the
turbojets, was calculated using the KC6G Program. The volume of the JP used was
subtracted, from the total volume, leaving the remaining volume available to carry
hydrogen. This resulted in a new takeoff gross weight. The process was repeated
Imtii the weights converged. This takeoff gross weight was used to calculate
mission fuel required and size the aircraft as described above.
4.2.7.2 (U) Rocket Accelerator Methodolo_ - HYFAC vehicles with rocket accelera-
tors were sized to provide a balance between fuel available and fuel required to
perform the design mission. The fuel required to perform the mission was deter-
mined by using a closed form iterative solution. The solution was found to be ade-
quate for sizing rocket accelerator vehicles when compared to point mass trajectory
results, and enabled a large number of vehicles to be evaluated.
(U) The closed form technique considered fuel requirements for a climb and
a constant Mach number cruise phase of flight. The cruise requirements were deter-
mined initially from the Breguet Range Equation solving for the cruise weight
fraction (We/OWE) ,
W c ATTEST
ln_ = (L/D)max
/'(Re + h)g !SP
The specific impulse is arbitrarily reduced 1% for rocket engines, as indicated,
to account for differences between estimated and operational engine performance.
(U) The acceleration-climb fuel requirements were determined from the classi-
cal rocket equation solving for the climb weight fraction (TOGW),
Wc
TOGW AVideal
in
Wc g (.99)
sp
where: TOGW = take-off gross weight (ib)
AVidea I = AVactua_ AV D + AV G + AV M + AVp
I
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and AVD = aerodynamic drag velocity loss = __ t2 _ dt
J tl m
f t2AVG = gravity velocity loss = g sin 7 dt
t1
( t2AVM = maneuver velocity loss = (TvAc-PAe) ) dt
Jtl _ (1 - cos
fl PAeAVp = engine exit nozzle atmosphere back pressure loss _dtm
1
The AV losses during the climb phase were evaluated using correlations derived from
approximately 50 calculated acceleration-climb profiles for minimum fuel. The
velocity loss correlations used in the performance calculations are shown in Fig-
ures 4-31 through 4-33 for both air and horizontal ground launch. These curves are
the same as those used in Phase I studies with the exception of the air launch drag
losses which were refaired at T/W ratios less than 1.5 when additional data for the
correlation became available.
(U) The fuel required curve and the size of the vehicle were determined as
follows:
(a) Assume weight empty (OWE)
(b) Solve for cruise weight (Wc) using Breguet Range Equation iterating until
the assumed cruise weight (used to obtain cruise altitude and test velocity) agrees
with the resultant cruise weight.
(c) Solve for take-off gross weight using the classical rocket equation
iterating until the assumed TOGW (used to determine velocity losses) agrees with
the resultant TOGW.
(d) Repeat (a) through (c) to obtain another point. The resultant two points
define the relationship of the fuel required with empty weight. A linear relation-
ship results from the assumption of a constant value of Isp.
(e) The sized vehicle is at the intersection of the fuel required curve with
the fuel available curve (obtained from design data).
4.2.7.3 (U) Nominal Glide Path - It is necessary to be able to control the
vehicle flight path during the power-off glide following cruise in order to provide
the pilot with flexibility in the selection of a landing site. Range studies have
been conducted assuming the use of partially deflected speed brakes during the glide
phase thereby providing a "nominal" glide range that is the mean value of the maxi-
mum and minimum glide ranges.
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PRESSURE AND MANEUVERING LOSSES
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GRAVITY ROCKET BOOST
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(U) To size speed brakes, a survey of fuselage mounted speed brake data was
conducted and the results are shown in Figure 4-34. The fairing of data is arbi-
trary. The asymptotic value indicated in Figure 4-34 results from modified
Newtonian theory with a correction factor (K) from Hoerner (Reference 5) to account
for the fullness of the pressure distribution over the face of the speed brake, as
a function of deflection. Speed brakes were sized using the data fairing of Figmure
4-34 together with the ground rule that they be effective enough to provide a mini-
mum A(L/D) of at least -i.0 throughout the vehicle speed range. Typical results,
obtained for an all-body configuration (-250), are as follows:
Area Ratio, SB/S p = .0206
Max Deflection, _B = 500
where: SB = speed brake flat plate area
6B = speed brake deflection angle, degrees
Sp = vehicle planform area
The maximum glide range used for all HYFAC test vehicles assumes flight at aero-
dynamic (L/D)max. Minimum glide range is obtained with full speed brake deflection
and angle of attack modulation. An angle of attack of 3 degrees was found to pro-
vide a minimum range without exceeding a dynamic pressure limitation of 2000 lb/ft 2
(95,600 N/m2).
(U) Representative glide parameters for the baseline HYFAC test vehicles are
presented in Figures 4-35 through 4-37 where maximum glide distance, altitude and
time are shown as a function of velocity at end of cruise. These trajectory param-
eters were obtained using the MDC three degrees of freedom point mass trajectory
program, (deck KSDF). The nominal glide range is approximately 65% of the maxi-
mum glide range in all cases investigated.
4.2.7.4 (U) Landing Characteristics - Approach and landing characteristics for a
typical all-body configuration (B233A) are shown in Figure 4-38. These character-
istics are based on a power-off high energy approach technique, wherein the initial
approach speed is sufficiently in excess of the touchdown velocity to permit a
flare to a shallow final glide path and while decelerating provide the pilot with
enough time-on-final to make corrective alignment adjustments, extend the landing
gear, and negotiate a smooth touchdown. The chief parameters influencing these
characteristics are (L/D)max, CLTD, CLOPT , CLa, and W/S. The boundaries of maximum
and minimum values and the preferred conditions shown in Figure 4-38 are based on
the results of a McDonnell pilot-in-loop landing simulation study, Reference (13).
The preferred conditions denote those conditions for which the best pilot ratings
were obtained. The maximum and minimum boundaries correspond to a Cooper Rating of
3.5, or the pilot rating separating Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory conditions on
the Cooper Scale.
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(U) FIGURE 4-35
(L/D)MA x EQUILIBRIUM GLIDE DESCENT
TJ/RJ Wing Body Configuration (B212A)
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(U) FIGURE 4-36
(L/D)MA x EQUILIBRIUM GLIDE DESCENT
TJ/CSJ Blended Wing Body Configuration (B257F)
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(U) FIGURE 4-37
(L/D)MA x EQUILIBRIUM GLIDE DESCENT
Rocket All Body Configurations
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(U) FIGURE 4-38
APPROACH AND LANDING CHARACTERISTICS
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(U) A comparison of actual flight experience with the envelope of Satisfactory
Pilot Ratings is presented in Figure 4-39. The X-15 was the first research vehicle
to employ a power-off high energy approach as a part of its normal flight operation.
In the course of this program, the X-15 investigated a wide range of approach con-
ditions as illustrated in Figure 4-39. The M2-F1 vehicle was considered to exhibit
unsatisfactory landing characteristics because of the lack of time-on-final, which
agrees well with the simulation study results. The RF-hC data point represents
landings performed by one of the evaluating McDonnell test pilots at Edwards Air
Force Base to familiarize himself with the high energy approach technique prior to
the simulator study.
(U) If the landing gear of the all-body configuration employed in Figure 4-38
is designed for a touchdown sink rate of 20 ft/sec (6.1 m/sec), then touchdown
velocities must be limited to about 225 knots (417 kilometers/hr) assuming a -3
degree flight path angle at touchdown. If it is further assumed that the
angle of attack a_ touchdown should not exceed 15 degrees because of pilot
over-the-nose vision, stability and control considerations, etc., the minimum touch-
down velocity should be about 160 knots (297 kilometers/hr). This provides a use-
able range of touchdown speeds of approximately 65 knots (120.5 kilometers/hr).
Nominal touchdown conditions could be assumed to be a velocity of 190-195 knots
(352-362 kilometers/hr) and an angle of attack of about l0 ° requiring a
CLT D approximately 50% greater than CLOPT. To provide these conditions at touch-
down, the preferred approach would be at an initial calibrated airspeed of about
285 knots (528 kilometers/hr) followed by a flare of about 1.5 g initiated at an
altitude of 700 feet (214 m) and a final deceleration time of about 20 seconds.
h.2.7.5 (U) Landing Assist - Landing assist capabilities were incorporated in the
B233 Configuration by resizing to include an additional fuel allotment for flight
path realignment during the landing approach.
_.2.7.6 (U) Single Base Operation - The return phase of the mission for Mach 12
rocket accelerator test vehicles sized for single base operation, was initiated
after the 5 minute test cruise with a 3.5 g unpowered windup turn. The trajectory
for this maneuver is shown in Figures 4-40 and 4-hl. A 20° maximum angle of attack
limitation was imposed at the initiation of the windup turn. The Mach number at-
tained at completion of the windup turn was held constant during the powered cruise
back. For the Mach 12 vehicle, a 200 nautical mile _370.6 km] uapowered glade to
the landing base was allotted. For the Mach 6 vehicles, the cruise to landing
base is powered.
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(U) FIGURE 4-40
MACH 12 UNPOWERED WINDUP TURN TRAJECTORY
Rocket All Body Configuration
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MACH 12 UNPOWERED WINDUP TURN TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS
Rocket All Body Configuration
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h.2.8 (U) FLIGHT VEHICLE COSTS - Total system costs were derived for the baseline
Phase II flight research vehicles, their parametric variations, and for the seven
near-optimum configurations which evolved from the trade-off studies. The costing
methodology developed and employed during Phase I, as described in Volume II, Part 2,
Section h.12, was modified and employed throughout Phase II, as described in the
remainder of this section.
(U) The scope of effort to obtain and compare both total costs and cost ele-
ments during Phase II, prompted the mechanization of the estimating procedure.
To this end a computer program was devised which directly parallels the method-
ology described inVolume II, as modified here. As methodology changes or changes
in cost element definitions evolved during Phase II, these changes were incorpo-
rated into the computer program.
(U) Remaining paragraphs in this section deal with changes in methodology
which occurred during Phase II, ground rule changes and comparison of Phase I and
II costs for the same system.
_.2.8.1 (U) Changes In Cost Methodolo_ - A significant change in procedure was
instituted to insure development of accurate program cost estimates for aircraft
designed to operate at hypersonic speeds. Where former methods estimated the
RDTKE sm.d investment costs by lumping airframe design, miscellaneous subsystems
design and development and system development testing costs, the revised system
estimates these costs individually. While total program costs are comparable
using these two systems, element costs differ greatly. These two estimating tech-
niques are compared and results are shown in Section _.2.8.3.
(U) In Phase II, some changes were made to facilitate the costing process
and to provide more visibility in the cost analysis. These changes involved:
(1) number of models, (2) format, and (3) parametric cost data and are discussed
in the following sections.
h.2.8.1.1 (U) Cost Models - Due to the elimination of the staged VTO and unmanned
HTO configurations in Phase II, the number of cost models were reduced from six
to four models. These models distinguished by control mode, launch concept, and
recovery mode are shown in Figure h-h2.
(U) FIGURE 4-42 FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE COST MODELS - PHASE II
Cost Model Control Mode Launch Concept Recovery Mode
(1) Manned HT0 Land Recovery
(2) Manned Air Launch Land Recovery
(3) Manned V/HTO Land Recovery
(_) Unmanned Air Launch Land Recovery
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h.2.8.1.2 (U) Cost Format - Two cost elements were removed from the cost format
as a result of the elimination of the staged VT0 configurations from the spectrum
of flight research vehicles and are as follows: (1) the launch investment cost,
and (2) the launch service operating cost.
(U) The cost format for Phase II remained basically the same as for Phase I.
Phase II factors and cost parameters were refined where possible and further break-
outs of appropriate elements in the RDT&E and Investment Costs were made. RDT&E
elements are broken out as follows:
o Airframe Engineering
o Subsystems Engineering
o Development Testing
o Avionics Development
o Pre-Delivery Flight Test
o Test Hardware
o Tooling
o Equipment Development
o Propulsion Development
o Support Equipment Design & System Integration
o Ground Test Facilities
(U) Investment cost elements are broken out as follows:
o Airframe Construction
o Subsystems Construction
o Avionics
o Propulsion
o Support Costs
o Launch Platform Costs
(U) Operating cost elements are broken out as follows:
o Range User Cost
o Escort Aircraft and Logistics
o Vehicle Refurbishment Cost
o Propellant Cost
o AGE Maintenance
o General Purpose Maintenance Support
o Transportation Cost
o Pilot Pay and Support Personnel Pay
o Launch Platform Operating Cost
h.2.8.1.3 (U) Parametric Cost Data - Major changes were employed in the deriva-
tion of the RDT&E and investment costs associated with the airframe and miscella-
neous subsystems. In Phase II the method of deriving the RDT&E and investment
costs associated with the airframe and miscellaneous subsystems included use of
parametric data in the following cost and sub-cost elements: (1) airframe engi-
neering, (2) subsystem engineering, (3) development testing, and (h) production
manhour s.
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(U) The curves presented in Figure 4-43 were used to derive the airframe
engineering manhours associated with the design of the airframe structure. The
hard point, proprietary, data used to generate these curves are presented in
Section 3 of Volume V. Engineering manhours obtained from Figure 4-43 were con-
verted to dollars by application of the engineering rate shown in Section 3 of
Volume V. The design engineering costs for the airframe structure vary with Mach
number.
(U) In Figure h-hh, the curves used to derive the subsystems engineering
manhours required for the design of the subsystems are presented. These curves
were derived from the hard point, proprietary, data presented in Section 3 of
Volume V. Engineering design costs required for the subsystems are not influenced
by Mach number and were converted to dollars by the previously stated engineering
rate.
(U) Development testin_ costs were obtained _om the curves presented in
Figure 4-45. These curves were derived from the hard proprietary data points pre-
sented in Section 3 of Volume V. The engineering rate, shown in Section 3 of
Volume V, was used to convert manhours to dollars.
(U) Production manhours required for the airframe structure and subsystems
are presented in Figure 4-46. A production labor rate, shown in Section 3 of
Volume V, was used to convert manhours to dollars.
4.2.8.2 Cost Estimatin_ Ground Rule Changes - Changes in estimating ground rules
for Phase II fall into two categories which deal with (1) aircraft operational
cost considerations, and (2) procurement cost considerations.
4.2.8.2.1 (U) Aircraft Operational Cost Considerations - All flight vehicle
operating costs are based on a 200-flight program extending over five years.
Consideration was given in Phase II to the reliability and maintenance aspects
of manned and unmanned vehicles.
(U) In-house studies conducted at McDonnell Douglas show that the total
system reliability is less for unmanned vehicle configurations than for manned
vehicle configurations, resulting in a lower probability of vehicle recovery. For
example, studies conducted for the "Low Speed Unmanned Test Vehicle", Reference
(14), show that for a program consisting of 50 flights, three manned vehicles are
required, compared to five unmanned vehicles. These quantities are based on the
following estimated probabilities:
o Probability of mission success = .9188 (unmanned vehicle), .9406
(mannedvehicle)
o Probability of vehicle recovery = .9541 (unmanned vehicle), .9816
(manned vehicle)
o Probability of human success = .995.
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(U) In-house studies have also shown that maintenance requirements are
greater for unmanned vehicles, due to the increased complexity and quantity of
unmanned system equipment, as well as more stringent equipment reliability
requirements.
(U) When the flight vehicle was sized for a single-base and dual-base oper-
ation, several factors, besides weight, were found to affect the flight vehicles'
total system cost. For example, the AGE, AGE spares, and general purpose mainte-
nance support costs for a dual base operation are twice those for a single base
operation. Additionally, transportation costs for dual base configurations are
not applicable when single base operations are involved.
4.2.8.2.2 (U) Procurement Cost Considerations - The major changes made in the
cost data employed in Phase II are as follows:
(a) (U) Trainer costs were reduced from $5,000,000 to $750,000 based on
HL-10 trainer costs.
(b) (U) Material cost of columbium was reduced from $600 per ib ($1325/KG)
to $500 per lb ($110_/K_).
(c) (U) Tantalum material (density = 0.606 ibs/in 3 (.017 KG/cm3)) was
priced at $600 per ib, ($!325/KG) with a material complexity factor of h.0. This
material was not used in Phase I.
(U) Several major changes were made in costing the propulsion systems. Off-
the-shelf engines were considered in the Phase II trade-off studies. Initial spare
engines were priced on the following basis:
(a) (U) Five spare ship-sets were allocated for configurations requiring
multiple acceleration and cruise engines. It is unlikely that more than one or
two engines would require replacement at any one time and that a total of 25 engines
would therefore be adequate.
(b) (U) Seven spare ship-sets were allocated for configurations requiring
one acceleration and cruise engine similar to the X-15 program.
(U) Vehicle refurbishment costs were computed at 2.5% of their corresponding
flight vehicle costs for all configurations, except on the unmanned configurations
B-284A and 284B, where they were computed at 2.75% of their corresponding flight
vehicle costs, because of increased maintenance requirements.
(U) In Phase II, two C-5A aircraft were utilized for each air-launched can-
didate program. It was found that research vehicles having a wing span of 32 ft
or more required a major modification of the C-5A launch aircraft. The cost is
based on relocating the right inboard engine, beefing up the wing, and modifying
the wheel pod. This modification was priced at $1.5_ per launch aircraft. The
C-5A modification cost associated with the pylon installation was priced at
$75 per lb of attached weight (TOGW of research vehicle).
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4.2.8.3 (U) Comparison of Estimating Methods - As indicated in Section 4.2.8.1,
significant changes in the estimating procedure were made during Phase II. In this
section a comparison is made between the Phase I and Phase II cost estimating pro-
cedures. Additionally, these two methods are compared as they apply to a specific
example and thereby results are compared.
4.2.8.3.1 (U) Method Changes - Each step in estimating the cost of a flight
vehicle program is outlined in Figure 4-47. RDT&E, Investment, and Operating Cost
are listed, relationships and data sources are shown for both the Phase I and
Phase II methods. In each case where a change in procedure is made the rationale
concerning the change is given.
(U) Computation of the Airframe Engineering portion of RDT&E costs during
Phase I was based on a parametric relationship between the total DCPR weight and
engineering manhours. During Phase II, Airframe Design and Development Costs were
revised by separately computing _irframe engineering cost on the basis of the DCPR
structural weight and by computing miscellaneous subsystems costs on the basis of
systems weight and development testing costs for airframe and systems separately.
Parametric relationships were employed in each case.
(U) These changes reflect the fact that while many cost factors in aircraft
development are direct functions of the maximum speed capability of the aircraft,
certain other factors are not affected to the same degree. Avionic equipment and
displays, controls, hydraulic systems, etc., are relatively independent of speed.
Structures, fuel systems, engines and environmental control systems, on the other
hand are more directly affected by increases in speed.
(U) A lump sum was added during Phase II to account for the conversion
of turbojet engines from JP fuel to hydrogen.
(U) Manpower rates were reviewed and adjusted to coincide with the revised
cost element breakout. Consequently, these revised rates require a nearly complete
set of computations as indicated by the Phase II column of Figure 4-47.
(U) Investment Cost was revised in a manner similar to the RDT&E cost.
Labor and material costs are parametrically keyed to the DCPR structural
weight and to the miscellaneous subsystems DCPR weight, as opposed to being collect-
ively related to the DCPR weight. In addition to the more detailed breakdown of
cost elements, the estimation of investment costs was revised due to revised cost
data, and labor rates as shown by the second and third pages of Figure 4-47.
(U) Single base operation requires 1/2 the AGE and spares required for two
base operation. When two base operation is involved, spare parts and equipment
are stocked on the basis of aircraft maintenance being required at either base.
With one base operation this requirement is halved.
(U) The methods used in developing Operating Cost estimates during Phase I
were retained without change during Phase II. Only the LOX utilization factor was
revised during Phase II from 1.54 to 1.50.
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4.2.8.3.2 (U) Cost Comparison - Changes in the cost estimating procedure for
Phase II were discussed in the previous section. Costs relative to Configuration
233 were computed using both the Phase I and Phase II methods and are compared in
Fi&_re h-48. Reductions in RDT&E costs are nearly matched by increases in the
investment and operating costs. Note that the change in operating cost is a
direct function of the change in flight vehicle unit investment cost.
(U) FIGURE 4-48
COST COMPARISON SUMMARY - PHASE I TO PHASE II METHODS
(Millions of 1970 Dollars)
Cost Calegories andCost Elements
I
I. RDT&E Costs IND. of Flighls$
1. AirframeDesign andDevelopment
A. Airframe Design
B. Miscellaneous Subsystem Design and Development
C. Development Testing
D. Test Hardware
E. Pre-Delivery Flight Test
SObTotal
2. Tooling
3. Avionics Development
4. PropulsionDevelopment
Configuration233 (Phase I)
Phase l Phase II
Method Method
]80
110.070
180
55.332
E.512
5. Support.Equipment Design and SystemInt.
6. Ground Test Facilities
Total
3.221
3.552
116.843
8.124
3.154
127.199
2.635
4.428
3.336
72.243
7.862
3.118
127.199
II. InvestmentCosts
1. Flight Vehicles
A. Airframe
B. Miscellaneous Subsystems
C. Propulsion
O. Avionics
Unit Cost (1) Vehicle
Unit Cost (3) Vehicles
2. SupportCosts
A. AGE
B. Training Equipment
C. Initial Stocks(Engs. and AGE Sps.)
O. Initial Training
E. Initial Transportation
SubTotal
3. Launch.PlatformCost
Total
IlL Operating Costs (5 Years)
I. RangeUser Costs
2. Escort Aircraft and Logistics
3. Vehicle RefurbishmentCost
4. Propellant Cost
5. AGE Maintenance(Labor Only)
6. General PurposeMaintenance Sop.
7. TransportationCost
8. Pilot Pay and Sop. Per Day
9. Launch Plalfom Operation Cost
Total
Grand Total
17.136
27_4sf,
16.787
1.299
1.o1___s
19.101
57.303
8.595
5.000
9.953
1.00_
1.168
25.716
!1.205
94.224
5.136
1.998
85.954
0.494
1.290
0.500
1.428
18.200
2.286
II7.286
17.135
227.558
21.119
1.659
1.299
0.947
25.024
75.072
11.261
0.750
10.219
1.000
1.355
24.585
11.205
110.862
5.136
1.998
112.608
0.494
1.290
1.000
1.428
18.200
2.286
144.440
483.966 482.860
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h.3 BASELINE VEHICLE DESIGN AND P_RF0_CE
(U) The Phase I screening of configurations resulted in the selection of
seven vehicle concepts for further study during Phase II. These basic concepts
were refined in accordance with the design requirements set forth in Section h.l
and the methods and approaches described in Section _.2 and used as the baseline
for Phase II trade-off studies. The mission employed in sizing these aircraft
consists of an acceleration - climb to the test Mach number at an altitude corres-
ponding to equilibrium for (L/D)max, a five minute constant Mach number cruise,
and an unpowered descent. The climb profiles employed are shown in Figure h-h9.
A summary of pertinent vehicle sizing information is presented in Figure h-50.
A description of the key design characteristics, the vehicle performance and flight
characteristics, andthe vehicle weight and cost, for each of the seven baseline
aircraft follows.
&.3.1 (U) ROCKET - RAMJET CONFIGURATION (CLASS B207) - Design B207A, shown
in Figure h-51, is the baseline Mach 6 configuration representing an all-body,
air laLmched, manned vehicle approach. It is powered by a rocket engine during
climb and acceleration and a ramjet for the five minute cruise. The aerodynamic
characteristics, performance capabilities, weight_ and cost information are
summarized in Figure h-52. The change from rocket power to ramjet operation
for Mach 6 cruise results in a net drag reduction, due to the fact that the base
drag increase incurred at the rocket nozzle is lower than the ramjet engine
off drag. For the Mach 6 test condition, a maximum range of 700 nmi (1300 km)
results corresponding to a total flight time of 22 minutes.
(U) The propulsion system for the B207A aircraft consists of a rocket engine
for acceleration, and a mixed compression inlet and ramjet engine for Mach 6
cruise. A scaled Pratt and Whitney Aircraft (PWA) LR129 High Chamber Pressure rocket
is the selected acceleration engine; a two-dimensional hydrogen-fueled ramjet
based on the axisymmetric Marquardt MA l&5-XAB design is the selected cruise
engine.
(C) The scaled version of the PWA LR-129 rocket engine is 60 in (152 cm)
long, and has a conventional bell nozzle with an expansion ratio of 75 and an
exit diameter of 30 in (75 cm). The propellants are LO 2 and LH 2. The engine
incorporates both a pre-burner and a main burner in the basic cycle and is
regeneratively and transpiration cooled with hydrogen fuel. At full power, the
rocket operates at 3000 psi (2060N/cm 2) chamber pressure at a mixture ratio of
6.0. The engine is operated at full power from launch to the start of cruise
and is shut down during cruise. The engine is scaled to produce 57,600 lb
(256,000N) vacuum thrust which results in a vehicle vacuum thrust/takeoff gross
weight ratio (TVAC/TOGW) of 1.5. The vacuum propellant specific impulse is
h51 seconds.
(U) The inlet for the cruise propulsion system is a two-dimensional, mixed
compression configuration. The inlet has a single, overhead, external, insulated
(uncooled) ramp located in the vehicle compression field. Throat area variation is
provided by hinged ramps in the inlet and diffuser.
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(U) FIGURE 4-49 PHASE II CLIMB PROFILES
Baseline Systems(NominaI)
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(U) FIGURE 4-50
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONBASELINE HYPERSONIC RESEARCH VEHICLES
Prwulsioo System
Oesi_ Launch Type Accel and Fuel
_del MAth No. Concepl CO'ill CI mb CruiSe
6207A 6 AIR A8 RKT RJ i I.H 2
6212A 6 RTO gB TJ/'RJ RJ LM2
62.12A 12 AIR AB RKT $J LH 2
6233A 12 AIR AB RKT RKT LH 2
B2STF 12 HTO BWB TJ/C$J CSJ LH 2
6260A 12 HTO/VTO AB RKT RKT I.H 2,
B2MA 12 AIR AB RI'(T RKT LH?
i
Sp
F_
426
(39.6)
1,004
(93271
947
929
l_JO
2,_0
(2¢6.00
1,405
1130.5_
Ul
(01.81
Volume Votul_
Total
FI3 F;.,_
Ira31 im3)
1,700 775
(48.11 i 121.93
3,048 1,005
I_._63 (211.443
4,260 2,410
I120_ (6&.&33
3,640 2'276
tl OS.ll (64.411
17,400 7,.%0
r492) (214|
6,9O0 4,655
(1)7.8) (1313
3,&10 2,190
(10_.83 SI.M)
2_
vo__,
Sp
0J35
0210
0278
O.2&l
0234
0.2260
0277
al Oe$1ln
Math
3.19
2.98
3.10
3.69
3.14
3.00
Owe TOGW
Ib Ib
ikl, (k|l
22,860 38,430
¢10,35<JI r17,1321
32,540 ]7,223
(14,760_ ,16,8841
26,730 78,010
(12.1253 135,3851
24,600 77,750
(11,158_ (35.351_
82,600 11/,830
_7,4_t (53,4471
37,9O0 ll7,250
(IT.I_ I_,TSl_
Z3.19O /,I.590
(10,51_ 133,8331
Propellant Wt
Ac_I lnd Crotse
Climb-lb lb.
<kll ,kl,_
14,_20 6.50
_6,7_GI _2951
3,573
_1,62h
49,900
<22,_4i
49,030
_22,240_
32,000
114,515_
102,000
q4_,629t
47,180
F21,4003
WF.'WTO
0.405
1,110 0.126
1,300 0_
1626;
4,320 0.685
(1,_I
3,230 0,,299
I! ,,16SI
6,550 0.742
_Z.T/ll
4,220 0.588
_1,9141
+w/sVTO
_ 9Oj
: _440.9_
37J
_18! h
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(U) FIGURE 4-51 B207A CHARACTERISTICS
e
PARAMETERS
Mach No.
TVA c/TOGW
Test Time
Payload
Load Factor
Basing
Therm. Prot. Sys.
Tankage
Fuel Type
Wing Loading
LE Sweep
6
1.5
5 rain
lO00 lb
(453.6 kg)
5.0(Struct
3.5 (TPS)
Dual
Passive
Integral
Subcooled Ltt 2
90.3 ib/ft 2
(&40.88 kg/m 2)
80 °
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
SIZE : ft (m)
Overall Length 5-_.3 _. 77 )
Total Span 20.9 (6.37)
Height i0.9 (3.32)
AREAS : ft 2 (m 2 )
Plan form _ (39.58
Wing 331 (30.75
Tips, Total 50 ( 4.65
Vert.Tails,Total 81 ( 7.52
VOLUME: ft3 (m 3 )
Tctal 1700 (48.11
Propellant 775 (21.93
PROPULSION: ACCEL. CRUISE
Engine LR 129 RKT Ramjet
Thrust (VAC) ib 57,645 -
(N) (256,405) -
Thrust(Mach 6 @ ib - 7,160
Cruise Alt) (N) - (31,848)
Acapt ft2 C 13.2
(m 2 ) 0 (1.23)
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(C) FIGURE4-52
B207ACAPABILITIES
CL_, L' & CDo vs Mach No.
Mach 6 Air Launched Rocket/Ramjet A/B
CLJDe_.02
.01
0
L' 2
l
0
.06 i
.04
LD0
•02
O0 l
!
i .....
Rocket Only
:amjet Off
-Only
Off
(Cruise)
2 3 4 5 6
Mach No.
:-I0o;
B207A I_et Per formm._ce
MQ.=__6$ "0,5J_ : . 6_
m
3350 i
sp
3300
FN _ "
_oo _
80 90 100 Ii0 120
Altitude - kft,
25 30 35
! I I
XltL_,ude - _m
Altitude, Mach No. & Max. Range vs Time
B207A WEIGHT
ibm. kg
STRUCTURE 8531
EQUIPMENT 4448
PROPULSION 9881
PROPELLANT ].5570
OWE 2286O
TOGW 38430
3869 6
2017 6
4481 9
7062 4
10369 1
17431 6
B207A
COST (3 VEHICLES)
(MILLIONS OF 1970 DOLLARS)
RDT&E 332
I_NVESTMENT 121
OPERATING 164
TOTAL 617
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(U) The cruise engine is a two-dimensional, hydrogen-fueled ramjet based on
the axisymmetric Marquardt _LA 155-XAB design, Reference (15), and configured to
the specific integration requirements of this vehicle. A translating plug nozzle,
Figure h-53, is incorporated in the engine to provide the required variation in
nozzle throat area. The engine and nozzle are regeneratively cooled with hydrogen
fuel. The ramjet capture area is 13.2 ft2 (1.23 m2) and is sized at Mach 6.0
cruise to provide thrust equal to vehicle drag while operating at minimum SFC
(maximum specific impulse). The fuel flow at this condition is compatible with
engine and nozzle cooling requirements. The ramjet is ignited at Mach 6.0 for
cruise. The performance for these operating conditions is presented in Figure
b,-52.
(U) FIGURE 4-53 TWO-DIMENSIONAL RAMJET FEATURES
A-A
Plug Vehicle Fuselage Contour
Inlet Diffuser
--Sidewall
{
Acombustor
Strut for Spray Bar Support
2 Acombust er
/........I ....
_-Throat Fully Open
Throat in Intermediate Position
Throat Fully Closed
I A
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4.3.2 (U) TURBOJET - RAMJET CONFIGURATION (CLASS B212) - Design B212A, shown
in Figure 4-54,is the baseline Mach 6 configuration representing the wing-body,
horizontal takeoff, manned vehicle approach. For acceleration to Mach 3, this
aircraft is powered by two wing-mounted turbojet engines and is powered by a
two-dimensional hydrogen-fueled ramjet engine from Mach 1 to Mach 6 cruise.
The drag rise associated with the turbojet engine-out condition above Mach 3 is
evident in Figure 4-55. Additional performance, weight, and cost data for this
design are also shown in Figure h-55. The maximum range and total flight time
associated with this vehicle are 900 nmi (1670 km) and 30 min respectively.
(U) The inlet configuration for the turbojet engines is a mixed compression,
axisymmetric design. External compression is achieved on a single cone. Throat
geometry is varied by translating the centerbody.
(C) The General Electric F100-GE-100 engine is a dual rotor, mixed flow
afterburning turbofan having a 0.89 bypass ratio and an overall pressure ratio
of 23.8. The GE-TFDC-10C translating flap convergent-divergent nozzle is
incorporated and the engines have been converted to use hydrogen fuel. The
engines are operated at maximum afterburner power setting for acceleration to
Mach 3.0 after which they are shut down. The performance characteristics for
these engines are presented in Figure h-55.
(U) The inlet for the cruise engine is a two-dimensional, mixed compression
configuration. The inlet has a single, overhead external compression ramp
located in the vehicle compression field. Throat area variation is achieved by
hinged ramps in the inlet and diffuser. Both the inlet and engine are integrated
with the lower fuselage moldline.
(U) The cruise engine is a two-dimensional, hydrogen-fueled ramjet based on
the axisymmetric Marquardt MA-lh5-XAB design and configured to the specific inte-
gration requirements of this vehicle, Figure h-53. A translating plug nozzle was
incorporated in the engine to provide the required variation in nozzle throat area.
The engine and nozzle are regeneratively cooled with hydrogen fuel. The ramjet
capture area of 21.h5 ft2 (1.99 m2) was sized at Mach 6.0 cruise to provide thrust
equal to vehicle drag while operating at minimum SFC (maximum specific impulse). It
was then confirmed that this sized engine produced satisfactory acceleration. The
fuel flow at this condition is compatible with engine and nozzle cooling requirements.
4.3.3 (U) ROCKET-SCRAMJET CONFIGURATION (CLASS B232) - Design B232A, shown in
Figure 4-56 is the baseline Mach ]2 configuration representing an all-body, air
launched, manned vehicle approach. A rocket engine is employed for acceleration
and a scramJet for cruise. The resulting performance, weight, and cost data are
shown in Figure h-57. At Mach 12 the vehicle drag is less for cruise than in the
acceleration mode because base drag is less with SJ on and the rocket off, than with
rocket on and SJ off. The maximum range and flight time are 3000 nmi (5560 km) and
h0 min respectively.
(C) The scaled version of the PWA LR-129 rocket engine is 8_.5 in (21h cm)
long, and has a conventional bell nozzle with an expansion ratio of 75.0 and an
exit diameter of h3.5 in (ll0 cm). The engine uses LO 2 and LH2 propellants,
incorporates both a pre-burner and main burner in the basic cycle, and is
MCDONNELL AIKIIAIrr
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(C) FIGURE 4-54 B212A CHARACTERISTICS
---_.=:.:_" _.__-, , .
. - _ _'_
PARAMETERS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mach No. 6 SIZE : ft
Overall Length _. 6
Thrust/Weight* i. 3 Total Span 38.7
Height 15.5
Test Time 5 rain
AREAS : ft 2
Payload i000 ib Planform 1--O_
(453.6 kg) Wing 641
Load Factor 5.0(Struct ) Tips, Total 98
3.5 (TPS) Vert Tails ,Total 172
Basing Dual
Thermal Prot. Sys Passive VOLUMES: ft 3
Total 3048
Tankage Integral Propellant 1005
Fuel Type Subcooled LH 2 PROPULSION: ACCEL.
Engine (2)FI00 GE-IO0
Wing Loading 37.1 lb/ft 2 Thrust(SLS,Uninst)lb 23,380 (ea)
( 181.14 kg/m 2 ) (N) ( 103,994) (ea)
Thrust(Mach 6 @ ib -
Cruise Aft) (N) -
LE Sweep 75 ° Acap t ft2 12.0 (ea)
(m _) (i.ii)
*Uninstalled SLS thrust/takeoff gross weight.
(m)
2TTG.6o
(11.79
( 4.72
(m2 )
9_.27
(59.54
( 9.10
(15.97
(m 3 )
(86.26
(28.4h
CRUISE
RamJet
9,750
(43,368)
21.45
(1.99)
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(C) FIGURE 4-55
B212A CAPABILITIES
.02
CLJOeg.
.01
0
2.0
L'
CDo
l.O
L' & vs Mach No.CL_, , CDo
Mach 6 HTO Turbojet/Ramjet W/B
-. i ibI'J
L 1 I !L
L
r
t
l Nose + Fuselage + BLD
560
b_
,_ _,oo
i
!
2_(
Altitude, Mach No. & Max Ranclevs Time
Configuration B212A
2 Wing + Tip + Vertical
0 . ' -*3 Skin Friction + Protuberance
.02 ! l.j i i _4 Turbojet (Engine OFF)
I !/" "_ ' | _ "! ' , I ! I i
Ol _ _ . , , i , _ _ +
' _ - = ) L i r I )
_Z _ ( " i ] r J 2O0"
00. ))5) i i ( . (..I ........) ..;......: r ) ) =.....(......L ,z(,o-1 2 3 4 5 6
Mach No. '_"
i
oJ
B212A PER.POnCE
¢I =2 °
I
OC L,O00 _,
_O / 3000
!G # Z_
.... I8p
0 "..........................
O 2 4 6
14ace Iflml_r
_o
PI_FOIqM_J_
NQ, 6
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0 .............. ,,,, ,,l_e .............
80 90 _ ; II0 120
A.l.¢LCudm - I&ft,
_II2A T._IG}_
ibm. kS
!
!
80o,
16Oo_
l0
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28
Time - Min
STRUCTURE 14747 6689.i
EQUIPMENT 4929 2235.3
PROPULSION 12$64 5335.0
P_oPE_ 4683 212.4.2
0_._ 32540 14759.9
TOG7 37223 16884.1
COST (3 \_I_CLES)
(_LLIONS OF 1970 DOLLARS)
INVEST_ 149
OPERATING 212
TOTAL o65--
KD()NN_LL AIIIC.I_Airr
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(U) FIGURE 4-56 B232A CHARACTERISTICS
PARAMETERS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mach No. 12 SIZE : ft
Overall Length 75.9
TVAC/TOGW i. 5 Total Span 31.1
Height 12.9
Test Time 5 min
AREAS : ft2
Payload i000 ib Planform 9-_7
(453.6 kg) Wing 794
Load Factor 5.0 (Struct) Tips, Total 107
3.5 (TIPS) • Vert. Tails ,Tot al 170
Bas ing Dual
Thermal Prot. Sys Passive VOLUMES : ft3
Total _0
Tankage Integral Propellant 2418
Fuel Type Subcooled LH2 PROPULSION: ACCEL
Engine LR 129 RKT
Wing Loading 82.4 psf Thrust (VAC) lb 117,015
(402.31 kg/m 2) (N) (520,h83)
Thrust(Mach 12 @ ib -
Cruise Aft) (N) -
LE Sweep 80° Acapt ft2 0
(m2) 0
(m)
2T_.13)
(9.48)
(3.93)
(m2 )
T_?.98)
(73.76)
(9.94)
(15.79)
(m3 )
(_56)
(68.43)
CRUISE
SJ
m
7,3OO
(32,470)
42.6
(3.96)
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(C) FIGURE 4-57 B232A CAPABILITIES
L' & vs Mach NoCLa, CDo
Mach 12 Air Launched Rocket/Scramjet A/B
'i l
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i
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Time - Min
ibm. ::_
ST_LTUCTURE 15859 7193.5
EQUIPMENT 4_05 2177.5
_ROPULSION 6O66 2751.5
PROPELLANT 512_O 23260.2
OWE 267_0 12124.5
TOGW 7_010 353-°_"_
B232A
COST (3 "_I[_CL_S)
(MZT.T.ZO_SOF z97o DOLLAr,S)
i_Dm_ 555
INVESTment 139
OPERATING 181_
TOTAL _7_
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regeneratively and transpiration cooled with hydrogen fuel. At full power, the
rocket operates at 3000 psi (2060 N/cm2) chamber pressure at a mixture ratio of
6.0. The engine operates at full power from launch to the start of cruise and
is shut down during cruise. The engine is scaled to produce ll7,000 lb (519,000 N)
vacuum thrust, which results in a vehicle TVAc/TOGW of 1.5. The vacuum propellant
specific impulse is h51 sec.
(U) During the cruise, the B232 aircraft uses a scramJet engine. The
scramJet inlet, Figure h-58, is based upon the analytical development described
in Reference (i). The fixed geometry inlet employs an initial h degree aircraft
forebody half angle compatible with an all-body design, followed by two successive
two-dimensional external compression ramps of h and 5 degrees respectively, to
achieve an external geometric contraction ratio of about 5.6:1. An overall geo-
metric contraction ratio of ii.3 is achieved by means of a single shock turning
the internal flow through a 13 ° angle. The inlet is designed to operate with
shock-on-lip at 9 ° angle of attack at Mach 12. At that condition, the increased
capture area achieved with angle of attack results in an overall contraction ratio
equal to about 22:1, a combustor inlet Mach number equal to 3.9, and near
optimum cruise performance.
(U)FIGURE 4-58 VARIABLE GEOMETRY SJ
_sz'noN /- EX'nmDm)_ fl .- _-_J=_
,, ,, . .
\ ..... _ / '_\\\k,",\\h\h,', \\\ s'_uc_'_ Mo_s
%--- T_IRD _ \ - -- _ ' ---- '" ' J A PACKAGE
SURFAC_ [nxrD) _--_SEAL Or .........
RAMP SL_FACE
ROCK_-T_BOOST OR _F
__L,
I ,\ ,\
(U) The scramJet engine consists of a series of regeneratively cooled
modules, Figure h-58. Each module has an internal inlet contraction section,
a burner, and an internal nozzle expansion section. The aft surfaces of the
lower fuselage are also used for nozzle expansion area. Each internal inlet
section has a contraction ratio of 2:1. Each burner section is a divergent
duct 30 in (76 cm) in length. The burners have an expansion ratio of 1.20
(outlet area to inlet area) with fuel injectors located at the entrance to
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each burner. The scramJet burners are sized for Mach 12 cruise and operate
stoichiometrically during cruise. For rocket-powered acceleration to Mach 12
and for unpowered descent and deceleration, the engine module (including the
internal inlet contraction section and the internal nozzle expansion section)
is retracted Into the vehicle lower fuselage.
(U) The performance characteristics used for this engine were taken from
cycle analyses described in Reference (1) and these data are presented in
Figure 4-57. Expanding the scramJet exhaust gases onto the vehicle aft
surfaces resulted in an incremental lift which adds a vehicle AL/D of 1.5 at
Mach 12.
4.3.4 (U) ROCKET CONFIGURATION (CLASS B233) - Vehicle B233A shown in Figure 4-59,
is the baseline Mach 12, manned, air launched vehicle of an all-body shape.
Acceleration, climb, and cruise flight are powered by a rocket engine providing
a maximum range and total flight time of 2700 nmi (5000 km) and 42 min respectively.
Performance, cost, and weight data for this configuration are shown in Figure 4-60.
Cruise altitude for this vehicle is near 150,000 ft (45,750 m) and incorporates
a slight climb due to decreasing propellant weight.
(C) The propulsion system for the B233A consists of a rocket engine used
for acceleration and Mach 12 cruise. A scaled Pratt and Whitney Aircraft LR-129
hi@h chamber pressure rocket is the selected system engine. The scaled version
of the PWA LR-129 rocket engine is 84.5 in (214.4 cm) long, and has a conven-
tional bell nozzle with an expansion ratio of 75 and an exit diameter of h3.5 in
(ll0.3 cm). The engine uses LO 2 and LH 2 propellants, incorporates both a pre-
burner and a main burner in the basic cycle, and is regeneratively and transpira-
tion cooled with hydrogen fuel. At full power, the rocket operates at 3000 psi
(2060 N/cm 2) chamber pressure at a mixture ratio of 6.0. The engine is operated
at full power from launch to the start of cruise; it is throttled back to
approximately 6% of full power during cruise to maintain stable flight. The
engine is scaled to produce 116,900 lb (519,000 N) vacuum thrust which results
in a vehicle TVAc/TOGW of 1.5. The vacuum propellant specific impulse is
451 sec. The performance of the engine, when throttled for cruise operation, is
presented in Figure 4-60.
h.3.5 (U) TURBOFAN - CONVERTIBLE SCRAMJET CONFIGURATION (CLASS B257) - The B257F
design, shown in Figure h-61, represents the baseline approach selected for a Mach
12, manned, blended wing-body concept capable of horizontal takeoff. The vehicle
is powered during acceleration and climb by four fuselage mounted turbofan engines
to Mach 3,and by a convertible scramJet engine from Mach 1 to Mach 12. The
scramJet also powers the cruise portion of flight. Performance, weight, and cost
data developed for this configuration are shown in Figure h-62. Mach 12 cruise
is at an altitude in excess of lh0,o00 ft (h2,700 m) with a resultant maximum
range and total flight time of 3100 nmi (57h0 km) and hh min.
(C) The General Electric F100-GE-100 engine employed for acceleration to
Mach 3 is a dual rotor, mixed flow afterburning turbofan having a 0.89 bypass
ratio and an overall pressure ratio of 23.8. The GE TFCD-10C zranslating flap
convergent-divergent nozzle is incorporated and the engines have been converted
to use hydrogen fuel. The maximum internal temperature limits used in the JP-
fueled engine design were maintained. The engines operate at maximum afterburner
power setting for acceleration to Mach 3.0 above which they are shutdown. The
performance used for these engines is presented in Figure _-62.
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(U) FIGURE 4-59 B233A CHARACTERISTICS
___
./
PARAMETERS
Mach No. 12
_Ac/TOGW i.5
Test Time 5 min
Payload lO00 lb
(453.6 kg)
Load Factor 5.0 (Struct)
3.5 (TPS)
Basing Dual
Thermal Prot. Sys Passive
Tankage Integral
Fuel Type Subcooled LH 2
Wing Loading 8h.O ib/ft 2
(410.12 kg/m 2)
LE Sweep 80°
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
SIZE:
Overall Length
Total Span
Height
AREAS:
Planform
Wing
Tips, Total
Vert Tails, Total
VOLUMES:
Total
Propellant
PROPULSION:
Engine
Thrust (VAC) ib
(N)
ft
83.3
30.7
12.8
ft2
929
778
105
170
3ft
3-F_o
2276
ACCEL
(1)LR 129 RKT
ii6,925
(520,082)
(m)
2T_.39)
(9.36)
(3.90)
(m2 )
(8-667.3o)
(72.28)
(9.75)
(15.79)
(m3 )
_.67)
(6_._i)
CRUISE
(1)LRI29 RKT
(throttled)
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Mach
.03
CLJDeg..02
.01
0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0
!
.03
CDo .02
.01
0
0
(C) FIGURE4-60
B233ACAPABILITIES
L' & vs Mach No.CLa, , CDo
2 Air Launched Rocket/Rocket A/B
l
i
=
LR 129 ROCKET
THROTTLE CHARACTERISTIC
I Nose + Fuselage :__
2 Tip + Vertical I _ :
,Skin Friction + Protuberance
r ....
T
I
T..... i ..............
,, R
2 4 6 • 8 10 12
Nach No.
I )]l) I _ _6o
i,i _L- I,_
-II ii i ;l,i _ o =o
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°
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?'2i" ÷
4 o ,
0 =- )0" I ....l ..
20 40
Altitude, Mach No. & Max. Range vs Time
Time - Min
60
B23Z_.,% WEIGHT
lbm. kg
STRUCTURE 16771 76C7.o.
EQUIPMENT 4827 21q9.5
PROPULSION 3002 1361.7
PRO2ELIA_Tf 53350 24199.2
OWE 24600 1115_3._:
TOGW 77950 35357.5
3233A
COST (3 VEHICLES)
(MILLIONS OF Z970 DOLLARS)
RDT&E 243
INVESTmeNT IP4
OPERATING 178
TOTAL 544
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(C) FIGURE 4-61 B257F CHARACTERISTICS
PABJ_TERS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mach No. 12 SIZE: ft
Overall Length i--_3.17
Thrust/Weight* i. 1 Total Span 57.83
Height 25.77
Test Time 5 min
AREAS : ft2
Payload i000 ib Planform 2_-O
(h53.6 kg) Wing 2320
Load Factor 5.0 (Struet) Tips, Total 335
3.5 (TPS) Vert.Tails, Total 550
Basing Dual
Thermal Prot.Sys. Passive VOL[R4ES : ft 3
Tot al 17, 0_
Tankage _ntegral Propellant 7,560
Fuel Type Subcooled LH2 PROPULSION: ACCEL
Engine (5 )F- 100-GE- i00
Wing Loading hl.2 lb/ft 2 Thrust(SLS,Uninst)lb 23,380 (ea)
(201.15 kg/m 2) (N)(103,99h)(ea)
Thrust (Maeh 12@ ib -
Cruise Alt) (N) -
LE Sweep 77 ° A ft2 11.95 (ea)
capt (m2) (1. il)
* Uninstalled SLS thrust/takeoff gross weight.
(m)
F-r3.64)
(17.62)
(7.85)
(m2)
_'6_.69)
(215.53)
(31.12)
(51.1o)
(m3 )
i_._2)
(213.95)
CRUISE
CSJ
16,280
(72,4Z3)
128.8
(11.97)
MC4_OItlItlEL_ Wllillli_QI, Ail=_
_-8_
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(C) FIGURE4-62
B257FCAPABILITIES
.03
CLjDeg" .02
.Ol
0
3.0
L' 2.0
l.O
0
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CL_, L', & CDo vs Mach No.
Mach 12 HTO J'urbojet/Convertible Scramjet B/E:
i
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,. ki........-i
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Mach No.
_; Altitude, Mach No. & Max. Ranqe vs Time
El_ _ •
Configuration B257F
o
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_ ,en,dof Cru"se
•3o_E /_* ' I'K__. 1. ,i_ . -'_3 End of Glide (Lan .q)
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_3 _--_
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O ___
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v /
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B257F Convertible SeramJ et
Cruise Performance
m
,_{ :_' ....o -:
_o zl,,o z6o
i JU_itt_l - k_t
k_tltu&l - _-
B25TF _GHT
lbm. kg
STRUCTURE _1350 18756.0
EQUIPMENT 671o 3o_3.6
PROPULSION 3_5bO 15667.1
PROPELLANT 35230 15980.Z
OWE 82600 37_66.7
TOGW i178_O _3hh_.8
Im57F
COST (3 VEHICLES)
(_u,zo_s o_ z97o OOUmaS)
RD_&E 6O2
INVESTMENT 281
OPeRATiNG 383
TOTAL 1266
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(U) The inlets for the turbofan are fuselage mounted and located in the
vehicle compression field. The fuselage forebody acts as a single external
compression ramp. The capture area is varied by means of a movable cowl which
retracts into the vehicle forebody when the turbojets are inoperative. Be
inlet is essentially an internal compression design. Throat area variation is
provided by hinged upper and lower ramps in the inlet and diffuser.
(U) A convertible scramJet engine is used to accelerate this vehicle from
Mach 3 to Mach 12 and for Mach 12 cruise operation. In the range Mach 1-3 this
engine is operated to reduce base drag. The convertible scramjet inlet is based
upon the analytical development of Reference (1). The inlet has a variable cap-
ture area and employs an initial 3° aircraft forebody half angle compatible with
a wing-body design, followed by two successive fixed two dimensional external
compression ramps of 6° each. The engine consists of a series of regeneratively
cooled modules, Figure 4-63. Each module has an internal inlet contraction
section, a burner, and an internal nozzle expansion section. The aft surfaces
of the lower fuselage are also used for nozzle expansion area. Each internal
inlet section has a contraction ratio of 2:1. Each burner section is a divergent
duct 30 in (76 cm) in length. The burners have an expansion ratio of 1.20 with
fuel injectors located at five axial stations along the burner. Staged fuel
injectors are incorporated for efficient operation from Mach 1.0 to 12.0.
(U) The capture area is varied through use of hinged external ramps in
conjunction with translating engine module (including the internal inlet contrac-
tion and the internal nozzle expansion sections), illustrated in Figure 2-62.
This varies the inlet turning on the aft portion of the third ramo from 5° at
the Mach 8 operating condition to 0° at Mach 12, Figures 4-63 and h-64. The
geometric contraction ratio of the inlet varies from about ll.9 at Mach 8 to
about 9.1 at Mach 12, including 2:1 internal contraction. The overall contrac-
tion ratio and ramp angle schedules are illustrated in Figure 4-62.
(U) The engine operates in subsonic combustion mode from Mach! to 6, and
in supersonic combustion mode from Mach 6 to 12, including Mach 12 cruise. The
engine module is retracted into the vehicle lower fuselage during acceleration
to Mach l, and during unpowered descent and deceleration.
(U) The engine burners were sized for Mach 12.0 cruise. They operate
at the maximum fuel flow below the thermal choke limit over the Mach range from
1 to 8, (where this limit is below the stoichiometric fuel flow) and operate
stoichiometrically from Mach 8 to 12. The subsonic combustion mode performance
characteristics were based on the data presented in Reference (16). The super-
sonic combustion mode performance characteristics used for this engine were taken
from the cycle analyses of Reference (1) and are presented in Figure 4-62.
4.3.6 (U) ROCKET CONFIGURATION (CLASS B260) - Design B260A, Figure 4-65, is
a configuration representing a Mach 12, manned, all-body vehicle that can be
configured for either vertical or horizontal takeoff. The powered portions of
flight rely on a rocket engine. Performance, cost, and weight data for this
vehicle are presented in Figure 4-66. Cruise altitudes are near 150,000 ft
(45,750 m). The maximum range and total flight time resulting are 2700 nmi
(5000 km) and 43 min respectively.
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• I ,AFT NOZZLE SURFACE ( FIXED ) "-'a
MACH 12 CEt-ZS_ _
POSITION RETR_L"fED EXTENDED PARTIAIJ_ _ GUID.-
RAMP SURFACE
ROCKET BOOST OR RE______._
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" ............ " POSITION
(C) FIGURE 4-64 CSJINLET CONTRACTION RATIO,
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(U) FIGURE 4-65 BZ60A CHARACTERISTICS
!
PARAMETERS
Mach No.
TVA C/TOGW
Test Time
Payload
Load Factor
Basing
Thermal Prot .Sys.
Tankage
Fuel Type
Wing Loading
LE Sweep
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
12 SIZE: ft
Overall Length 103.7
1.5 Total Span 37.7
Height 16.1
5 rain
AREAS : ft 2
I000 ib Planform i0_
(453.6 kg) Wing 1215
5.0 (Struct) Tips, Total 144
3.5(TPS) Vert.Tails, Total 286
Dual
Pass ire VOLUMES : ft 3
Total 69-_
Integral PROPELLANT 4655
Subcooled LH 2 PROPULSION: ACCEL
Engine (1)LR-129 RKT
105.0 Ib/ft 2 Thrust (VAC) ib 220,875
(512.65 kg/m 2) (N) (982,453)
80 °
(m)
V-fl.61)
(ii.49)
(4.9l)
(2)
_-3_.52)
(112.87)
(13.38)
(26.57)
(m3)
7i-6T.82)
(131.70)
CRUISE
(1)LR-129 RKT
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(C) FIGURE 4-66
B260A CAPABILITIES
CL_, L', & CDo vs Mach No.
Mach 12 HTO or VTO Rocket/Rocket A/B
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-- ---L_L
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LR 129 ROCKET
THROTTLE CHARACTERISTIC
' " I r i....7 / ' t
"E u_o ........................ _.t
H 0 20 40 60 80 I00
%Thrust
B260A WEIGHT
ibm. k_
STRUCTURE 27777 12599.4
EQUIPMENT 5335 2419.9
PROPULSION 4788 2171.8
PROPELLANT 109350 49600.3
OWE 37900 17191.2
TOGW 127250 66791.5
B260A
COST (3 VEHICLES)
--4(2) 5 MIN CRUISE (MILLIONS OF 1970 DOLLARS)
(3) EqUIL GLIDE DESCENT @ (L/D)MA X
_.Q _ RDT&E 344
" _ INVESTMENT 160
: ""_. OPERATING 238
_ TOTAL 742
j
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Time - Min.
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(C) The scaled version of the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft LR-129 rocket
engine employed is ll3 in (288 cm) long, and has a conventional bell nozzle.
The nozzle has an expansion ratio of 75 and an exit diameter of 60 in (152 cm).
The englne,uses L02 and LH2 propellants, incorporates both a pre-burner and a
main burner in the basic cycle, and is regeneratlvely and transpiration cooled
with hydrogen fuel. At full power, the rocket operates at 3000 psi (2060 N/cm 2)
chamber pressure at a mixture ratio of 6.0. The engine is operated at full
power from launch to the start of cruise; it is throttled back to approximately
5% of full power during cruise to maintain stable flight. The engine is scaled
to produce 220,000 lb (561,000 N) vacuum thrust which results in a vehicle
TVAc/TOGW of 1.5. The vacuum propellant specific impulse is h51 sec. The
performance of the engine when throttled for cruise operation is presented
in Figure h-66.
h.3.7 (U) UNMANNED ROCKET CONFIGURATION (CLASS B28k) - Design B28hA, Figure h-67,
is the baseline configuration representing an unmanned, Math 12, air launched,
all-body vehicle. The performance, weight, and cost data developed for this
configuration are shown in Figure h-68. The range, flight time and cruise
altitude are all quite similar to the manned B260A vehicle.
(C) The scaled version of the PWA LR-129 rocket engine employed is 68 in
(173 cm) long, and has a conventional bell nozzle with an expansion ratio of
75 and an exit diameter of 3h.5 in (87.5 cm). The engine uses L02 and LH 2 pro-
pellants, incorporates both a pre-burner and a main burner in the basic cycle,
and is regeneratively and transpiration cooled with hydrogen fuel. At full
power, the rocket operates at 3000 psi (2060 N/cm 2) chamber pressure at a
mixture ratio of 6.0. The engine is operated at full power from launch to the
start of cruise; it is throttled back (to approximately 6% of full power) during
cruise to maintain stable flight. The engine is scaled to produce lll,900 lb
(h96,000 N) vacuum thrust which results in a vehicle TVAC/TOGW of 1.5. The
vacuum propellant specific impulse is h51 sec. The performance of the engine
when throttled for cruise operation is presented in Figure h-68.
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(U)FIGURE 4-67
--- ,
\
B284A CHARACTERISTICS
PARAMETERS
Mach No.
TVA C/TOGW
Test Time
Payload
Load Factor
Basing
Thez_nal Prot.Sys.
Tank age
Fuel Type
Wing Loading
LE Sweep
12
1.5
5 min
i000 ib
(453.6 kg)
5.0 (Struct)
3.5 (TPS)
Dual
Passive
Inte gra!
Subcooled I.l-I2
84.7 ib/ft 2
(413.54 kg/m 2)
80 °
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
SIZE: ft
Overall Length 8-I[.0
Total Span 30.9
Height 14.3
AREAS: ft 2
Planform 881.
Wing 727.
Tips, Total 109.
Vert.Tails, Total 178.
VOL_ES : ft 3
Total 3810
Propellant 2190
PROPULSION: ACCEL
Engine (1)LR-129 RKT
Thrust (VAC) ib 11i,885
(N) ( 497,664)
(m)
I-_8.60)
(9.42)
(4.36)
(m 2 )
I-_f.84)
(67.54)
(io.13)
(16.54)
(m 3 )
_.82)
(61.98)
CRUISE
(1)LR-129 RKT
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CL_
(C) FIGURE4-68
B284ACAPABILITIES
CL , L', & CDo vs Mach No.
Mach 12 Air Launched Rocket/Rocket A/B (Unmanned)
i ! L
t
.01
0
3.0
L'2.
1.0
0
• 04
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' T i
2 4 6 8 I0 12
Mach No.
LR 129 ROCKET
THROTT_C_ARACTER_ST_C
b'6°l_ T [ I
.2. 1,0
0 20 _0 60 80 i00F-.¢
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4-}
o , _-.. I I....
o i-'i '
i 0'- °;_" 'io 2o =3040 so........6o .......
Time - Min
.m-
& Max. Range vs Time
B28hA WEIGHT
lbm. kg
STRUCTURE 15h25 6996.7
EQUIPMENT h785 2170.h
PROPULSION 2980 1351.7
PROPELLANT 51h00 2331h.6
OWE 23190 10518.8
TOGW 7h590 33833.5
B28hA
COST (5 VEHICLES)
(MILLIONS OF 1970 DOLLARS)
RDT&E 23h
INVESTMENT 176
OPERATING 188
TOTAL 598
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4.4 PARA_METRIC STUDIES
(U) The purpose of the Phase II parametric studies was to refine the Phase !
selected vehicles in order to determine the "near optimum" research vehicles that
will satisfy research requirements for the class of operational vehicles defined
in Volume II. To do this it was necessary to determine the sensitivities of cost
and the research value of the flight test vehicles to the various vehicle shape,
propulsion, and mission requirements.
(U) The seven baseline vehicles are divided into four basic configurations,
(vehicle shape), illustrated in Figure 4-69. Configuration B257 was studied in
both the elliptic all-body shape and the blended wing body shape. Configurations
B207, B232, B233, B260 and B284 were studied in the MCAIR all-body shape and B212
was studied in the wing-body shape. Parametric studies were conducted using the
MCAIR all-body shape. The results of these specific vehicles were extrapolated to
apply to all vehicles with the same shape.
(U) With each variation in parameters, the representative flight research
vehicle was resized to maintain the specified mission, as described in Section
4.2.7. The operational weight empty is a strong measure of the cost of the vehicle.
The planform area and the takeoff gross weight were limiting considerations for
vehicles to be air launched from a C-5A aircraft. The low speed flight charac-
teristics were usedto determine the landing characteristics of the flight test
vehicle while the range and flight time determined the operational qualities of
the vehicle.
(U) FIGURE 4-69 VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
ALL BODY - ELLIPTICAL
WING BODY
ALL BODY-MCAIR
BLENDED WING BODY
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4.4.1 (U) ROCKET ENGINE - The RDT&E cost of the scaled rubberized) LR-i29
rocket engines used in Phase I was a major contributor to program cost. In
Phase I a tradeoff had been conducted for one vehicle, which indicated that program
cost reductions might be achieved by using off-the-shelf rocket engines. In Phase
II, a more detailed study was conducted to establish program cost reductions which
would result from the use of off-the-shelf rocket engines in the rocket powered
research vehicles. In the study, the vehicle characteristics and differences in
total program cost were compared.
(U) This tradeoff study was conducted in conjunction with the overall vehicle
studies so that mission performance, design arrangements, etc., were consistent for
the various parametric vehicle designs, and thus, the study provides valid compar-
isons. The two elements of this tradeoff were (!) a comparison of rubberized and
off-the-shelf engines, and (2) a comparison of different quantities of off-the-shelf
engines.
(a) (U) Study Process - To conduct the tradeoff, baseline vehicles were
designed with a scaled (rubberized) LR-129 rocket engine, and parametric vehicles
were designed with an integer number of off-the-shelf rocket engines, while main-
taining constant design and mission capability, and approximately the same vacuum-
thrust-to-TOGW (T/W) ratio. Figures 4-70 through 4-74 show the vehicles using off-
the-shelf engines. 0ff-the-shelf engines are those which are currently scheduled
to complete PFRT by 1975. Minor modification such as throttling, which has been
demonstrated for these engines, does not change the off-shelf status. Performance
of the off-the-shelf rocket engines meeting these criteria is presented in
Figure 4-75.
(b) (U) Evaluation - The dominant factors affecting program cost were
(1) engine RDT&E cost; (2) airframe OWE, since it directly impacted airframe costs;
and (3) engine performance (Isp), since it directly affected airframe OWE and thus
affected airframe cost. The ground test requirements did not impact this trade
because, for both types of engines, existing and under-construction facilities are
adequate. Research value of the vehicle was not affected by rocket engine choice,
so that this parameter did not impact this trade. In Figure 4-76 the cost factors
are presented for a typical vehicle. These comparisons show that the major elements
which drove the trade results were the much reduced RDT&E cost for the off-the-shelf
engine powered vehicles, and the airframe cost increase resulting from lower engine
performance. The increased operating and refurbishment cost of vehicles powered
with off-the-shelf engines was a minor element. Figure 4-77 illustrates the effect
of these elements.
(U) The net benefit of using off-the-shelf engines is shown in Figure 4-78 for
four of the rocket powered vehicles. In every case, use of off-the-shelf engines
permitted significant cost savings. For one vehicle, the B233 concept, an investi-
gation was made on the number of off-the-shelf engines. In this case the T/W ratio
was dependent on the number of engines used. The results showed that the five-
engine version was more effective than the six-engine version; (Section 4.4.2.1
discusses why a T/W value less than 1.50 is more effective than the baseline value
of 1.50).
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(U) FIGURE 4-70 B207B CHARACTERISTICS
I
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY
L.E. Sweep
Overall Length ft (m)
Total Span ft (m)
Height ft (m)
AREAS:
Planform
Wing
Tips, Total
Vertical Tail, Total
VOLUMES:
Total
Propellant
80 °
63.3 (19.29)
23.3 (7.10)
11.5 (3.51)
ft 2 m2
520 (48.3)
413 (38.4)
62 (5.8)
101 (9.h)
ft 3 m3
2386 (67.5)
1008 (28.5)
PROPULSION:
Engine
Thrust (VAC) lb
(N)
Thrust (Mach 6 @ lb
A Cruise Alt)(_2
capt (m2)
(3)
ACCEL.
RL10(Mod) Rkt
22,750 (ea)
(101,192) (ea)
w
0
0
CRUISE
Ramjet
8740
(38,87_)
16.1
(1.5o)
MCl_OltlltlfI.L ,41_R',aFT
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(U) FIGURE 4-71 B232B CHARACTERISTICS
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY :
L.E. Sweep 80°
Overall Length ft (m) 83.6 (25.48)
Total Span ft (m) 35.0 (10.67)
Height ft (m) 13.7 (4.18)
ft2 2AREAS : m
Planform i187 (ll0.3 )
Wing 1006 (93.5)
Tips, Total 136 (12.6)
Vertical Tail, Total 216 (20. i)
VOLUMES : ft 3 m3
Tot al 6000 (169.9)
Propellant 3537 (i00.2 )
PROPULSION: ACCEL. CRUISE
Engine (6) RLI0(Mod) Rkt SJ
Thrust (VAC) ib 22,750 (ea) -
(N) (101,192) (ea) -
Thrust (Mach 12 @ ib - 9140
Cruise Aft) (N_ - (40,655)
A ft2 0 53.4
capt (m S ) 0 (h.96 )
MCDONNELL AIRCR Alrr
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(U) FIGURE 4-72 B233B CHARACTERISTICS
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY:
L.E. Sweep
Overall Length ft (m)
Total Span ft (m)
Height ft (m)
AREAS :
Planform
Wing
Tips, Tot al
Vertical Tail, Total
VOLUMES :
Total
Propellant
80°
93.5 (28.50)
35.2 (lO.73)
13.8 (4.2:].)
ft2 m2
1202 (111.7)
lO18 (94.6 )
138 (12.8)
222 (20.6)
ft 3 m 3
5630 (159.4)
3478 (98.5)
PROPULS ION:
Engine
Thrust lb
(_)
ACCEL.
(5) RLIO(Mod) Rkt
22,750 (ea)
(lOi,192)
CRUISE
(i) RL(Mod) Rkt (throttled)
K_NNmLL AIKIIAF"r
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(U) FIGURE 4-73 B233C CHARACTERISTICS
_ \
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY :
L.E. Sweep
Overall Length ft (m)
Total Span ft (m)
Height ft (m)
AREAS :
Planform
Wing
Tips, Total
Vertical Tail, Total
VOLUMES :
Total
Propellant
80 °
92.4 (28.16)
3h.8 (10.61)
13.7 (4.18)
ft2 m 2
1175 (109.2)
995 (92.4)
135 (12.5)
217 (20.2)
ft3 m 3
5410 (153.2)
3360 (95.2)
PROPULSION :
Engine
Thrust ib
(N)
AC CEL.
(6) RLI0(Mod) Rkt
22,750 (ea)
(101,192)
CRUISE
(i) RLI0(Mod) Rkt (throttled)
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
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(U) FIGURE 4-74 B260B CHARACTERISTICS
F
• ---______._.
±
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY :
L.E. Sweep
Overall Length ft (m)
Total Span ft (m)
Height ft (m)
AREAS:
Planform
Wing
Tips, Total
Vertical Tail, Total
VOLUMES :
Total
Propellant
80 °
i13.1 (34.47)
41.6 (12.68)
17.o (5.18)
ft 2 m 2
17o8 (158.7)
1488 (138.2)
177 (16.4)
35o (32.5)
ft 3 m 3
9380 (265.6)
6470 (183.2)
PROPULSION: ACCEL.
Engine (i) J-2S
Thrust (SLS, urinst)ib 265,000
(N)_,178,720)
CRUISE
(i) J-2S (throttled)
This Page Unclassified
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(C) FIGURE 4-75 OFF-THE-SHELF ROCKET ENGINES
Vacuum Thrust
Specific Impulse
(Vacuum)
Nozzle Expansion
Ratio
Chamber Pressure
O/F
PWA
RLI0-A-3-8
22,750 ib
(I01,000 N)
430 sec
32
250 psia
(310 N/cm 2 )
5.0
Rocketdyne
J2S
265,000 ib
(i,180,000 N)
431 sec
4O
1230 psia
(848 N/cm 2 )
5.5
 L i°°99THROTTLED PERFORMANCERLI0 _" - --"" J2S
•2o .4o .6o .8o z.oo
F/rMAX
(C) FIGURE 4-76
TYPICAL COST COMPARISON
(M= ]2, AIR4.AUNCHED ALL-ROCKETVEHICLE)
EnginePerformance
:AirframeOWE
EngineRDT&E
Investment
Operations& Relurbishment
AirframeTotal Cost
(with Refurbishment)
Miscellaneous
Specially-
Developed
Enline
(1.x LR-129)
T,/W= 1.5
451 Sec.
24,600 Lb
(109,300 N.)
119.0 MS
3.8 MS
9.1 MS
334.4 MS
Off-the-Shelf
Enlines
(5x RL-IO)
T/W = 1.1
431 Sec.
28,660Lb
(127,700 N.)
24.0 MS
6.9 MS
12.1 MS
391.4 M$
78.5 MS 83.6MS
ProgramTotal Cost 544.8 M$ 518.0 M$
TP8257-230
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(U) FIGURE 4-77
HOWOFF-THE-SHELF ROCKETS
DECREASE CO_T
Eng.
Op. & Airframe
Inv.
(_)
Net
Program
Decrease
(U) FIGURE 4-78 IMPROVEMENT USING OFF-SHELF ENGINES
Vehicle
Description
M= 6AIR
RKT + RJ
(B207)
M = 12 AIR
RKT + SJ
(B232 )
M = 12 AIR
RKT
(B233)
M = 12 }[TO
RKT
(B260)
Min. - Cost
LR-129 Powered
Vehicle
(Spec. Developed
Engine)
i
T/W Cost (MS)
1.25 612
1.25 873
1.25 535
1.25 737
Optional
Vehicle
(0ff-the-Shelf
Engine)
T/W
1.6
i.I
l.h
I Cost (MS)
593 (3xRLI0 Hod)
838 (6xRLIO Mod)
518 (5xRLI0 Hod)
520 (6xRLI0 Hod)
728 (IxJ2Sl
Net Program
Cost Reduction
Using Off-the-Shelf
Rockets
(MS)
19
35
17
15
All-Body Configurations Only
(C) (U) Conclusion - The result of this trade study shows that the use of
off-the-shelf rocket engines produced the least costly rocket-powered research
vehicles. The implications are that such a research vehicle program could be
initiated now, without awaiting engine development. Essentially the entire flight
envelope could be flown without engine development.
MCDONNELL AIRCRAIrr
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4.4.2 (U) CONFIGURATION DESIGN - Configuration design studies have been conducted
to refine and improve the performance of the vehicles retained from Phase I. Two
fundamental studies were conducted. The first considered vehicle shaping varia-
tions, and the second considered the vehicle thrust loadings. The nominal cross-
sectional shape for all vehicles studied is presented in Figure 4-5. The selection
of lower surface ramp angles was previously discussed in Section 4.3 and is summa-
rized in Figure 4-79. The results of these studies are presented in the following
sections.
(Ui FIGURE 4-79
FOREBODY RAMP ANGLES
o 4 ° For Rocket Acceleration
o 3° For Turbojet Acceleration.
o 40-40-50 For All Body ScramJet Cruise.
o 40-40-60 For All Body Convertible ScramJet.
o 3°-6°-6 ° For Wing Body Convertible ScramJet.
4.4.2.1 (U) Vehicle Shape Study - Vehicle shape studies were conducted on the
MCAIR all-body (B233) and elliptic all-body shapes (B257). For the MCAIR all-body
shape, the depth of the body at the aircraft centerline was held constant as the
leading edge sweep was changed. As the leading edge sweep angle varied, so did the
body width, resulting in both an aspect ratio change and a cross-sectional area
change. For the vehicles having elliptical cross-sections, the ratio of major
diameter to minor diameter was held constant for all leading edge sweep angles.
Thus, the cross-sectional area varied, but the cross-sectional aspect ratio did not
change. Each of these vehicle shapes was sized for five minutes cruise at Mach 12.
The resultant vehicles are shown in Figures 4-80 through 4-83.
(U) For both the MCAIR all-body and for the elliptic all-body configurations,
the fineness ratio was dependent on the leading edge sweep angle. The fineness
ratio is defined as:
f = m
deff
where: £ is the length of the body and def f is the effective diameter of the body.
The effective diameter of the body is defined as:
deff = 2
where: S c is the maximum cross-section of the body.
(U) A correlation between fineness ratio and C D was found during the study
for the basic configurations. This relationship is pgesented in Figure 4-84 for the
B233 vehicle.
M¢KNNELL AIKRAIrr
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(U) FIGURE 4-80
B233D CHARACTERISTICS
,\
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY:
L.E. Sweep
Overall Length ft (m)
Total Span ft (m)
Height ft (m)
AREAS:
Planform
Wing
Tips, Total
Vertical Tail, Total
VOLUMES :
Tot al
Propellant
75 °
79.6
37.3
12.5
ft 2
Iii0
979
9h
151
ft 3
_,7lO
2686
(2_.26)
(11.37)
(3.81)
2
m
(lO3.1)
(90.9)
(8.7)
(lb.0)
m 3
(133.h)
(76.1)
PROPULSION: ACCEL.
Engine LR-129 Rkt
Thrust ib 112,000
(N) (h99,000)
CRUISE
LR-129 Rkt
MCDONNELL AIRORAIrr
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(U) FIGURE 4-81
Y
i
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY :
L.E. Sweep
Overall Length ft
Total Span ft (m)
Height ft (m)
(m)
AREAS:
Planform
Wing
Tips, Total
Vertical Tail, Total
Wetted, Total
VOLUMES :
Total
Propellant
77°
80.6 (24.57)
31.8 (9.69)
12.6 (3.84)
ft 2 m2
1005 (93.4)
866 (80.5)
97 (9.0)
156 (lb.5)
ft3 m3
h360 (123.5)
248h (70.3)
PROPULSION:
Engine
Thrust ib
(N)
ACCEL. CRUISE
LR-129 Rkt LR-129 Rkt
112,000
(h99,000)
MCDONNELL AiiiCleAIrr
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(C) FIGURE 4-82
B257D CHARACTERISTI_
! - ---f-
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY :
L.E. Sweep
Overall Length ft (m)
Total Span ft (m)
Height ft (m)
AREAS :
Plan form
Wing
Tips, Total
Vertical Tail, Total
VOLUMES :
Total
Propellant
77°
148.3 (45.2o)
70.0 (21.34)
19.3 (5.88)
ft2 m2
3900 (362.3)
3400 (315.9)
464 (43.1)
688 (63.9)
ft 3 m 3
16,150 (457.5)
7,540 (213.5)
PROPULSION:
Engine
Thrust (SLS,UNI_'ST) lb
(N)
Thrust (Mach 12 @ lb
Cruise Aft) (N)
A ft2
capt (m2)
(7)
ACCEL.
F-100-GE-100
23,380 (ea)
(103,994) (ea)
i
11.95 (ea)
(i.ii) (ea)
CRUISE
CSJ
22,200
( 98,746)
175.7
(16.32)
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(C) FIGURE 4-83
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY :
L.E. Sweep
Overall Length ft (m)
Total Span ft (m)
Height ft (m)
AREAS:
Plan form
Wing
Tips, Total
Vertical Tail, Total
VOLUMES :
Total
Propellant
75°
125.0 (38.10)
62.9 (19.17)
18.0 (5._9)
ft2 m2
30hO (282.4)
2690 (249.9)
317 (29. 4 )
470 (43.7 )
ft3 m 3
16,150 (457.h)
7,540 (213.5)
PROPULSION :
Engine
Thrust (SLS,UNINST) ib
(_)
Thrust (Mach 12 @ ib
Cruise Alt. ) (N)
A ft2
capt (m2 )
(6)
ACCEL.
F-IO0-GE-IO0
23,380 (ea)
(i03,994) (ea)
11.95 (ea)
(1.11) (ea)
CRUISE
CSJ
17,300
(76,950)
136.8
(12.71)
MCDONNELL AIKIBAFT
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CDo
.05
E
.04 _-
.03 _-
(U) FIGURE 4-84
CDo VARIATION WITH FINENESS RATIO
(Power On)
neness
Ratio ALE
5.73 75°
6.13 77°
6.97 80°
.01 -
--..._..
0 I I I 1 I I
0 2 4 6 8 I0 12
Mach No.
(U) Figures h-85 through 4-87 present the results of the vehicle shape para-
metric study for the MCAIR all-body rocket configurations. These results apply to
configurations B207, B232, B233, B260 and B284.
(U) Figure 4-85 indicates that as the leading edge sweep is increased, the
operational weight empty, and consequently the cost of the airplane, is decreased.
However, the low speed handling qualities of the airplane are degraded. A measure
of this degradation is the low speed (L/D)ma x which is shown in Figure 4-85.
(U) Figure 4-86 shows that as the leading edge sweep is increased, the wing
loading at start of cruise increases, the vehicle fineness ratio increases, and the
cross-sectional aspect ratio decreases. It was also determined that the weight
fractions of the vehicle did not change significantly with leading edge sweep and
for all practical purposes were the same. These fractions are presented in Figure
_-87.
(U) Figure 4-85 also shows the various limitations on size and weight the air
launched vehicles must satisfy for launching from a C-5A aircraft. The rationale
and the modifications to the C-5A that establish these limits were presented in Sec-
tion 4.1. For the particular vehicle studied (B233), the relationship between lead-
ing edge sweep and span indicated that for leading edge sweeps greater than 76 o, the
MCDONNELL AIRCRAI_r"
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particular vehicle can be launched from the C-5A aircraft with relocation of the
right inboard engine further outboard. For angles less than approximately 76 °, a
relocation of the C-5A inboard engine is required together with a major modification
of the C-5A fuselage and landing gear. Figure 4-85 shows that the weight of this
MCAIR all-body configuration is well within the capability of the C-SA aircraft.
(U) For the other MCA!R air launched all body configurations (namely configu-
rations B207, B232, and B28_), it was necessary to determine the relation between
leading edge sweep and span, and in this way determine the extent of modifications
necessary to the C-SA aircraft.
14.
]3.
]I
(U) FIGURE 4-85
LEADING EDGE SWEEP EFFECTS - MCAIR ALL BODY/ROCKET
MD = 12.0, Air Launch, Test Time = 5 Minutes
OperationalVehicles
_-= C _% ALE = 650 -82.50
24
I
E
A
3
74
( )-.-,,...
.--..(
76
ALE - Oeg.
--'L)
78 80
14
12
8
:.:i:i:i:]:!:i:]:!
10
I
90 (
7O
40
= (
"_ i:i:i:!:.:::::!::
30
_i_
2O
74
I:i_ i:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:i:];ii_ii!iiiii:i:ili:_:i:_:i:i:i:i:i::i:i:i:i: ::::::::
C-5AWeightLimit
-- onWingPylon -
I
I I 1
C-5AMajorModification
I
_.-.
!i_i;iliiiiiiii_i!ji_2;_i_i2i2iiii_ilili2i2iiii!2i2ili2i2!;!iiiili !ii
RelocateEngine _-=
1
NoMod.to C-SA
[ I
76 78
ALE - Oeg.
8O
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(U) FIGURE 4-86
LEADING EDGE SWEEP EFFECTS - MCAIR ALL BODY/ROCKET
MD = 12.0, Air Launch, Test Time -- 5 Minutes
%J
76 78
ALE _ DEG.
8O
A
%
c.)
_f
/
,r
3
74 76 78
'_LE_,DEG.
,ILJ,,_L ....... I
8O
(U) FIGURE 4-87
WEIGHT FRACTIONS
MCAIR ALL BODY/ROCKET
Air Launch Weight Fraction
Accel. & Climb Fuel Fraction
Cruise Fuel Fraction
OWE Fraction
1.0
.63
.06
.31
(U) In analyzing the results of this study, the leading edge sweep for the
MCAIR all-bodies was selected as 80 ° . This was a compromise between cost, as indi-
cated by the operational weight empty, and low speed landing characteristics. With
leading edge sweep angles greater than 80 ° , (L/D) max and lateral control at landing
would become critical. Also, only engine relocation is required to launch this
vehicle from the C-5A aircraft.
(U) Leading edge sweep studies were also conducted for the elliptic all-body
airbreather configuration (B257B). This configuration is ground launched, cruises
at Mach 12, and has five minutes test time. It incorporates a group of F-100 air-
breather engines (using JP-& fuel) for climb and acceleration to Mach 3. A hydrogen
fueled convertible scramJet is used for climb and acceleration from Mach 3 to 12,
and for the cruise phase of flight. Selection of JP in lieu of LH 2 for the turbojet
was based on the results of a comparative study described in Section h._.3.1.
II4(_AD4_I_IN|LL AIKRAirr
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(U) As the leading edge sweep is increased on the elliptic cross-section vehi-
cle, the drag, and consequently the fuel required, is decreased. However, the fuel
available is also decreased, and at a much faster rate. This is illustrated in
Figure h-88 for a fixed size h:l ellipse ratio vehicle with six F-100 engines. As
indicated in this plot, the fuel volume available minus the fuel volume required
became more negative with increasing leading edge sweep.
(U) Also plotted in Figure h-88 is a point obtained for a 3:1 ellipse ratio
vehicle. This vehicle has more fuel volume, but it also has higher drag. The drag
effect dominates as indicated by the fact that the fuel shortage increases as the
ellipse ratio is decreased.
(U) For a leading edge sweep of 75 ° , it was possible to obtain design conver-
gence for the vehicle using six F-100 engines. However, to obtain design conver-
gence for a leading edge sweep of 77 ° required the use of seven engines. For a
leading edge sweep of 80 ° , it was not possible to obtain design convergence to com-
plete the mission requirements. This was due to the limited fuel volume available
at h_gh _wee_ angles.
(U) FIGURE 4-88
VOLUME DEFICIENCY OF ELLIPTIC ALL BODY
Airbreather Accel, Mo = 12.0, HTO, Test Time = 5 Min.
40-
20-
0
-2o
-40-
-60-
-8O
I---
LI-
?
=,,
:E:
--I
.0
--I
L=-
<I
1000
-1000
-2000
-3000
i
Sp = 3,000 FT2
(6) F-IO0 ENGINES
JP4 FUEL TO M = 3.0
_0_._.._4:1 ELLIPSE
[] 3:1 ELLIPSE
A FUEL VOL. = (VOL. AVAIL) - (VOL. REQ.)
74 75 76 77 78 79
LEADING EDGE SWEEP ANGLE, ALE _ DEG.
8O '81
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(U) The results of the leading edge sweep studies for the sized h:! elliptic
cross-section vehicles are presented in Figures h-89 and h-90, As indicated by
these plots, the resulting airplanes are large, both in planform area and in gross
weight. This implies that the cost of these vehicles is high.
(U) The above results indicate that to reduce the size of the vehicle it was
necessary to reduce the transonic drag and to increase the volumetric efficiency.
With respect to leading edge sweep change, these are opposing effects for a given
cross-section shape. Therefore, to improve this configuration it was necessary to
change the cross-section shape. This led to the development of the blended wing-
body configuration (B257F) shown in Figure 4-61.
(U) FIGURE 4-89
LEADING EDGE SWEEP EFFECTS - ELLIPTIC ALL BODY/AIRBREATHER
Turbojet Accelerator, Mo - 12.0, Horizontal Takeoff, Test Time - 5 Min.
36
32
28
i
24 ]
4O
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(U) FIGURE 4-90
LEADING EDGE SWEEP EFFECTS - ELLIPTIC ALL BODY/AIRBREATHER
Turbojet Accelerator, M D -- 12.0, HorizontalTakeoff, Test Time = 5 Min.
";_ 4o
_ 35
&
140J 30
o 7
I--
=:Z:
6
i,I
,-, 5
U-
4
74 76 78
ALE _ DEG.
!i
1.0- _=:. ,O,G,W-r-r.I--T, .G.W--
-,J
-J
.8 _ _¢_
_ ILl '
•.7-- --N._,. _--_
/ I I-1-I
• 74 76 "78
ALE _, DEG.
(U) A comparison of the characteristics of the blended wing body with the
elliptic body is presented in Figure h-91, As indicated in this figure, the size of
the airplane is considerably reduced. The operational weight empty is reduced about
27,800 lb (12,600 kg) effecting a considerable reduction in the cost of the vehicle.
A significant portion of this weight reduction resulted from the number of engines
required, four for the blended wing-body compared to six for the elliptic vehicle.
(U) The conclusions obtained from the vehicle shape study are:
(i) For the MCAIR all-body rocket configuration, the leading edge sweep should
be 80° .
(2) For the airbreather elliptic all-body shape, the leading sweep of 75 ° pro-
duced the smallest sized airplane. However, this shape was rejected and a blended
wing-body was developed to further reduce the size of the airplane.
MCDONNELL AIKRAIrr
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(U) FIGURE 4-91
COMPARISON OF HORIZONTAL TAKEOFF CONFIGURATIONS
Airbreather With Convertible ScramJet Engines
M = 12 5 Minute Test Time
Blended 4:i Elliptic
Wing Body All Body
Fineness Ratio
Leading Edge Sweep
No. F-IO0 Turbojets
Operational Wt. Empty
Planform Area
Takeoff Gross Wt.
7.53
77 °
4
68,400 ib (31,000 kg)
1,980 ft2 (184 m 2)
105,310 Ib (47,800 kg)
5.4
75 °
6
96,200 ib (43,600 kg)
3,040 ft2 (282 m 2)
161,821 ib (73,400 kg)
4.4.2.2 (U) Thrust to Weight Ratio - Thrust to weight ratio parametric studies
were conducted for the MCAIR all-body rocket configurations (B207 and B233, Figures
4-51, 4-59, 4-72, and 4-73) and for the blended wing-body airbreather configuration
(B257F, Figure 4-61). The purpose of this study was to determine the thrust to
weight ratio that would give the minimum operational weight empty (OWE).
(U) The thrust to weight ratio studies were applied to three different rocket
configurations. These configurations were:
o The M = 12 all-body configuration with the LRI29 scaled rocket.
o The M = 6 configuration with the LR129 scaled rocket.
o The M = 12 configuration with five, six and seven RLIO engines.
For all cases, the vehicle was air launched and the test time was fixed at five
minutes. In this case, the thrust to weight ratio is the ratio of vacuum thrust to
the take-off gross weight. The results of these studies were applicable to configu-
rations B207, B232, B260 and B284.
(U) Figures 4-92 and 4-93 present the results of this study. Shown on Figure
4-92 are the C-5A weight limitations and modification constraints previously dis-
cussed in Section 4.I. From the standpoint of weight, all these vehicles can be
launched from the C-5A airplane. However, with respect to size, Figure 4-92 shows
that only the M = 6 configuration cs_n be transported and launched with no modifica-
tion to the C-5A airplane. Both the M = 12 configurations appear to only require
relocation of the right inboard engine of the C-SA further from the fuselage.
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(U) FIGURE 4-93
THRUST TO WEIGHT EFFECTS - MCAIR ALL BODY/ROCKET
Airlaunched,Test Time = 5 Min.
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(U) The plot of OWE shows that for the configurations with the scaled LRI29
rockets, the thrust to weight ratio (T/W) has a very small effect. As a matter of
fact, between I sad 1.5 T/W, the plot shows an almost constant OWE. For the case of
the fixed RLI0 engines, the five sad the six engine configurations have almost the
same OWE.
(U) Also presented in Figure 4-92 are the total ranges, as a function of T/W,
for the Mach 6 and the Mach 12 configurations with the scaled rocket engines. This
total range is the straight line range from the launch point to the landing point,
i.e. the sum of the distance traveled during acceleration, climb and cruise for the
powered portion of the flight, and during the unpowered glide along a nominal flight
path. This nominal flight path is described in Section 4.4.6.
(U) Figure h-93 presents the planform area and wing loading for the three
configurations.
(U) Thrust to weight ratio studies were conducted on the blended wing-body
airbreather (configuration B257) with the F-100 turbojet and convertible scramJet
propulsion package. For this study, T/W was defined as the uninstalled sea level
static thrust of the F-100 engines divided by the take-off gross weight. Design
convergence was obtained using four, five, and six F-IO0 engines with JP-4 fuel.
Design convergence was not obtained for a three F-100 engine configuration since
three engines did not produce enough thrust to accelerate through the transonic re-
gion.
(U) Figures 4-94 and 4-95 present the results of this study. As can be seen
from these plots, the configuration size and weight increases as the number of F-lO0
engines increases. This means that the minimum number of engines required to per-
form the mission resulted in a configuration of lowest cost.
(U) Also shown in Figure 4-9h are the straight line ranges from the take-off
point to the landing point. The range is the sum of the distance traveled during
climb, acceleration, and cruise for the powered portion of the flight sad during the
unpowered phase of the flight following the nominal glide path to the landing point.
This nominal unpowered flight path is described in Section 4.4.6.
(U) Figure 4-96 presents the time, distance, and acceleration rates for the
four engine and the six engine airbreather/convertible scra_et configurations.
(U) The results of the thrust to weight ratio studies are:
(i) For a scale_ rocket engine, the thrust to weight ratio should be between
1.0 and 1.5. A thrust to weight ratio in this range minimizes both vehicle OWE sad
program cost as indicated in Figures 4-92 and 4-175 respectively.
(2) For off-the-shelf turbojet engines, the minimum number of engines needed
to complete the mission gave the lowest program costs.
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(U) FIGURE 4-94
THRUST TO WEIGHT EFFECTS - BLENDED WING BODY/AIRBREATHER
JP Turb0jet/LH 2 Convertible Scramjet, MD = 12,0, Test Time - 5 Minutes
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(U) FIGURE 4-95
THRUST TO WEIGHT. EFFECTS - BLENDED WING BODY/AIRBREATHER
JP Turbojet/LH 2 Convertible Scramjet, MD = 12.0, Test Time - 5 Minutes
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(U) FIGURE 4-96
TRANSONIC ACCELERATION - BLENDED WING BODY/AIRBREATHER
JP Turbojet/LH2 ConvertibleScramjet,MD - 12.0,Test Time - 5 Minutes
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h.h.3 (U) PROPELLANTS - Tradeoff studies were conducted to determine the impact
of propellant selection on the performance of flight research vehicles and ground
support systems requirements. These studies can be classified into two categories:
storable vs cryogenic fuels, and subcooled vs normal boiling point (_BP) liquid
hydrogen. The results were interpreted in terms of vehicle operating weight empty
(OWE), takeoff gross weight (TOGW), and program costs. The conclusions reached were
in favor of JP for the initial airbreathing acceleration phase and for the use of
subcooled rather than NBP hydrogen.
h.h.3.1 (C) StQrable Hydrocarbon vs Cryogenic Hydrogen - One of the principal
studies was an evaluation based on climb performance using either conventional JP
fuel or subcooled hydrogen in the turbojet mode from takeoff through Mach 3. The
vehicle selected for the tradeoff study was a horizontal takeoff, all airbreathing,
Mach 12 five minute cruise vehicle (Configuration B257). This vehicle uses the
F-100 advanced turbofan engine for acceleration to Mach 3 and a hydrogen fueled
dual-mode, convertible scramJet (CSJ) from Mach I to Mach 12.
(C) Results of the climb tradeoff are summarized in Figure h-97. Use of JP
for takeoff and initial acceleration results in a decrease in OWE of 17.2%, which
scales to a 10.6% reduction in TOGW. The _-ide difference in OWE reflects the
effects of increased tank volume (liquid hydrogen density is .085 that of JP) and
the requirement to add an additional engine due to the size and weight increase in
the airplane. In order to obtain a converged design with the all hydrogen airplane,
five engines are required for the acceleration phase to overcome the additional drag
and weight penalty associated with the increased full volume. The use of JP fuel for
for the climb and acceleration phase enables attainment of a conver_ed design with
four engines. A five engine JP climb vehicle was sized (see Figure h-lh2) but is not
included in this trade-off as the four engine configuration provided a lighter con-
figuration with lover RDT&E and investment costs. The energy content, or heating
value, for hydrogen is nearly three times that for JP on a gravimetric basis, so that
the effects on TOGW are not quite as pronounced. The differences are even more strik-
ing when compared on the basis of flight research program cost. From Figure 4-97
again, it can be seen that the use of JP reduces airplane size to the extent that
RDT&E and investment costs are 8.9h% lover and operational costs 14.6% lower than
for the all-hydrogen airplane. The total reduction in program cost is nearly $135
million for the smaller aircraft, with no change in either test time or cruise Mach
number.
(C) FIGURE 4-97
CLIMB TRADE-OFF RESULTS
(HTO Airbreather: 5 Minutesat Mach 12)
OWE
TOGW
RDT&E & INVEST.
JP Climb to M3
h engines,
68,400 ib (31,050 kg)
105,310 ib (47,800 kg)
H 2 Climb to M3
5 engines
82,600 ib (37,500 kg)
i19,847 lb (54,600 kg)
$8o_ M $883 M
OPERATIONAL $327 M $383 M
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(U) In addition, there are several subjective elements which should be sum-
marized. Although the JP fueled aircraft has a higher volumetric efficiency, the
hydrogen fueled vehicle's specific impulse performance (higher energy/Ib) is some-
what better, as indicated by its low fuel/TOGW fraction (.31 and .35 for the LH 2
and JF fueled vehicles respectively). The use of JP for the initial acceleration
and the l_nding modes results in a slightly lower thermal protection requirement
(in the area of the JP tank) than would be necessary for hydrogen. Another advant-
age of this choice is that unmodified turbojet engines will be available for opera-
tion at program, inception. However, this choice results in the requirement for
"dual mode" operation and separate airborne fuel systems.
(U) Conclusion - Use of JP fuel for the initial acceleration of the flight
vehicle rather than hydrogen, reduced the vehicle size and cost.
4.4.3.2 (U) Subcooled Fuel Performance - Past MCAIR hypersonic aircraft studies
have shown that significant performance advantages can be realized for operational
vehicles by utilizing subcooled rather than normal boiling point (NBP) hydrogen.
This tradeoff was performed in Phase II for the flight research vehicles to quan-
tify the performance improvement for the Mach 12 air launched rocket vehicle and
the HTO airbreather.
(U) Generally, subcooling provides:
o Decreased tank ullage
o Lower tank operating pressures
o Increased fuel density
o Unattended hold potential
These advantages are obtained at only a modest increase in propellant cost, which
is a minor cost element. No increase in airborne equipment is required to handle
the subcooled hydrogen.
(U) For the tradeoff, the subeooled hydrogen was considered at a maximum
temperature of 30°R (16.7°K) at lift off; NBP temperature is 36.48°R (20.3°K).
Initial fuel load was at a minimum temperature of 25°R (13.9°K) and a slush quality
(mass solid/mass solid + liquid) of 50%, currently within the demonstrated state-
of-the-art for manufacture and pumping. Unattended ground hold data was developed
by calculating the available heat sink from the 50% slush point to 30°R (16.7°K).
4.4.3.2.1 (U) Airborn_ Performance Improvement - One of the more obvious advan-
tages in subcooling is .he increase in fuel density resulting from a 7°R (3.9°K)
temperature reduction. The corresponding densities are h.66 ib/ft 3 (.075 gm/cm 3)
and h.h2 ib/ft3 (.071 gm/cm3), a difference of about 5%. Data from the Saturn pro-
gram (Vehicle AS-203) reveals that subcooling increases uJable fuel volume an addi-
tional 1% due to the elimination of vapor entrainment within the liquid (unavoid-
able with saturated liquids).
(U) The fuel vapor pressure of hydrogen is extremely sensitive to small varia-
tions in temperature. This can become a dominant factor in tank operating pressures,
and hence in structural design requirements and vehicle weight. Since the maximum
liquid temperature occurs near the end of flight, that point determines the fuel
vapor pressure/tank operating pressure requirements. Figure 4-98 compares the final
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fuel temperatures and resulting tank pressures for subcooled and NBP hydrogen in a
typical Mach 12 configuration. The noted tank pressure is essentially vapor pres-
sure at the end of cruise plus a nominal 3 psi (2.07 N/cm 2) to allow for net posi-
tive suction head (NPSH), pump inlet losses, and ta_ pressure operating margin at
at the highest temperature (highest vapor pressure) condition. Impact of subcooled
hydrogen usage on fuel feed and pressurization systems is minimal. The major re-
qtuirement is active pressurization without venting during ground hold (as opposed
to venting for NBP operation) to maintain positive tank _ ressures. This require-
ment will not penalize aircraft weight or performance. During all flight phases,
present autogenous pressurization systems will provide the necessary pressurant.
(U) FIGURE 4-98
LIQUID HYDROGENTEMPERATURE RISE - MACH 12 CONFIGURATION
5 minutes test time
(subcooled LH 2)
l0 minutes test time
(subcooled LH 2)
5 minutes test time
(_P H 2)
Initial Fuel
Temperature
°R (°K)
3o (16.7)
30 (16.7)
36.5 (20.3)
Final Fuel
Temperature
OR (oK)
32.6 (18.1)
33.7 (18.7)
38.6 (21._)
Maximum Tank Pressure
(at end of cruise)
psia [New_cons/c-_m)
i0.5 (7.25)
12.1 (8.35)
23.6 (16.3)
(U) The effect of test time (steady state cruise time) is also indicated by
comparing the 5 minute and l0 minute cases. The additional time corresponds to a
fuel temperature increase of 1.1°R (.61°K), with an attendant vapor pressure increase
of 1.6 psi (1.1 N/cm2). The NBP hydrogen fueled vehicle with only 5 minutes test
time at Mach 12 requires a tank pressure of 23.6 psia (16.3 N/cm 2) at the end of
cruise, which is essentially gauge pressure at that altitude. All values are based
on an average heat leak to the fuel of 100 Btu/ft2-hr (315 Watts/m2).
(U) The results of these incremental improvements are illustrated in Figure
h-99 for both the HT0 airbreathing all LH 2 system and air launched rocket Mach 12
LO2/LH 2 systems. The effect of introducing JP fuel into the vehicle for improved
volumetric performance in the turbojet mode is presented in the previous section.
The thrust requirements for the fixed engine size on the TJ/CSJ combination imposes
a requirement for six turbofan engines to achieve a design solution for the NBP
fueled airplane. Two subcooled aircraft are shown, one with six engines and another
with five engines, to illustrate the increments in achieving the 8.2% reduction in
OWE with subcooling. As a point of reference, an airplane utilizing 50% slush hy-
drogen can provide a 17.5% reduction in the NBP aircraft OWE. However, this should
be taken as a limit for performance potential, since it provides for no unattended
hold time and requires improvements in slush manufacture, storage, and pumping
technology. (Availability of 50% slush at launch requires manufacture of higher
quality slush to overcome heat losses.)
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HTO Airbreather
TJ to M3
+
MI < CSJ < MI2
(LH 2 fuel
TJ and CSJ)
Air Launch
Rocket
(.m2/._ 2)
(C) FIGURE 4-99
EFFECT OF H2 SUBCOOLINGON VEHICLE SIZE
IMach 12 Flight Vehicles: 5 MinutesTest Time)
i
Fuel State
NBP
Subcooled
30°R (16.7°K)
Subcooled
30°R (16.7°K)
50% Slush
NBP
Subcooled
30°R (16.7°K)
50% Slush
OWE
9o,ooo it (_0,800 kg)
87,600 ib (39,800 kg)
82,600 ib (37,500 kg)
74,200 lb (33,700 kg)
25,500 ib (11,580 kg)
24,600 lb (ll,190 kg)
23,850 lb (10,820 kg)
No. of
Engines
(U) The effects on the air launched rocket vehicle are not quite so pro-
nounced. The fuel density improvement is damped out by the 6:10/F ratio and the
relatively large quantity of oxidizer on board.
4.4.3.2.2 (U) Ground Performance Improvement - In addition to airborne perfor-
mance gains obtained through the use of subcooled fuel, advantages are realized
by virtue of increased ground hold potential and reduced vapor loss during trans-
port and storage, and elimination of vapor venting near the aircraft. It is con-
sidered that all support hardware is within the present technical capability, with
the possible requirement for a slush hydrogen pilot plant to demonstrate bulk slush
generation techniques on a continuous basis. The impact of subcooled fuel on air-
craft ground handling is generalized in Figure 4-100.
(U) FIGURE 4-100
IMPACT OF SUBCOOLING ON GROUNDHANDLING
0PERATION IMPACT
GROUND HOLD
CHILLDOWN/FILL
STORAGE
SPECIAL BASE HANDLING
(Subcool on site)
LOGISTICS/SUPPLY
UNATTENDED CAPABILITY
POTENTIAL TIME REDUCTION
ACTIVE PRESSURIZATION REQUIREMENT
ADDITION OF VACUUM, PUMPS
NONE
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(a) (U) Aircraft Ground Hold - The most pronounced ground performance gain
for subcooled hydrogen is in the aircraft ground hold operation. For NBP, constant
LH 2 venting is required during ground hold, with liquid replenishment (top-off) to
offset boil-off losses. With subcooled fuel, the tank can be isolated from ground
support and venting hardware until the maximum allowable flight LH 2 temperature is
reached. One minor requirement is the necessity for active (regulated) pressuri-
zation to offset tank ullage pressure reduction while the ullage cools during ground
hold. The available unattended hold time for the typical flight research vehicle
studied in Phase II is about B-l/2 hours, as depicted in Figure 4-101. The flight
vehicle was assumed to be loaded with 50% slush hydrogen, which melts during ground
hold at constant temperature to the Triple Point (0% slush) and is then allowed to
warm to the design point value of BO°R (16.7°K). Ground hold (and airborne hold
for the air launch concepts) mean heat leak is 60 Btu/ft2-hr (189 W/m2). This mean
value was determined from consideration of the chilldown heat load, three to four
hours ground hold time, and an ultimate steady state ground hold heat leak of
20 Btu/ft2-hr (63 W/m 2) . It should be noted that this available hold time also
corresponds well with pre-launch requirements for the air launch vehicle, providing
unattended hold shortens the duration of the pilot's pre-launch time in the pres-
sure suit.
LH 2
TEMPERATURE
oK
16
15
IA
oR
30
29
28
27
26
25
2%
(C) FIGURE 4-101
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(U) If additional ground hold is desired (beyond 3-1/2 hours) due to diffi-
culties in pre-flight preparation, it is possible to provide an attended hold
capability for sm indefinite time. This is accomplished by off-loading fuel and
recirculating it through a fuel ground conditioning unit to maintain the desired
subcooled state. Other techniques were investigated, such as helium injection or
total aircraft recycle, but these were found to be costly and operationally unattrac-
tive. Recirculation through ground support equipment proved to provide the best all
around extended ground hold capability. Not only is indefinite hold time available,
but the aircraft is immediately ready for operation upon disconnect of servicing
equipment.
(U) A schematic of a recircu!ation ground support trailer is
shown in Figure 4-102. The basic principle of operation is low pressure boil-off,
or vacuum pumping, in which the temperature of the fluid is lowered by drawing a
vacuum in the vapor space, which in turn reduces the equilibrium boiling tempera-
ture. For example, to maintain the aircraft fuel load at the design point, the
liquid hydrogen is withdrawn from the aircraft at a temperature of 30°R (16.7°K)
at a flow rate of 2.26 ib/sec (1.03 kg/sec). The flow rate is controlled by the
control valve downstream of the flow meter, which also reduces the fluid pressure
(U) FIGURE 4-102
GROUND HOLD BY RECIRCULATION
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to approximately 2.5 psia (1.73 N/cm2). The vacuum pump removes gaseous hydrogen
from the fluid conditioning tank at a rate of .09 lb/sec (.041 kg/sec), which is
sufficientto negate both the vehicle heat leak and the energy rise from the ground
support hardware. Water injection is utilized in the suction end of the vacuum
pump to raise _he temperature of the gaseous hydrogen to hO°F (277.7°K), while also
providing a water seal inside the vacuum pump. This water seal is necessary to
maintain rated suction pressures. LH 2 make-up is provided at a rate of .09 ib/sec
(.041 kg/sec) to offset the boil-off rate. The cooled LH 2 is returned to the
vehicle by the transfer pump, at a rate equal to the withdrawal rate. Estimated
cost for the complete cooling unit is $175,000.00.
(b) (U) Logistics and Supply - Low pressure boil-off can also be used to sub-
cool the hydrogen in the ground storage tankage at the using facility. The pumping
capacity of the vacuum pump used in the ground hold unit above will subcool one load
of LH 2 for the air launched rocket aircraft from NBP to 30°R (16.7°K) in 1.7 hours.
Increasing the subcooled quantity will result in a proportionate increase in sub-
cooling time. These times are not operationally limiting, however, since the
subcooled fuel can be stored in separate tankage and used as required. Typical
storsge times are shown in Figure 4-103 for current state of the art ground storage
systems. Values are presented for two different heat fluxes (which scale to a loss
of 1/2 to 1% per day) and for the times to reach Triple Point (TP) and Normal
Boiling Point (NBP).
(U) FIGURE 4-103
EFFECT OF HEAT LEAK ON SUBCOOLEDH2 STORAGE
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(c) (U) Cost - The impact of subcooling on the cost of acquisition of a hy-
drogen system can be related directly to the amount of gas evolved during the low
pressure boil-off or vacuum pumping technique. Relative costs are shown in Figure
4-104 for various degrees of subcooling and percentages of slush hydrogen. NBP
liquid is used as the base value. If subcooled/slush hydrogen is produced in con-
Junction with the manufacture of liquid, only minor modifications to the LH 2 produc-
tion plant are required. Two methods have been investigated which can supply 50%
slush hydrogen in quantities of 20 tons/day. (18.2 metric ton/day) Air Reduction
Company (AIRC0) has synthesized a unique direct refrigeration method in which the
hydrogen is subcooled at atmospheric pressure, utilizing helium refrigeration. Es-
timated cost per pound of 50% slush is h.7¢ (10.35¢/kg), in addition to the base
cost of the LH2. Details of this system are the proprietary information of AIRC0.
oK
6
TRIPLE POINT
PLUS &
OK, OR
2
0
% SLUSH
oR
12
(U) FIGURE 4-104
COST OF SUBCOOLING
RMAL BOILING POINTI
\
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(.I_575$/kg)-
& SUBCOOLED
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0 : _- TP
: "SLUSH"
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2
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1.0 I.i 1.2 1.3 l.h
RELATIVE H2 COST
(U) An alternate method for producing slush hydrogen is by direct vacuum pump-
ing, as noted above. If a vacuum pumping plant were installed in conjunction with
a liquid hydrogen plant, it would be relatively easy to reclaim the boil-off hydro-
gen gas. The estimated cost increment for 50% slush [for a 20 ton day plant (18.2
metric ton/day)] is 4.5¢/ib (9.91¢/kg). The latter includes a gaseous hydrogen
reclamation cost of 8.15#/lb reclaimed (17.93¢/kg). Cost summaries are presented
in Figure h-105 and include 5 year depreciation of capital investment and annual
operating costs for a 20 ton/day plant.
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(U) FIGURE 4-105
SLUSH HYDROGEN PRODUCTION COSTS
(20 Ton/Day (18.2 Metric To./Day) - 50% Quality)
AIRC0 VACUUM PUMPING
CAPITAL $1.730 M $1.464 M
ANNUAL OPERATING
HZ_IUM $ . 010 M -
POWER $ .330 M $ .090 M
GH2 RECLAIM
TOTAL $ .340 M $ .364 M
5 YEAR OPERATING
+ CAPITAL
$3,430,000 $3,284,000
4.4.3.2.3 (U) Comparative Performance Increment - The aircraft performance bene-
fits of subcooling, reflected in the OWE reduction pointed out earlier, can be com-
pared with the ground performance increment on the basis of cost. Figure h-106
reflects the differences in aircraft costs (RDT&E plus investment and oDeratin_)
and isolates the effected ground system (special AGE and propellant costs) for a
horizontal take-off airbreathing (TJ/CSJ) Mach 12 flight research vehicle. On a
program basis, for 200 flights, RDT&E and investment costs for the vehicle usin_
subcooled fuel are $20 M lower than for the vehicle using NBP fuel, while the over-
all operating costs are reduced by $14 M. These are additive, resulting in an
overall program savings of $34 M, which includes an increase in AGE of $1.46 M and
an increase in propellant costs of only $75,000 over the life of the program.
(U) FIGURE 4-106
SUBCOOLED FUEL PROGRAMCOSTS
(HTO Airbreather."5 MinuteCruise at Mach 12)
RDT&E + Investment (Millions)
Baseline [function of (OWE)]
A Special Handling AGE
Operating (Millions)
Baseline [function of (OWE)]
A Propellant Costs
NBP
(37°R)
$903.
Subcooled
(30°R)
$383.
+.075
NET RESULT i -$34.
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(U) From the foregoing discussion it is readily seen that the use of sub-
cooled hydrogen can provide significant airborne performance gains. These trans-
late to an equally significant reduction in flight research vehicle program costs.
The use of subcooled hydrogen is operationally attractive because of its relatively
lower tendency to boil than saturated liquid. Since subcooled and slush hydrogen
has been produced in an inexpensive and easy manner (vacuum pumping) and pumping/
flow transfer of slush qualities up to 50% have been demonstrated, the techniques
discussed here are consistent with the present level of hydrogen technology.
(U) Conclusion - The use of subcooled hydrogen is feasible and economical.
Subcooled hydrogen provided significant performance gains without an attendant
penalty for either airborne or ground systems, and was chosen for design of all
remaining HYFAC vehicles.
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4.4.4 (U) AIRFRAME STRUCTURE - The selection of design load factors, fuel tankage
concept, and thermal protection system has a major influence on the structure design,
vehicle performance, weights and cost. The effects are quantified and discussed
in the paragraphs which follow. For each variation studied, the mission performance
of the flight vehicle under evaluation was maintained constant.
4.4.4.1 (U) Load Factor - Design load factor affects baseline airframe air loads
and inertia loads, external surface equilibrium temperatures, and engine inlet pres-
sures. The effect of load factor on external surface equilibrium temperatures and in-
let pressures at Mach 6 and Mach 12 is illustrated on Figures 4-107 and 4-108, respec-
tively. These temperatures and pressures have been calculated on the basis of a
20° angle of attack and the corresponding altitude at which a given load factor can
be achieved. It is expected that a 20° angle of attack will provide the capability
to perform all the required maneuvers without exceeding the aircraft stability limits.
(U) Parametric studies were performed on the B212A Mach 6 TJ/RJ powered air-
craft, B233A Mach 12 rocket Dowered aircraft, and the B257F Mach 12 TJ/CSJ
aircraft to determine the effect of load factor on the aircraft size, cost, and per-
formance. Load factors ranging from 3.5 to 7.3 g were considered. The lower boun-
dary (3.5 g) was selected as being representative of that considered appropriate
for operational hypersonic aircraft and the upper boundary (7.3 g) is consistent
with the initial X-15 design as well as current operational fighter aircraft designs.
The major elements of the aircraft that are affected by load factor are inlet struc-
ture, airframe structure and thermal protection system (insulation and shingle).
First, the effect of load factor on the individual elements is considered. Then,
the combined effect on the total aircraft size, performance and cost is shown.
(U) The inlet structure is primarily a non-circular pressure vessel and,
therefore, its weight is quite sensitive to pressure increases. The weight of the
pressure vessel segment of the inlet varies with pressure as indicated by the follow-
ing relationship which is based on statistical analysis:
where W = weight
P = pressure
(U) Sensitivity of airframe weight to load factor is a function of aircraft
configuration, among other things. Wing-body aircraft structure weight is more
sensitive to load factor than that of the all-body configurations. Figure 4-109
illustrates the effect of increasing design load factor on the primary structure
weight of B212, a Mach 6 wing-body aircraft. The indicated relative weight increase
for higher load factors is due entirely to the associated increase in loads in the
primary structure. Constant structural temperature was assumed in this comparison
which would require an increase in the thermal protection system to maintain the
temperature at a higher load factor.
(U) The increased surface temperature resulting from increased load factor re-
quires that radiation shingles fabricated of materials with higher temperature cap-
ability be used over a significant area of the vehicle. This results in heavier and
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(U) FIGURE 4-107
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(U) FIGURE 4-108
LOAD FACTOR SENSITIVITY INLET PRESSURE
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(U) FIGURE 4-109
LOAD FACTOR SENSITIVITY STRUCTURAL WEIGHT
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m
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! ./
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more expensive shingles in most cases. For example: the Mach 12 aircraft would
require that about 10% of the surface be protected with coated tantalum alloy
shingles if designed to 5.0 g maneuver, whereas a 3.5 g maneuver would require no
tantalum. The insulation thickness itself is affected only slightly by the higher
load factor maneuvers, since the time at temperatures is very short relative to
the mission time; however, the selection of the insulation material would vary to
be compatible with the operating temperature.
(U) When all of the effects of increased load factor are considered, the air-
craft would have to be resized to retain constant performance (5 minute test time).
Thus, increasing design load factor results in increased aircraft size, weight, and
cost. Weight and cost variations of the specific aircraft selected for comparison
are shown in Figure 4-]_10. Other factors such as growth, versatility, reliability,
and research value must be considered before design load factor is established,
however, the significance of these factors can only be Judged on a qualitative
basis. Consideration of cost and weight would suggest the selection of a low-load
factor aircraft. However, consideration of versatility and growth capability points
toward higher load factors. The research value, as associated with the operational
aircraft, is essentially independent of design load factor due to the low design
load factors (3.5 g) of the operational aircraft.
(U) A design load factor of 7.3 g's yield temperatures for the Mach 12 air-
craft beyond the limits of current heat shield materials and one of 5.0 g's yields
temperatures beyond the upper limit of coated columbium alloys on the forward sec-
tion of the aircraft lower surface. Structure design to 7.3 g's is highly desirable
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT"
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LOAD FACTOR SENSITIVITY
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from a structural redesign consideration; however, 5.0 g's is sufficient to pro-
vide the required research at a satisfactory safety level. A design providing
5.0 g's structural capability, in conjunction with the temperature restrictions
associated with a 3.5 g maneuver at Vmax, results in a favorable combination of
minimum cost, weight and risk with maximum versatility growth potential.
h._.4.2 (U) Tankage - The relative merits of integral and non-lntegral fuel tanks
for hydrogen fueled aircraft have been the subject of many independent studies. The
type of taukage affects the thermal protection systems, fuel volume fraction,
structural weight and cost. A comparison has been made of integral and non-integral
tankage for research vehicle B212A, a Mach 6 hydrogen fueled aircraft. The follow-
ing cc_binations of tankage/primary structure concepts were considered as a basis
for equal mission performance variations of the basic design:
o Integral tanks with insulated primary structure
o Non-integral tanks with insulated primary structure
o Non-integral tanks with hot primary structure.
(U) The integral tank system is employed on B212A and utilizes internal
insulation to protect the primary structure from liquid hydrogen tempera-
tures. This is consistent with minimum risk philosophy concerning structural
design since the thermal gradient across the load bearing structure is minimized.
Liquificatlon of air on the outside surface_ the tank (cryodepositing of air) can
be eliminated by tailoring the internal insulation so that it will maintain the
tank wall at a temperature higher than -320°F (77.4°K), the boiling point of air.
Careful attention must be paid to openings in the tank wall so that heat shorts
are eliminated. In addition, a barrier must be employed to prevent infiltration
of the insulation by the cryogen as this would degrade the insulation. Techniques
employed on the S4-B for internal cryogenic insulation would serve as examples for
the solution of these problems.
(U) The non-integral tank system would not require internal insulation to
retain the "minimum risk" status because the primary airframe loads are not carried
in the -h30°F (16.65°K) tank wall. Some of the tank volume lost to the required
expansion gap between the tank and airframe structure can be recovered by placing
the cryogenic insulation outside the tank in the expansion gap. Placing the cryo-
genic insulation on the outside of the non-integral tank eliminates the requirement
of developing a vapor barrier to keep hydrogen out of the insulation. However, air
must be prevented from leaking in through the insulation where it would become
liquified. Once liquified and reduced in volume, a partial vacuum would exist and
more air would be drawn in through the leak and become liquified (cryopumping of air).
(U) The results of the trade study show that aircraft size, weight, and cost
are reduced by using an integral tank system. Preliminary analysis resulted in
relative values of weight and thickness, as shown in Figure 4-111, which are refleced
in the total aircraft weight and cost. The hot structure concept was rejected
because of high weight and cost. Hot structure is also limited to speeds below
Mach 6 at the design load factors, above this, the temperatures in the structure
would exceed the design limit. Selection of internal insulation, though not required
in the non-integral tank, improves the design in that cryopumping can be eliminated
and heat shorts to the fuel minimized. On the basis of aircraft size, weight, and
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(U) FIGURE 4-111
TANKAGE COMPARISON
Structure
2.0 Ib/ft 2 (9.7 kg,/m2)
./__ Shingle .
, 1.41 Ib/ftz (6.9 kg/m2)
_ _ Insulation
_'__ .__ / 0.92 'b/ft2 (4.5kg/m2)
,- f -"
..._y_2..___ ,nsu,at,on
_ 0.33 Ib/ft2 (1.6kg/m2)
Shingle
1.41 Ib/ft2 (6.9 ki/m2)
LJ l _ ,.,'KI L_ r Insulation
Structure /_%L,<3_ _ /, "- ._%"-
2"OIb/ft2(9"7kg/m)-'/ _ _'_ _-- Insulation
" 0.33 Ib/ft 2 (1.6 kg/m2)
Tank /
0.54 Ib/ft2 (2.6 kg/m2) -'-/ Structure
4.0 Ib/ft 2 (19.5ki/m2)
_ Insulation
.:, /1.66 Ib/ft2(8.2 kg/m2)
_lnsulation
0.33 Ib/ft2 (1.6kg/m2)
/° ." -
Ib/fl2(3.2kgTa"k . .,;" "0.66
Mach6
LH2 Fuel
SmfaceTemp1300°F
977°K
Heat Leak100btu,/ft2hr
315 watts/m2
Baseline
InsulatedStructure
IntegralTank
Unit Weight4.66 Ib/lt2 (22.7kg/m2
Thickness1.9inch(4.83cm)
OWE32,540 Ib (14,750kl)
TOGW37,223Ib (16,900kg)6
Total ProgramCost$665(10)
InsulatedStructure
Non-IntegralTank
Unit Weight5.20 Ib/ft2 (25.3 kg/cm2)
Thickness3.0 Inch(7.62cm)
OWE33,900Ib(15,400kg)
TOGW38,910Ib (17,650kg)6
Total ProgramCost$676 (10)
UninsulatedStructure
Non-lntepalTank
Unit WeigM6.65 Ib/ft2 (32.5q/m 2)
Thickness4.3 inch(10.9cm)
OWE38,650 Ib(17,500q)
TOGW43,543Ib (19,750kg).
Total ProgramCost$712 (10_)
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cost, the integral tank concept with insulated structure and internal tank insula-
tion was found to be superior.
(U) Volume fraction (i.e., fuel volume/fuselage volume) is poorer for the non-
integral tank concept than for the integral tank, since there must be a gap between
the tank and the structure to allow for expansion due to differential temperatures
between the warm structure and cold tank wall. The hot structure, non-integral
tank has the poorest volume fraction (lowest) because it requires a greater expan-
sion gap (due to the higher structural temperature) and o.lso a greater insulation
thickness (due to a less efficient heat sink arrangement).
(U) With an insulated structure approach, the total aircraft insulation weight
is the same with either integral or non-integral tanks if internal tank insulation
is employed. Without internal insulation, the integral tank concept would require
a greater amount of insulation between the shingle and the tank structure to main-
tain the same heat input as the non-integral tank. This is due to the large number
of heat shorts (shingle supports) as cGnpared to the non-integral tank which has
direct heat paths only at the widely spaced tank supports. Insulation requirements
to protect the fuel and equipment bays are greater for the hot structure concept
than for either type of insulated structure. This is because the mass (structure)
used as a heat sink behind the insulation is greatly reduced when the structure is
adjacent to the moldline surface.
4.4.4.3 (U) Active Thermal Protection System - Past studies of operational,
hydrogen fueled, cruise vehicles have shown that the reduction in weight and thick-
ness that is possible with an active (water wick) thermal protection system has a
significant influence on vehicle size and performance. For example, range could be
improved as much as 10% by reconfiguring a hydrogen fueled, scramjet powered cruise
vehicle with an active system.
(U) To establish what impact thermal protection has on the size, weight, and
cost of a research aircraft, a tradeoff of active versus passive external (between
shingle and structure) insulation concepts was performed. The B233A aircraft (Mach
12, all body, all rocket, air-launch, 5 minute test time) with an insulated load
bearing structure/integral tankage arrangement was used as the basis for this study.
However, the results are considered applicable to all test vehicles of this general
Mach number and test time class. Shingle, structure/tankage, and internal cryogenic
insulation requirements are nearly independent of the external insulation concept
employed and hence were not included in the tradeoff.
(U) A comparison of weight, thickness, and volumetric efficiency of the active
and passive systems is presented in Figure 4-112. As noted in this figure, unit
weights and thicknesses are average values for the vehicle. That is, an average of
actual external insulation (between shingle and structure) requirements at four rep-
resentative vehicle locations (upper and lower surface for a typical fuel and non-
fuel area) was determined. Tabulated values include the weight and/or thickness of
high temperature insulation, air gap (0.25 inch, 0.635 cm) water, and wick. Since
internal cyrogenic foam insulation is required only in fuel tank areas, its weight
is not included in the average unit weights and thicknesses presented in Figure
4-112. The size of the active system was based upon steady state conditions (neglects
heat storage effects) and the equivalent step-input of surface temperature discussed
previously in Section 4.2.3. Neglecting heat storage effects is conservative in
determining active insulation requirements. In sizing the passive system, heat
storage (transient) effects were accounted for per the procedure of Section 4.2.3.
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(U) FIGURE 4-112
COMPARISONOF THERMAL PROTECTION CONCEPTS
Mach12 5 MinuteTest Time
Passive Active
ill I I I --- ----I I I I IIll 
Insulation J ' _ Steam ,.'-- - _ oI
Air Gapand/v _r __,"<( (
WaterWick " /
AdditionalVolumeAvailable /
ForEquipmentandFuel Storage"_"
ThermalProtectionConcept
Passive
Active
Unit (a)
Weight
(PSF) (Kg/m2)
1.75 8.52
0.55 2.69
Unit(a)
Thickness, Xi
(in.) (cm)
1.53 3.89
0.78 1.98
Volumetric
Efficiency('o)
90.0
92.6
(a) External Insulation (Xi) Requirements;AverageValuesfor Mach12 Aircraft,
(b) LH2 TankageAreas;Includes0.6 Inch(].52 cm)of InternalCryogenicFoamInsulation.
(U) As shown in Figure 4-112, the active system reduces average unit external
insulation weights by 1.2 psf (5.83 kg/m2) or 68%, and unit thicknesses by 0.75 in
(1.91 cm), or 49%. The reduction in overall thickness requirements (total thickness
between external mold_line and fuel) results in a 2.6% increase in the volume avail-
able for LH2 [forage. A similar increase is likewise available for equipment stor-
age in non-fuel areas.
(U) The effects of the thermal protection concept on vehicle size, weight, and
cost are presented in Figure 4-113. Reconfiguring this vehicle with an active (water
wick) system, reduced overall thermal protection weights by about 2800 ib(1268 kg).
This large weight saving in conjunction with the increased volume available (2.6%) for
equipment and fuel storage, resulted in a 9.5% decrease in vehicle planform area
and a corresponding decrease in OWE (15%) and TOGW (13.8%). _ne 9.5% reduction in
planform area is of particular importance for an airlaunch vehicle such as the B233,
because of physical limitations associated with hanging it from a wing pylon on
the C-5A. As noted in Figure 4-113, the overall reductions in vehicle size and
weight translate directly into a program cost saving of over $38 million or 7%.
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(U) FIGURE 4-113
EFFECT OF THERMAL PROTECTION CONCEPT ON VEHICLE SIZE AND COST
(Mach 12; 5 Minute Test Time; Ecual ResearchValue)
Paramet er
o Planform Area, Ft 2
o OWE, Lbs. (Kg)
o TOGW, Sbs. (Kg)
o Cost (106 Dollars)
o RDT & E
o Investment
o Operative
o Total Program
(M2)
Passive
(B233A)
929 (86)
24,6oo (I1,159)
77,950 (35,358)
242.863
123.859
178.077
544.799
Active
(B233AT-I)
841 (78.2_
20,910 (9460)
67,210 (30,486)
224.163
114.820
167.463
506.446
Improvement
With Active
System
9.5%
15%
13.8%
7.7%
7.3%
6%
7%
(U) The active TPS, water wick, used in this study capitalizes on the inte-
grated performance of shingles which re-radiate approximately 98% of the total
aerodynamic heat load, high temperature insulation, water evaporation (which absorbs
nearly all of the heat transferred to the interior of the vehicle), and an efficient
cryogenic insulation (fuel areas only), to obtain low unit weights while retaining
high volumetric efficiencies. This system takes advantage of the high heat of
vaporization of water (about 1000 Btu/lb, 2324.4 Joules/gm) as a heat sink to
reduce insulation requirements.
(U) To aid in understanding the above, an example is presented in Figure 4-114.
With a passive system, 2 inches (5.08 cm) of high temperature insulation (1.33 lb/ft 2,
0.6 kg/m 2) is required to limit the heat transfer across the insulation to 200 Btu/
ft2 hr (360 watts/m 2) such that a maximum structural temperature of 300°F (422°K)
is not exceeded. With the active system, high temperature insulation requirements
can be reduced to 0.55 inch, 1.4 cm (an additional 0.4 inch, 1.02 am, of thickness
is required for air gap and water wick) with a corresponding increase in the heat
transfer to the interior of the aircraft (730 Btu/ft 2 hr, 2300 watts/m 2) which is
absorbed by the conversion of water to steam which is expelled overboard. As
indicated in Figure 4-11h, total active systems weight including insulation, water
and wick is 0.74 lb/ft 2 (0.336 kg/m2). It should also be noted that structural tem-
peratures, when protected with an active water wick system, are maintained at ap-
proximately lO0°F (311°K) which corresponds to the boiling point of water at the
reduced pressures experienced at the cruise altitude.
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(U) FIGURE 4-114
INCREASED EFFICIENCY WITH ACTIVE TPS
ANALYSIS CONDITIONS:
o Steady State Analysis of Non-Fuel Area
o Heat Pulse = 1800°F (1260°K) for 30 Minutes
SOLUTION:
o Maximum Structural Temperature; OF, (OK)
o Heat Transfer Across High Temperature
Insulation; Btu/ft z hr, (Watts/m 2)
o
(A) Passive
300(h22)
200(630)
Thickness; in., (cm)
(a) High Temperature Insulation
(b) Air Gap
(c) Water Wick
2.o(5.o8)
Total Thickness (X i) 2.0(5.08
o Unit Weight; lb/ft2, (kg/m 2)
(a) High Temperature Insulation 1.33(0.6
(b) Air Gap ---
(c) Water and Wick ---
kpJm2 Ib/lt 2
0.75
Unit Weight
1.5
1.33
(B) Active
lOO(3ll)
730(2300)
0.50
0.25
o.55(1._o)
0.25(0.63)
o.15(o.38)
1.0
0.74
0.5
0 0
Total Unit Weight i. 33(0.6)
High Temperature
o.95(2.41)
0.37(0.168)
0.37(0.168)
0.7&(0.336)
Passive r-- Insulation __ Active
I I I I I I I _-- Shi,gle----]__l I I I i l l
I .---- _ _-- T _''_._ _'"_ Iv.
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_,........................_;..... I_ ,o,Equipme,ta,,_Foe,Sto,a_,
I\ F(c) Locus of Active System Weights / / I
of High (A) - Minimum
...__ Passive Requirement
_mperature Insulation
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High Temperature Insulation Thickness
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(U) Some of the advantages of passive and active systems are presented in
Figure h-ll5. An active system would require servicing between flights. For a
research aircraft which has no requirements for rapid turnaround, reservicing
requirements are of little consequence. For an operational system, it would be
an important consideration. Previous studies indicate that the water wick system
can be reserviced in about 20 min.
(U) Other advantages of an active system are:
o Good growth potential - A comparison of passive and active TPS requirements
as a function of test time and Mach number is presented in Figure h-ll6.
o Minimize effects of heat shorts; i.e., the amount of coolant can easily
be increased locally to compensate for increased heat transfer.
o Nearly constant-temperature structure - Since the active system uses a
phase change process, structural temperatures and temperature gradients are limited
to small excursions about some nominal value.
o No structural cool down requirements at completion of mission - Due to the
time lag associated with a passive system, maximum structural temperatures are
generally experienced after the aircraft has landed. This then requires long wait-
ing periods or forced cooling before structural temperatures are low enough to
permit normal inspection, reservice or repair of internal areas. With an active
system, ground operations can commence almost immediately.
(U) Except for subjective differences in technical risk, the above facts
would indicate that an active system should be selected for the Mach 12 class of
research aircraft. Assessing the difference in technical risk is, at best,
difficult. However, the water wick principle has been demonstrated and performed
successfully under rather severe conditions during the BGRV flight test programs.
The BGRV system is identical with the water wick system discussed herein, with
one exception; it used a water gel, which is a "one shot" concept, whereas the
water wick is reserviced after each flight. It can be argued that any active
system is inherently less reliable. On the other hand, an active system is more
desirable because its capacity can readily be increased, with little penalty
to aircraft performance, to meet unexpected new demands. It is MCAIR's contention
that with proper sensors to monitor its performance, an active system does not
present an undue risk and hence substantial cost savings should be realized by
using an active system on the Mach 12 vehicles.
(U) A cursory analysis indicated that the advantages of reconfiguring the
Mach 6 vehicles with an active TPS would be less pronounced (approximately a 3%
reduction in Sp, ONE and TOGW) than observed for the Mach 12 vehicles (Figures h-ll2
and h-ll3). Even so, an active system was selected for the Mach 6 vehicles to
initiate the Phase III Study.
(U) Two Research Objectives, R.O. 28 and h3, deal specifically with the
development of reusable thermal protection systems, for cryogenic fuels and oxidizers,
and the primary structure, respectively. A ranking by the scientific community
(Figure h-llT) indicates the importance of conducting the necessary research to
satisfy these objectives. Although much of this research can be and would be
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(U) FIGURE 4-115
REASONSFOR SELECTION OF ACTIVE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
PASSIVE
o Conventional Approach o
o No Reservice o
ACTIVE
New but demonstrated conce_t _w_ila_.]..
(Water Wick)
Reservicing times compatible with r_or_ ]
turn-around times for operational ".,_i '-..:
Minimizes effects of heat shorts
Near constant structural temnerat_z_=_
No structural cool down required Dr_-_
to inspection and/or repair of inte_'rJ_
areas
SELECT ACTIVE SYSTEM
Kz/m2
3- 0.6
2- 0.4
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9
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(U) FIGURE 4-116
GROWTHPOTENTIAL OF ACTIVE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
TestMath = [2
0.6
AdditionalWeight 0.4
Increase Required
with PassiveTPi ___
_ 0.2
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I
0
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accomplished in ground facilities, final development and/or demonstration will
require flight test. During Phase III detailed studies will be conducted to show
methods by which the research vehicle can be used as a test bed for conducting
research on the thermal protection concepts of interest.
(U) FIGURE 4-117
IMPORTANCE OF DEVELOPING REUSABLE
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Operational Rank of Rank of
System R.0. #28 R.O. #43
L1 •
L2
L3
L4
c1 I
c2 I
M1
M2
M3
Launch
Commercial
Military
Ist out of 67
ist out of 66
2nd out of 62
2nd out of 66
2rid out of 64
2nd out of 62
Not Applicable
2nd out of 63
2nd out of 63
4th out of 67
4th out of 66
4th out of 62
5th out of 66
5th out of 6h
5th out of 62
3rd out of 52
6th out of 63
6th out of 63
R.O. #28 - Develop efficient reusable thermal protection systems for cryogenic
fuels and oxidizer tankage.
R.O. #43 - Develop reusable thermal protection systems for the primary
structure.
(U) Conclusion - Vehicle size and weight and hence total program costs were
significantly reduced with the selection of an active TPS for the Mach 12 research
aircraft. At Mach 6, the effects of an active versus a passive TPS on aircraft
size and performance were less pronounced. A ranking of Research Objectives by
the scientific community clearly indicated the importance of conducting research
in the area of reusable TPS.
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4.4.5 (U) RESEARCH CAPABILITY - Test Mach number, test duration, and payload
envelope of the flight research vehicles were varied to determine their impact on
overall research vehicle design and performance capability (research value). The
effects on the vehicle cost and research value were then compared.
4.4.5.1 (U) Test Mach Number Sensitivity -Mach number tradeoffs were conducted
for four of the Phase ii configurations: the Mach 6 air launched rocket/ramjet
vehicle (Configuration B207), the Mach 12 air launched rocket vehicle (Configuration
B233), the Mach 12 horizontal takeoff rocket vehicle (Configuration B260), and the
Mach 12 horizontal takeoff turbojet/convertible scramJet vehicle (Configuration
B257). Design studies were used to define the Mach effects on each vehicle and the
corresponding impact on program cost.
(U) The principal effect of increased Mach number was increased vehicle size
to accommodate greater propellant requirements for higher speed flight and to com-
pensate for the generally decreased Isp associated with higher Mach numbers on
airbreathing vehicles.
(U) A clear example is depicted in Figures 4-118 and 4-119, which illustrate
the impact of increased Mach number and associated higher stagnation temperatures
on coolant flow requirements (and hence Isp) for the regeneratively cooled ramjet.
Figure 4-118 presents the increase in cooling equivalence ratio (coolant fuel/
stoichiometric fuel flow) (¢) required for engine and inlet cooling to maintain a
structural wall temperature limit of 1600°F (i!45°K). Figure 4-119 illustrates
the effect of equivalence ratio on Isp at various Mach numbers. The minimum equi-
valence ratio for engine and inlet is superimposed to identify maximum Isp as a
function of Mach number. For example, at Mach 6, cooling fuel requirements are low,
equivalence ratio is less than l, and ramjet Isp is high. At Mach 7, _ becomes
greater than l, and extra fuel is required Just to cool the inlet and engine. As
a result, the Isp at Mach 7 is only 2/3 of the value at Mach 6. The downward oer-
formance trend continues at an increasing rate with Mach number, illustrated by the
extremely poor Isp at Mach 8.
(U) Figure 4-120 shows the impact in terms of research vehicle program cost.
The large increase in cost from Mach 6 to Mach 8 for the air launched rocket ram-
jet configuration (B207) is a result of a number of factors: l) the increase in
boost fuel required to reach the higher Mach number requires a larger physical size
and, therefore, weight; 2) the more severe temperature environment at the higher
Mach number requires heavier materials and insulation; 3) the airbreather engine
inlets have a lower ram recovery at higher Mach numbers and the inlet cooling require-
ment above Mach 6.5 lowers the engine Isp. The increased cost for the Mach 12 con-
vertible scramjet vehicle (B257) can be traced to factors similar to the three noted
above. The Isp is slightly lower, but the primary factor is the boost fuel volume
requirement which increases in proportion to the cruise altitude and Mach number.
The more severe thermal environment at Mach 12 will also increase the vehicle's
empty weight. For all rocket configurations, the cost increase is reflected in
increased boost propellant volume and, therefore, vehicle size and weight.
(U) The increased research value of higher Mach numbers is illustrated in
Figure 4-121, where the incremental increase is identified relative to a Mach 6
capability. The curve depicts an integrated assessment established by the HYFAC
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(U) FIGURE 4-118
INCREASE IN EQUIVALENCE RATIO WITH REGENERATIVELY
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(U) FIGURE 4-120
EFFECT OF MAXIMUMMACHNUMBER ON FLIGHT FACILITY COST
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study team. The relatively modest improvement in research value between Mach 6 and
Mach 8 reflects the moderate change in the influence of aerodynamic parameters
within the speed regime. As flight speeds increase above Mach 8, however, thermo-
dynamic ee_ects also become more pronounced, contributing to the increasing value
through the Mach 12 regime. The relatively large increase in research value in the
Mach 12 region is achieved because this is the speed regime of proposed operational
systems L2, L 3, Lh, C2, M2 and M 3. Research in this Mach number environment is
essential due to the increasing influence of the real gas effects as the flight
speed approaches the regime of very thick hypersonic boundary layers and correspond-
ingly thick laminar sublayers. The effects of these aerodynamic and thermodynamic
conditions on the vehicle performance must be known before operational systems can
be confidently developed. The increased research value at Mach 12 also reflects the
use of a scramJet engine which leads to relatively high productivity in this region.
(U) Another significant factor at Mach 12 involves tradeoffs in fuel consump-
tion vs cooling requirements. Mach 12 research in this area will permit develop-
ment of a regenerative cooling system under realistic flow field conditions. Assess-
ments of the thermal profile, and resulting refinements of the regenerative cooling
system, can greatly improve engine performance. This relates directly to vehicle
configuration/sizing requirements, which can influence the overall operating
envelope.
(U) Research value continues to increase beyond the Math 11-13 range reflect-
ing the influence of aerodynamic and thermodynamic parameters as orbital velocities
and altitudes are approached.
(U) Relative research value was assessed on the basis of cost and research
value for the specific Mach 6 and Mach 12 flight research vehicles mentioned above.
The research return for the investment in the air launched rocket/RJ Mach 6 vehicle
(B207) drops off significantly when this vehicle is used at Mach 8. This decrease
is caused by poor engine/cooling performance and a limited increase in research
value. The horizontal takeoff Mach 12 rocket vehicle (B260) increases significantly
in size between Mach 8 and Mach 12, but the research return varies only slightly.
(U) On the other hand, the airbreathing Mach 12 TJ/CSJ (B257) provides a
pronounced increase in research value, when Math number is increased from Mach 8,
and thus provides a significant return per investment in vehicle size.
(U) The air launched rocket vehicle, (B233), because of its initially smaller
size and lower investment base, is shown to be particularly attractive in terms of
research value. The vehicle is capable of accomplishing research to Mach 12 with
only a moderate increase in size and cost compared to the HTO vehicles.
(U) As a result of these comparisons, it is apparent that for the flight
research concepts investigated, the maximum research return for the corresponding
investment is at Mach 6 for the rocket/RJ vehicle (B207), Math 12 for the air launched
all rocket vehicle (B233), and at Mach 12 for the HTO TJ/CSJ vehicle (B257). For
Mach 12 HTO all rocket vehicle (B260), the research return is fairly flat between
M = 8 and M = 12, however, M = 12 would appear a more reasonable selection for an
advanced research vehicle.
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4.4.5.2 (U) Test Time - Determination of minimum test time was based on system
flight stsbility data from the X-15 program and on the external temperature stabili-
zation time for the shingles. Approximately 30 seconds was required to achieve
system stability after pushover in the X-15; the remaining time can be considered
as steady state. MCAIR studies have shown that temperature stabilization on the
outer surface of a thin gage metal shingle occurs between 30 seconds to 60 seconds
after the start of cruise flight at cruise altitude. Variation in surface tempera-
tures for different materials will be minor if all shingles are of thin gage.
(U) In a 5 minute flight, the first 30 seconds would be to achieve system
stability after pushover at cruise Mach number and altitude. The next 60 seconds
would permit surface temperature stability of the shingles and would be valuable
transient data to assist in determining heat transfer rates and aerodynamic heat-
ing rates on the surface of the aircraft. The last 3-1/2 minutes would be con-
sidered steady state data.
(U) In the case of a Mach 12 vehicle, the outer surface of the thin gage
shingle will reach its maximum temperature or at least 95% of the maximum tempera-
ture within 1 minute after attaining cruise Mach number and altitude. Temperature
variations, because of various materials used in shingle construction, will be
insignificant if shingles are made of thin gage metal. A flight with 5 minutes at
cruise Mach number and altitude will provide the same data acquisition as before:
30 seconds stabilization, 60 seconds of transients and 3-1/2 minutes of steady state
d at a.
(U) Thermal protection system (TPS) requirements are a function of exposure
time. Increased test time requires a corresponding increase in size and weight of
the TPS, which then scales to vehicle size increases. Insulation thicknesses and
weights were defined for Mach 6 and Mach 12 configurations as shown in Figure 4-122.
No changes in shingle or insulation material concepts were necessary because maximum
surface temperatures were not affected.
(U) FIGURE 4-122 PASSIVE TPS INSULATION REQUIREMENTS VARIATION WITH TEST TIME
Insulation Thickness Insulation Weight
Test Time in cm psf ks/m 2
Mach 6 Configuration
5 Minutes (Baseline)
i0 Minutes
15 Minutes
Mach 12 Configuration
5 Minutes (Baseline)
l0 Minutes
15 Minutes
•69 1.75 .92 4.48
.81 2.06 1.08 5.26
•92 2.35 1.23 5.99
1.54 3.91 1.75 8.52
1.69 4.29 1.93 9.40
1.84 4.67 2.09 10.18
(U) Costs of the increases in TPS with additional test time are shown in
Figure 4-123 for the HTO Mach 12 airbreathing vehicle (B257), the Mach 12 air
launched rocket vehicle (B233), and the airbreathing Mach 6 (B212) vehicle. These
MCDONNELL AIRCRAI rr
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costs also reflect the obvious larger vehicle size required to satisfy new endurance
limits. Cost increments are higher for the rocket vehicle due to the greater fuel
volume required for cruise operation.
(U) The increase in research value with test time was assessed by the study
team and is illustrated in Figure 4-124. As time is increased above 5 minutes a
modest increase in research value is obtained, however, above l0 minutes the
increase is very small. The research return relative to the required investment
reveals that only the Mach 6 vehicle maintains a constant return for different
test times. An additional consideration for the Mach 12 vehicles is the associated
test range requirements for increase test time, as discussed in more detail in
Section 4.4.6.
!400
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o
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(U) FIGURE 4-123
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FLIGHT FACILITY COST
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4.4.5.3 (U) Payload - Planform size, OWE, TOGW, and cost of the research aircraft,
as shown in Figure 4-125, are relatively insensitive to payload variations between
500 and 1500 lb (226 and 680 kg) and to packaging densities between 20 and 30 lb/ft3
(.321 and .481 gm/cm3).
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(U) FIGURE 4-125
EFFECTS OF IMPROVED PAYLOAD ON FLIGHT FACILITY COST
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(U) The requirements of the nose structure of a Mach 12 vehicle (based on
angular constraints combined with the cross section necessary for cockpit and nose
landing gear) create a volume that will accept up to a 1500 lb (680 kg) data pack-
age with no enlargement of the structure. A greater payload requires a longer nose
or relocation of the forward fuel bulkhead, either of which will cause an increase
in size and cost.
(U) The actual research value of an increased payload is hard to assess
numerically, but using 1000 lb (453 kg) as a baseline, an increase to 1500 (680 kg)
represents a 50% increase in data return for only a 3% increase in program cost.
4. h. 5.4 (U) Conclusions - Conclusions from these parametrics are as follows :
o Design for Mach 12. For high research value and return on investment,
growth potential, and program flexibility, a Mach 12 program is very
desirable.
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o In the Mach 6 to Mach 8 regime, design to Mach 6. The primary propulsion
system testing by the vehicle will be airbreathing ramjet type engines.
The engine and inlet for this type of propulsion system can be cooled
efficiently up to Mach 6.0. Increasing to above Mach 6.5, the equivalence
ratio exceeds 1 and the engine Isp is decreased making the engine/inlet
combination progressively less efficient with increased Mach number.
o Test time should be 5 minutes of steady state cruise, especially for rocket
powered research aircraft. Longer times do not show significant value
increase, but do show significant increases in vehicle size and program
cost. Test time is somewhat variable with the propulsion system used; with
airbreathing propulsion a i0 minute time results in an improved research
value at a small increase in cost. Another consideration, which is dis-
cussed more fully in Section h.h.6, is test and tracking range limits.
Payload has been chosen as 1500 lb (680 kg). At a weight of 1.O lb per
data sensor, this will provide 1500 data points on any flight. This pay-
load has a small effect on size and cost compared to the greatly enhanced
research value and increased data return.
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4.4.6 (U) FLIGHT OPERATIONS - The study of flight operations for hypersonic re-
search vehicles is needed to ensure that those flight research vehicles selected
have a high probability of achieving the research objectives. The best design con-
cept encompassing shape, structures, propulsion, performance, etc. would be of
little value if operational constraints severely limited its capabilities.
(U) Thus, the overall objectives of the flight operations study are:
o To determine the operational feasibility of the conceptual variations.
o To determine the operational requirements.
o To define any constraints, limitations, or problems of otherwise
acceptable concepts,
o To define a preliminary operating plan.
(U) The Phase I study effort regarding operations, reported in Volume II,
treated a wide spectrum of design and operational concepts with specific Mach
numbers and test times. It defined general operating r_quirements for the
various concepts and identified candidate facilities required for design missions.
This data and other criteria were used to select the most promising flight
facilities for Phase II.
(U) The Phase II flight operations study reported here treats the selected
concepts and the effects of tradeoffs in design features and performance capabili-
ties. The study reevaluated the requirements defined during Phase I and identified
and evaluated new requirements, particularly those which affect the development and
operating capability of the candidate vehicles.
4.4.6.1 (U) Basin__- Basing is the most important consideration in the operating
plan. It selects the center of operations and defines the test ranges which must
be compatible with the performance capabilities of the test vehicle. A basing study
involves both determining the number of bases required and their suitable location
in order to accommodate the mission capabilities of the candidate test vehicles.
(U) The basing study performed during Phase I concluded that two base opera-
tions were necessary for the Mach 6 and Mach 12 five-minute cruise vehicles and it
recommended test ranges and operating bases. Other studies were performed during
Phase II in order to:
o Reevaluate the requirements for the selected Phase II flight facilities
because of refinements in vehicle design and mission profiles.
o Determine the requirements of these vehicles as a result of tradeoff
studies affecting mission capabilities.
o Provide a more detailed evaluation of the basing requirements during the
flight envelope expansion phases.
o Determine the effects of designing the various flight facilities to operate
from a single base.
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The factors which affect basing concepts and determine the test range requirements
are discussed below.
$.2.6.1.i (U) Range - Range is the most dominant factor with respect to basing.
The distance required to perform a specific design mission dictates the number of
bases required, how far apart bases have to be, and if certain missions are possible
under the guide lines of operation specified. Range requirements are a function of
the mission profiles and the performance capabilities.
(a) (U) Mission Profiles - The mission profile as established for Phase I,
summarized in Volume II, consists of three distinct segments: (1) acceleration
and climb to cruise altitude and Mach number; (2) cruise distance for five minutes
at cruise Mach number; and (3) descent to touchdown. Two possibilities were shown
for the descent segments: a max L/D equilibrium glide, and a minimum range obtained
by a 3.5 "g" power-off wind-up turn. Subsequent discussions with NASA personnel at
the Flight Research Center (FRC) resulted in Phase II study efforts directed toward
guidelines suggested by FRC. Test runs should be made in-bound toward the landing
site. High Mach number turns should not be made as a part of the routine operations
in the flight plan. However, high Mach number maneuvers as part of the test program
are acceptable. NASA personnel expressed apprehension about the possibility of un-
known problems occurring, such as material failure, aircraft instability and pilot
disorientation occurring during high Mach number turns. These limitations affect
only the single base operations, since two-base missions are routinely flown toward
the landing site. Speed brakes were added to the vehicles in order to allow the
pilot to adjust the glide distance to reach the landing terminal point, nominally
Mach No. = 1.0 at 20,000 ft (12,200 m) directly over the landing site. See Section
4.2.7 for speed brake methodology. Figure 2-126 depicts a typical Phase II flight
profile and defines the basis on which the total nominal ranges were calculated.
Figure 2-127 shows the effect of speed brakes on the total range.
(b) (U) Performance Capabilities - The range requirements of the test vehicles
is a function of the distance required to accelerate and climb to the test Mach No./
altitude, the test Mach No., the test time spent at the test Mach No., and the nominal
glide range. The climb and acceleration distance is a direct function of the type
of acceleration engine (rocket or airbreather). Tradeoff studies of the T/W ratio,
test Mach Numbers, and test time were performed on several of the Phase II vehicles.
The data in Section 2.2.1 shows T/W has only a minor affect on total range require-
ments. The effects of test time for the two types of acceleration engines are
shown in Figure 2-128. Figure 2-129 summarizes the range requirements by flight pro-
file segment
4.2.6.1.2 (U) Test Range Features - In the Phase I study the important character-
istics which must be considered in the test base/range selection were defined. These
characteristics (or criteria) fall in one of two general categories.
(a) (U) Natural features which include:
o Weather
o Population density
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(U) FIGURE 4-126
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o Geographic location
o Available emergency landing sites
o Suitable takeoff and landing bases
(b) (U) Support features and facilities which make a range attractive if
they already exist, but could be provided at some additional costs. These include:
o Tracking and communications facilities
o Data acquisition facilities
o Maintenance facilities, including support equipment and fuel storage
facilities
(U) The criteria of group (a) tend to dictate the basing and test range
selections. Thus, all the recommended ranges for Phase II are in the southwest
or over the extreme southern portion of the United States. Flights over northern
or northeast sections were considered unacceptable because of weather conditions,
high population density, limited emergency landing sites, and little or no existing
facilities (tracking, communication, and maintenance). Figure 4-130 shows the
candidate bases, test ranges, available emergency landing sites, and tracking/
telemetry facilities. Figure 4-131 shows the population densitg of the candidate
test ranges.
(U) Edwards AFB, California, was selected as the center of operations and the
landing site for all of the vehicles which were retained for Phase II. Ho!loman
AFB, New Mexico, which also has many of the features and facilities of Edwards AFB,
was considered as a suitable landing site for vehicles with turbojet engines. The
base is located at the edge of the White Sands test range, making the landing site
visible and identifiable from long distances.
(U) Candidate launch bases were selected on the basis of range from the
landing site (Edwards AFB, California), geographic location, and available facil-
ities. Figure 4-132 identifies these bases and the specific design missions which
could be accomplished from each. Other mission capabilities can be determined from
Figure 4-128.
4.4.6.1.3 (U) Operational Constraints - The candidate test ranges defined in
Figures 4-130, 4-131, and 4-132 show that Mach 6 to 8 vehicles can operate in the
sparsely populated Southwest where the weather is generally mild and relatively
predictable. The Mach 1O to 12 vehicles require bases in Louisiana or Florida
where operac_ons will be subjected to the more severe and unpredictable weather
conditions of the Gulf Coast. Flights from bases in northern Florida would overfly
more heavily populated areas than flights originating from other bases. Flights
from Homestead AFB, Florida, either have to operate over water for a considerable
distance (650 nmi/1200 km) or fly north and make a high Mach number turn toward
Edwards AFB. Disadvantages of over water flight are: (i) crew survivability problems
if bailout over water occurs; (2) necessity to provide search and rescue craft on
standby at sea for each mission; and (3) the inability to reach an emergency landinr
site if a power loss occurs during acceleration between Mach 3 and 8.
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(U) FIGURE 4-132
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(U) The operating constraints of basing for the Mach I0 to 12 missions are
serious; however, they must be viewed with respect to the overall program. Before
a Mach l0 or 12 mission is attempted, the vehicles will have undergone a develop-
ment program. Many flights will have been flown in an incremental build-up in
Mach No. and test time, and a high degree of confidence and reliability will have
been established in the vehicle and its systems. Also, the number of design
missions to be flown must be considered. Many research objectives can be obtained
from flights at lesser Mach No. and test times which could be staged from inter-
mediate bases. In the total program of approximately 200 flights, probably only
a modest percentage would require design missions. Also, the effects of the above
constraints differ for the various vehicles studied. The operational consider-
ations and constraints are discussed below.
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(a) (U) Airlaunch Vehicles - The airdrop vehicles provide a unique versa-
tility to the operations planning for a hypersonic test vehicle, since the mother
ship is essentially an airborne second base. This provides a high degree of flex-
ibility during early flight development and permits a buildup in Math No. and
test time to relatively high levels while operating from a single ground base.
(U) The airdrop feature will permit assessment of the power-off elide and
flight characteristics from drops directly over the landing site without the need
to power the vehicle into the air for the first flight. Initially, powered flights
can be performed on the existing X-15 test range with its numerous drop zones
permitting incremental envelope expansion up to Mach 7 or sustained Mach 6 for
two minutes. Using the Holloman AFB to Edwards AFB test range will permit speed
build up to Mach 8 and sustained cruise of Mach 7 for 3 minutes or Mach 6 for 5
minutes.
(U) Missions from Holloman AFB can be based at Edwards AFB. Using the CSA,
all airdrop missions could be staged from a single base; however, missions requiring
longer ranges become inhibited by constraints. The primary constraint is the long
duration that the pilot has to spend in a pressure suit, including time on the
ground prior to takeoff, (an estimated 2.0 hours based on X-15 experience), and
because of the relatively slow outbound ferry (Mach= .8) of the mother ship. Dis-
cussions with NASA at FRC resulted in establishing a nominal limit of four hours
total suit time for Phase !I planning. Figure 4-133 shows mission performance
capabilities (Mach No. and test time) as a function of pressure suit time. These
times are based on the test mission being flown. A mission aborted prior to drop
would result in a considerably longer period in the suit. Also, returning long
distances following an abort could limit missions to the early part of the day to
ensure a return during daylight.
(U) Additional buildup in vehicle performance can be achieved prior to
Mach 12 missions by airdrops in the vicinity of Carswell AFB, Texas, where Mach 8.5
can be sustained for five minutes. Drops near Eglin AFB, Florida, will permit test-
ing at Mach l0 for five minutes and a speed buildup to Mach 12.
(U) Emergency landing capability is another important operational considera-
tion. Figure 4-134 shows the emergency landing foot prints for unpowered glides
from various Mach numbers. These data indicate the rather limited footprints
from Mach numbers below 6 or 8. Missions flown from eastern bases where the can-
didate emergency landing sites are fewer and farther between may be constraining.
Rocket accelerated vehicles, in particular the air launched vehicles have the ad-
vantage of being able to attain high Mach numbers in a relatively short time and
distance (Mach 8 in 2.5 minutes and 90 nmi/160 km compared to 5 or 6 minutes and
200 nmi/370 km for turbojet accelerated vehicles). Thus, airlaunching should
result in better operational flexibility in regards to assuring adequate emergency
landing sites.
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(U) FIGURE 4-133
EFFECTS OF PRESSURESUIT TIME CONSTRAINT ON
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(U) Further basing options result from the use of the C-5 mother ship,
including its ability to carry a considerable amount of support equipment on-board.
In all options, Edwards AFB is assumed to be the main base and landing site for
all flights. Following are some of the basing options considered.
(i) Set up a permanent operating base, including complete maintenance
facilities, at each intermediate base as it is used during the program.
(2) Set up one permanent base at an optimum location and ferry to droD
zones over other intermediate bases.
(3) Use Edwards AFB as the only permanent base and ferry to intermediate
sites and land prior to the mission. Support equipment necessary for
pre-flight, routine maintenance, and launch would be carried in the C-5.
These, and other operating considerations will be studied in more detail during
Phase II!.
(b) (U) HTO Rocket Accelerators - HTO vehicles with rocket accelerator
engines present operating problems with respect to early development flights where
it will be necessary to incrementally expand the flight envelope. Several develop-
ment plans were considered which are discussed in the following paragraphs.
(!) Single base, test inbound - This is the most attractive plan from an
operational safety standpoint; however, data presented in Phase I
showed that mission capability would be very limited because the rocket
accelerated vehicles cannot economically cruise outbound at subsonic
speeds and accelerate inbound. Speeds to Mach 3 are about the maximum
for this flight profile.
(2) Single base, test outbound - Testing to Math 8 is feasible for this
profile; however, a complex maneuver with a high Mach No. turn is
required to return and land. This type of profile was discussed in
Paragraph h.h.6.1.1(a) and found objectionable.
(3) Dual base, test one way - This profile offers the advantage of testing
inbound toward the landing site; however, there are several disadvan-
tages because of increased risk factors. The nearest recommended take-
off base to Edwards AFB is Holloman AFB 600 nmi(l!10 km)away. This would
require initial flights be flown over a relatively long distance with
little or no prior flight evaluation of airplane flying qualities, glide
characteris ics, and systems operation. Also, the long range could
dictate larger incremental jumps in the Mach No. envelope expansion than
would otherwise be desired.
(4) Dual base, test in both directions - This option has an advantage over
no. (3) in that the expense of transporting the vehicle to the second
base would be eliminated. However, it would have the additional dis-
advantages of increased operational complexity, and the added risk
associated with landing on a runway as a routine operation.
The recommended development plan would probably be a combination of (i) and (3),
i.e., establish some confidence level with the vehicle on single base inbound
missions then expand to two base operations.
_C_ELL AI_CRAFI_
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(U) Probably the most difficult problem with HT0 rocket accelerator vehicles
would be in transporting them to the takeoff base. Use of a C-5 aircraft to trans-
port the vehicle from Edwards AFB to the takeoff base was included in the opera-
tional plan described in Phase I. The HT0 vehicles, being larger than airdrop
vehicles, will require a special pylon on the C-5 to allow them to be canted (in roll
attitude) from the horizontal position. Another consideration would be strap-on
turbojets for ferry capability; however, this would significantly increase program
cost for procurement, design, manufacture, and the development testing.
(c) (U) HTO Airbreather Accelerator - The HT0 airbreathers employing turbo-
Jet engines which can be operated much more efficiently and economically at sub-
sonic airspeeds, have a decided operational advantage over the HT0 rocket accelera-
tors. Development and evaluation of the low speed flight characteristics would be
similar to conventional jet aircraft. Speed buildups could be performed by sub-
sonic cruise outbound and testing inbound on the X-15 test range; however, the
maximum mission capabilities on the X-15 range would be considerably less than the
rocket accelerated airlaunch vehicles because of the slower acceleration of air-
breathers. Speeds to Mach 3 or 4 might be achieved, permitting a limited assess-
ment of the cruise engine (RJ or CSJ) operation, particularly the starting charac-
teristics. Further envelope expansion would require two base operations. Flights"
from Holloman AFB to Edwards AFB would provide tests to Mach 6 and Mach 7 which
would be a significant evaluation of an RJ engine, but a very limited evaluation
for CSJ operation. Additional buildup in Mach No. from 7 to 9 can be accomplished
from Cannon AFB, New Mexico, and Dyess AFB, Texas. Envelope expansion beyond
Mach 9 will require basing in Louisiana and Florida; thereby requiring a higher
percentage of total flights to be flown from these areas.
(U) The maximum mission capability for an all airbreather while operating
on the longest defined test range (Homestead AFB, Florida to Edwards AFB,
California) is Mach ll for five minutes or Mach 12 for two minutes. Operating an
airbreather out of Homestead AFB presents more of a problem than for the rocket
vehicles because it will take from five to six minutes and 200 nmi (370 km) of
flight over water to attain Mach 8 (the minimum speed required for glide to an
emergency landing site on land). Also, the CSJ engine will probably not have the
reliability factor of the rocket engines, although this is offset by the potential
availability of reliable turbojet engines to cruise to a landing site.
(U) The airbreather vehicles should not have the severe problem of getting
to a second base that the HTO rocket vehicles have. The availability of turbojet
engines gives them the potential to ferry to the takeoff bases, especially since
this capability can be evaluated during single base missions at Edwards AFB. It
is also conceivable that test missions could be flown in both directions. However,
landings on conventional runways rather than dry lake beds would probably require
that some fuel be conserved for a limited loiter capability as well as go-around.
Thus, eastbound test missions might be more limited in test Mach No. and time than
westbound missions.
(d) (U) Unmanned Vehicles - Vehicle 3284 is an unmanned version of the all
rocket, Mach 12, air launched 3233 which has a nominal range of 2100 nmi (3890 km)
and utilizes the Homestead AFB to Edwards AFB test range. 328h is also assumed
to use this test range at this point because only bases and test ranges in CONUS
_A_q_NNRAMA. AIm_BA Wl"
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have been considered acceptable for a flight research vehicle. However, unmanned
fli@hts over CONUS would be questionable because of the safety factors involved.
Landing at an emergency site would probably not be feasible since unmanned vehicle
recovery, even at a large landing site like Edwards AFB, would be extremely complex
and require special equipment. It would therefore seem necessary to be able to
get the vehicle over open water if an emergency occurs. This might not always be
possible on a CONUS test range. The unmanned research vehicle, therefore, would
be very constrained from an operational standpoint.
4.4.6.1.4 (U) Single Base Tradeoff Study - The Phase II baseline vehicles were
all designed (size, weight, fuel, etc.) to perform a straight line mission utiliz-
ing two bases. If these vehicles could operate from a single base, flight opera-
tions would be less complex and operating costs would be reduced. However, per-
forming the design mission from a single base requires additional fuel and increases
vehicle size and weight, and costs. A study was performed during Phase II to deter-
mine the cost tradeoffs of single base vs dual base operation. The single base
vehicles were designed to perform the test mission outbound from the takeoff point
and the return cruise inbound in order to minimize the growth effects (see Section
4.2.7 for methodology). The significant results of this study are discussed
below.
(a) (U) Mach 6/Air Launch/Rocket Accelerator - Data for the baseline vehicle
showed that the total range requirement for this vehicle's mission (five minute
test time) is 600 nmi (ll0 km) which makes it feasible to operate single base as it
is. Therefore, it was unnecessary to investigate a single base version.
(b) (U) Mach 12/Air Launch/All Rocket (B233) - The single base design of
this vehicle is primarily constrained by size. The baseline vehicle has a plan-
form area of 929 ft 2 (86.3 m 2) and volume of 3840 ft3 (108.6 m3) compared to 2114
ft 2 (196.3 m 2) and 13,100 ft3 (370.5 m3) required for a single base design. This
is prohibitive for carriage on a mother ship.
(c) (U) Mach 12/HT0/AII Rocket (B260) - The single base design of this
vehicle suffers a severe growth penalty compared to the dual base baseline version.
The planform area is 98% greater, the volume is 180% larger, and the OWE is 73%
heavier. Since system cost is related to vehicle size and weight, costs become
the primary constraint for this vehicle. The total system cost of the dual base
B260 vehicle is $742 million of which $13.h million (approximately 2%) is the
additional cost attributable to the second operating base for AGE, AGE maintenance,
AGE spares, general purpose maintenance, and vehicle transportation costs. The
total system cost for a single base design of B260 is $1,113 million, a 50% in-
crease over the dual base baseline vehicle.
(d) (U) Mach 6-12/HTO/Airbreather - Both the Mach 6 vehicle (B212) and the
Mach 10-12 vehicle (B257) are included here since neither one had the ability to
grow to meet the single base mission requirements. Configuration B257, as sized,
is very sensitive to any change in fuel required. Attempts to increase the fuel
volume available, beyond that required to perform the HYFAC mission, results in a
rapid increase in vehicle size. It is evident that any attempt to operate Con-
figuration B257F in a single base mode will result in an outlandishly large vehicle;
therefore, this concept was not pursued. For Configuration B212, some increase in
fuel volume can be obtained by stretching the fuselage while maintaining a constant
MCDONNELL AIRCRAF'r
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wing area; however, the fuel required to operate configuration B212 in the single
base mode is more than that obtainable in this manner. Attempts to grow the entire
vehicle resulted in stretching the turbojet wing nacelles with a severe weight and
performance penalty.
4.4.6.1.5 (U) Recommended Basin_ - "Near Optimum" Vehicles - The Phase II study
effort on the seven (7) baseline vehicles and parametric tradeoffs resulted in
the selection of a near optimum configuration for each vehicle. The basing recom-
mendations for these vehicles are shown in Figure 4-135.
(U) FIGURE 4-135
RECOMMENDEDBASING - NEAR OPTIMUM VEHICLES
VEHICLE MISSION RANGE
DESIGN MACH TIME
CONCEPT "MIN n mi/lun
B207
All Body
Air Launch
B212
Wing Body
HTO
TJ/RJ
B232
All Body
Air Launch
_T/SJ
B233
All Body
Air Launch
PXT
B28h
(Unmanned
s2_3)
B257
]31. Wing Body
HTO
T_/CS_
B260
All_dy
NTO
RKT
NOTES: 1
6 i0 900/1670
6 lO 1025/1890
12 5 2100/3890
12 5 210013890
12 5 2_,30/h_,90
12 5 2100/3890
BASING
DUAL
DUAL
DUAL
DUAL
DUAL
DUAL
TEST BASES
LANDING
EDWARDS
EDWARDS
EDWARDS
EDWARDS
_W_DS
EDWARDS
T.O./LAUNCH
X-15 RANGE
I{OLLOMAN
DYESS
X-15 RANGE
HOLLOMAN
CARSWELL
X-15 RANGE
HOLLOMAN
CARSWELL
EGLIN
HOMESTEAD
SAME
AS
B232
X-15 RANGE
HOLLOMAN
CARSWELL
EGLIN
HOMESTEAD
X-15 RANGE
HOLLOMAN
CARSWELL
EGLIN
HOMESTEAD
TEST RANG]
CAPABILI_
MACH/TI_
6/2
6/5
6/10
3-h/O
6/3
6/Z0
6/2; 7/0
6/5; 8/O
8/5; 10/0
10/6; 12/]
z2/5
SAME
AS
B232
3-h/O
6/3; 7.5/0
8/3; 9/1
lO/5
12/2 1
31o
6/5; 8/0
8/5; zo/o
lO16; 1211
1215
Maximum all air breather mission capability of Homestead AFB
to Edwards AFB test range.
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4.4.6.1.6 (U) Conclusions - The following conclusions were drawn from the basing
and operating study:
(a) (U) Single basing is practical and feasible for airlaunch vehicles
limited to Mach 6 capability. All other concepts require dual basing for both the
speed buildup development program and the design mission.
(b) (U) Test ranges and bases located in the southwestern and southern por-
tions of the U.S. offer the best operational potential considering features,
facilities, and costs.
(c) (U) Edwards AFB with its large landing site, many facilities, and X-15
test range is an outstanding choice as a main operating base for early development
testing and as a landing site for all flights.
(d) (U) Rocket powered air launch vehicles and turbojet HT0 vehicles offer
the greatest flexibility and least operating constraints during the initial low
speed flight evaluation and envelope expansion in the high supersonic/low hyper-
sonic flight regime. Rocket powered HTO/VTO vehicles would present the greatest
difficulties in this area.
(e) (U) Rocket accelerated vehicles have an operational advantage over air-
breather accelerators because of greater engine reliability, better acceleration
capabilities, shorter range requirements, and maximum mission capabilities within
CONUS.
(f) (U) Single base designs are not feasible for Mach 6 to 12 airbreathers,
or Mach 12 airlaunch vehicles, and are not cost effective for HTO rocket acceler-
ators.
(g) (U) Unmanned vehicles would be severely constrained by operational
problems.
4.4.6.1.7 (U) Recon_nendations - The following recommendations are made, based
on the above conclusions:
(a) Vehicles with sustained Mach 12 capability should be airlaunched with
rocket acceleration engines.
(b) Vehicles with HTO capability should employ turbojet engines.
(c) All vehicles _ _ould employ manned control.
4.4.6.2 (U) Powered Landing - The relative merits of providing additional fuel
for powered landings was studied during Phase II. The results obtained and con-
clusions drawn were found to be primarily a function of the type of propulsion
system (rocket or airbreather).
ItfCDONNELL AIRCRAIrr
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4.4.6.2.1 (U) Airbreathers - The all airbreather vehicles were studied to deter-
mine the affects of providing enough additional fuel for one go-around since turbo-
Jet engines can operate efficiently and economically at subsonic air speeds. Trade-
off versions employing JP fuel for TJ operation were selected in lieu of the base-
line vehicles for this study to minimize the vehicle volume increase (one ib of
LH 2 is equivalent to three ib of JP in performance capability but requires approxi-
mately ten times the volume). The versions selected were: (i) B212Ag-Mach 6,
HTO, TJ/RJ; and (2) B257F91-Mach 12, HTO TJ/CSJ. Figure 4-136 illustrates the
effect of providing go-arotmd capability to these vehicles. These data indicate
that go-around capability for B212 can be achieved for a relatively small cost
increase. B257 on the other hand suffers a penalty in both weight and cost
increases because of its sensitivity to any change in fuel required.
4.4.6.2.2 (U) Rockets - All baseline rocket accelerated vehicles were designed
for unpowered glide and landing. A study was performed on the Mach 12, airlaunch,
all rocket vehicle (B233) to determine the effects of providing landing power
assist. Two tradeoffs were evaluated: (1) 5000 lb (2268 kg) of landing assist
fuel; and (2) 10,000 lb (4536 kg) of landing assist fuel. These amounts of fuel
will provide sustained level flight of 250 knots (128.5 m/s) at sea level for
30 seconds and one minute, respectively. The net gain in landing performance
would be the capability to extend the glide range on final approach by 12,600 ft
(3840 m) and 25,200 ft (7680 m) without go-around capability. This gain is
achieved at high cost as shown in Figure 4-137.
(U) FIGURE 4-136
AIRBREATHER GO AROUND COSTSUMMARIES
OWE (Ib/kg)
FUEL- LH 2 "
Jp "
TOGW "
TOTAL SYS.
COST (MIL $)
B212A9
WITHOUT
GO AROUND
32,217/14,620
2,788/1,268
2,345/1,065
38,480/17,500
665
B2>7F_I
WITH
GO AROUND
32,771/14870
4,425/2,010
4,570/2,075
41,816/19,000
671
WITHOUT
GO AROUND
68,4oo/31 ,o0o
19,9oo/9 ,o3o
17,000/7,720
105,310/47,800
1,131
WITH
GO AROUND
79,000/35,850
23,300/i0,580
27,000/12,270
129,300/58,700
1,236
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(U) FIGURE 4-137
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(U) The increase in planform area would eliminate this consideration from
B233, an airlaunch vehicle which is restricted in size. However, the values
obtained could be applied to an }{TO vehicle which is not as size limited. NASA at
FRC has indicated that experiences with the lifting body glide vehicles have shown
that the ability to extend the glide is an attractive feature, even considering
the landings are performed on a large dry lake bed. Thus, the decision is one of
tradeoff in added capability vs the high cost. There are also other factors to
consider. The additional fuel for landings is only required on a design mission
(5 min @ Mach 12), and since a large number of flights will be flown at reduced
Mach number or time, some fuel would be available for most of the landings. For
example: After a five minute mission at Mach= 8, 10,000 lb (h536 kg) of fuel
would remain; and at Mach 10, 4000 lb (1815 kg) of fuel would remain. Downstream
in the program when design missions are flown, the operating and piloting techniques
would be well established, which should minimize the requirement. To utilize the
rocket for landing assist, it will be necessary to maintain the engine in a chill-
down mode during the landing approach. This is necessary to assure rapid engine
start and throttling capability. Based on the above considerations, the high
increase in cost is not Justified for the limited increase in performance
capability.
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h.4.6.2.3 (U) Conclusions and Recommendations - The following conclusions and
recommendations are made with respect to power for landing.
(a) (U) Powered landing with go-around capability is recommended for Mach 6
turbojet powered vehicles because it improves the operating capability with a
minimum effect on cost and performance.
(b) (U) It is not recommended that rocket powered vehicles or Mach 12 air-
breathers be designed for powered landing because: (1) the capability will be
available for all but maximum design missions (small percentage of total flights);
and (2) the resultant size growth of airlaunched vehicles is large.
It_Ih_INELL AII_I_AF'r
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4.5 DATA SUMMARIES
(U) This section presents summaries of the design characteristics and per-
formance, the weights, and the costs of the actual configurations analyzed in the
parametric studies.
4.5.1 (U) DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE - Various vehicle tradeoff
studies were performed to determine the effects on vehicle size. These studies
resulted in a change in either mission definition or vehicle design.
(U) The tradeoff studies affecting mission definition are:
Test Mach number variation (AI)
Test time variation (A3)
Single base operation (A6).
(U) The tradeoff studies affecting vehicle design are:
Engine thrust to weight variation (A2)
Payload weight and density variation (A4)
Design load factor variation (A5)
Thermal protection system variation (A7)
Fuel tank variation, integral and non-integral (A8)
Fuel variation (A9)
Landing assist effect (All)
Off-shelf engine effect (B)
Wing-leading edge sweep variation. (D and E)
(U) The alpha-numeric characters within the parenthesis designate the vehicle
tradeoff study. For example, B233A-AI indicates a test Mach number variation was
studied on the B233A configuration.
(U) A summary of these tradeoffs, and their effects on vehicle size is pre-
sented in Figures 4-138 through 4-1hh. The discussion section for each of the
tradeoffs is cross-referenced on the figures.
4.5.2 (U) WEIGHTS SUMMARY - Seven base vehicle configurations were sized for
equal performance based on the design criteria described in Section 4.1. Sixty-
five tradeoff studies were performed on selected vehicles to meet the base vehicle
performance and design criteria, as indicated in the following table:
Configuration Number of Tradeoff Studies
B207A 8
B212A 9
B232A 2
B233A 26
B257F 12
B260A 6
B28hA 2
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Due to the large number of configurations and tradeoff studies, the detail weight
discussion below is limited to the B233A (a M = 12.0 air launched LR-129 rocket
boost/cruise configuration) as being representative of the seven configurations.
(U) Changes in design criteria/ground rules were made in Phase II that in-
creased the weight of the Ohase I vehicles. The Phase II vehicles used precooled
hydrogen fuel, while }_P hydrogen was used for Phase I. A passive thermal protec-
tion system was incorporated in Phase II instead of an active water wick system,
which was used in Phase I. A 1% Isn degradation for Phase II rocket performance
was used while a degradation of 5% _as used for Phase I. The following comparison
of the M = 12.0 233 air launched, LR-129 rocket boost/cruise configuration illus-
trates the increments of this weight growth:
ITEM
OWE (Ib/kg)
Fuel
Thermal Protection System
Rocket Isp Degradation
Additional Propellant Volume
CRITERIA A WEIGHT
22h-233 B233A From 224-233
Phase I Phase II ib/kg
21980 (9970) 2h600 (11159) 3620 (1189)
NBP Pre-cooled -900 (-h08)
Active Passive 3690 (1674)
5% 1% -970 (-h40)
-- 3h ft3/.96 m 3 800 (363)
(U) Detail balance calculations were performed on all Phase II base config-
urations. The aft aerodynamic C.G. limit of the B233A configuration was set at
65.5% of total body length with the C.G. at launch weight located at this aft
limit. A 2.0% positive static margin is Drovided. The C.G. has moved forward
2.7% at end of cruise and landing. Similar aerodynamic e.G. limits were deter-
mined (with 2.0% positive static margin) for all baseline configurations and
suitable balance conditions were determined.
(U) In addition to a responsive and proper weight and balance evaluation of
the Phase II vehicles, a correct material distribution is required for airframe
(investment cost) evaluation. The structural material distribution used in the
weight/cost analysis was allocated as shown below:
GROUP
Wing/Body
Movable Wing Tips
MATERIAL APPLICATION
Aluminum
High Strength Steel
Titanium
Other
Rene' 41
TD-NiCr
Columbium
Skin, stringers, frames, longerons, etc.
High temperature bulkheads, figs., etc.
Bulkheads, fittings, etc.
Windshield glass, etc.
M=6 Basic Structure
M=6 Leading Edges & M=I2 Basic Structure
M=12 Leading Edge
MCDONNELL AIRt:RAFI"
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Vertical Tail Titanium
Rene' 41
TD NiCr
M=6 Basic Structure
M=6 Leading Edge and Rudder
M=12 Basic Structure (Incl. L.E. & Rudder)
Landing Gear High Strength Steel
Conventional
Materials
Steel
Shock struts, trunnions, etc.
Wheels, brakes, and tires
Main landing gear skids
The B233A air launched configuration utilizes steel main landing gear skids. Con-
ventional wheels, tires, and brakes are used where applicable, sized to the design
criteria described in Section 2.1.
(U) The weight of the instruments, cockpit furnishings, and hydraulic and
electrical systems are based on existing technology. The electronics system weight
is 715 ib (32h kg) installed which does not include any test monitoring equipment
(considered payload weight). The environmental control system and the auxiliary
power systems are based on an integrated cryogenic APU-cooling system similar to
that proposed for the X-20 Dyua-soar.
(U) Figures 4-125 through.k-151 present the material distribution for all
baseline vehicles. Note that a 2% (weight empty) contingency is included. Allow-
ances for vent gases and helium pressurant are also included. Figure 4-152 compares
the Material Weight Breakdowns for the B233 configuration tradeoff studies.
Figures 4-153 through 4-156 present group weight statements of the 65 configurations
sized for the Phase II program. In addition to the group weight statements, key
characteristics are also presented including wing planform area, type and number of
engines, and type of fuel and oxidizer. Noted at the bottom of each figure is a
description of the type of tradeoff study performed. Ground rules for the base
configurations B207 and B212 presented on Figure 4-153 are:
Configuration Configuration
B207 B212
Cruise Speed M = 6.0 M = 6.0
Cruise Time 5 min 5 min
T/W (TOGW) 1.5 1.5
Base Operation Dual Dual
Boost Engine One Rubberized LR-129 Two Hardware GE-F100 TJ
Cruise Engine Two-dimensional RJ Two-dimensional RJ
Inlet Design Hot Structure Hot Structure
Structure Load Factor 5.0 g 5.0 g
TPS Load Factor 3.5 g 3.5 g
Tank Design Integral Integral
Boost Propellant LOX/LH 2 LH 2
l
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(U) During the course of the analysis, the basic Mach 6.0 vehicle was revised
to reflect improved weight estimates for ramjet engines, air induction systems, and
associated engine provisions. These revised baselines are noted in Figure h-153.
Since _e results of the parametric variations would still result in the same trade-
off parameter selection, regardless of the baseline vehicle, only the baseline
vehicle _eights were revised. However, in developing the weights for the near
optimum vehicles shown in Section h.6, it was necessary to derive their weights
based on the revised Mach 6.0 vehicles.
(U) Figures 4-151_ and h-155 provide group weight statements for the B233
manned M 12.0 air launched rocket boost/cruise vehicle, the B28h unmanned M = 12
air launched rocket boost/cruise vehicle, and the B232 manned M 12.0 air launched
rocket boost, scramJet cruise vehicle. The basic ground rules used for weight
estimation of the vehicles presented on Figures 4-15_ through _-155 are as follows:
Configuration Configuration Configuration
B233 B28h B232
Cruise Speed M = 12.0 M = 12.0 M = 12.0
Cruise Time 5 min 5 min 5 min
T/W (TOGW) 1.5 1.5 1.5
Base Operation Dual Dual Dual
Boost Engine Rubberized LR-129 Rubberized LR-129 Rubberized LR-129
Cruise Engine Rubberized LR-129 Rubberized LR-129 SJ
Structure Load Factor 5.0 g 5.0 g 5.0 g
TPS Load Factor 3.5 g 3.5 g 3.5 g
Payload i000 ib (h5h kg) i000 It (h5h kg) i000 it (h5h kg)
Payload 0 (lb/ft3) 25 (h00 kg/m 2) 25 (h00 kg/m 2) 25 (_00 kg/m 2)
Landing Propellant 0 0 0
(U) Figure h-156 compares the basic M 12.0 B257 fixed size GE-F100 turbojet
boost and convertible scraraJet boost/cruise horizontal takeoff vehicle with various
tradeoff study configurations. Included on these figures are the M 12.0 horizontal
takeoff rocket boost/cruise vehicles. The ground rules for the base vehicles B257
and B260 are as follows:
Configuration Configuration
B257 B260
Cruise Speed M = 12.0 M = 12.0
Trajectory }{TO HTO
Cruise Time 5 min 5 min
Boost Engine(s) GE-F100 (to M = 3.0) LR-129 Rocket
Boost Engine CSJ (M = 3.0+) -
Structure Load Factor 5.0 g 5.0 g
TPS Load Factor 3.5 g 3.5 g
Boost Propellant LH 2 LH2/LOX
T/W (TOGW) .961 i. 5
Base Operation Dual Dual
LH 2 Temperature Subcooled (30°R) Subcooled (30°R)
MCI)q_NNELL AIKRAIrr
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(U) Because of the large number of configurations investigated during Phase II,
a detailed weight analysis was not conducted for the seven selected configurations
discussed in Section 5.3. However, this wealth of data did allow us to develop a
reasonable weight estimate by adjusting the weight of the basic configuration to
account for the design changes incorporated. As an example, the B233 "near optimum"
weight derivation is presented below:
ka
B233A OWE 24,600 ii,159
A Weight (five) RL-10 vs (one) LR-129
(Based on B233B tradeoff study)
4,060 i, 841
A Weight of Active vs Passive Cooling System
(Based on B23347-I tradeoff study)
-4,300 -i ,950
A Weight of 1500 ibm vs i000 lbm payload
(Based on B233A4-2 tradeoff study)
9oo 408
A Weight-resizing 4oo 181
B233 "near optimum" OWE 25,660 II ,639
The previous discussion illustrates that the operating weight empty was reasonably
derived without extensive configuration redrawing and performance parametric rework.
Once the operating weight empty was determined, the average propellant fraction
determined in the B233 tradeoff studies (configuration B233A7-1 and configuration
B233B) was applied and the takeoff gross weight was derived.
TOGW = __w_z___= 87,000 Ib (39,463 kg)
.295
(U) Figures 4-157 through 4-164 graphically illustrate the effect on weight
of the tradeoff studies performed on the seven base configurations. The lower
(cross-hatched) bar represents the operating weight empty. The upper bar repre-
sents the propellant weight.
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(U) FIGURE 4-158
B212 M = 6.0 HTO - (2) GE F-100 TJ BOOSTAND RAMJET CRUISE
Trade-Off Studies
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(U) FIGURE 4-160
B233 M -- 12.0 AIR LAUNCHED
Trade-Off Studies
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(U) FIGURE 4-161
B284 UNMANNED
M = 12.0 AIR LAUNCHED-
ROCKET BOOST CRUISE
Trade- Off Studies
(U) FIGURE 4-162
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(U) FIGURE 4-164
BZ60 M = 12.0 HT0 - ROCKET B00ST/ROCKET CRUISE
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h.5.3 (U) COSTS - Figures h-165 and h-167 through h-173 show the total system cost
summaries in tabular and bar chart form for the Phase II baseline configurations
and their parametric variations, while Figures 4-166 and 4-17h show the total
system costs for the near optimum configurations. All costs reflect January 1970
economics. Total system costs were derived for seven baseline vehicles, 57 para-
metric variations of the baseline vehicles, and seven near optimum vehicles.
(U) Detailed total system cost summaries are shown in Figures h-175 and
h-176 for the baseline flight research vehicles and their parametric variations
and the "near-optimum" flight research vehicles.
(U) The weight summary and the airframe and miscellaneous subsystem costs
for the baseline configurations and their parametric variations and also for the
"near-optimum" configurations are sho_n in Figure h-177. The propulsion system
parameters and associated costs are shown in Figure h-178.
(U) Flight research vehicle refurbishment and propellant costs are shown in
Figures h-179 and h-180.
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(U) FIGURE 4-166
TOTAL SYSTEMCOSTSUMMARYFOR THE "NEAR OPTIMUM" CONFIGURATIONS
(Millions of 1970 Dollars)
Cost Categories
RDT & E
Investment
Operating
Total
8207 8212
M = 6, Air Launched, M _ 6, HTO Launched
All Body Config. Wing Body Config,
Rocket/Ramjet Turbojet/Ramjet
299
]4]
194
634
330
188
269
787
"Nea Optimum" Configurations
8232
M _ 12, Air Launched,
All Body Config,,
Rocket Scramiet
465
155
200
820
8233
IM = L2, Air Launched,
All Body Config.,
All Rocket
B257
M 12, HTO Launched
Blended Wing Body,
Turbojet CSJ
151 547
135 22[
188 ]12
474 1080
8260
I
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(U) FIGURE 4-167 TOTAL SYSTEMCOST BAR CHART FOR B207 CONFIGURATIONS
M = 6.0--8.0, Air Launched,All Body Configuration,Rocket/Ramjet
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(U) FIGURE 4-168 TOTAL SYSTEM COST BAR CHART FOR B212 CONFIGURATIONS
M = 6.0, HTO Launched,WingBody Configuration,Turbojet/Ramjet
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(U) FIGURE 4-169 TOTAL SYSTEM COSTBAR CHART FOR B232 CONFIGURATIONS
M - 12.0, Air Launched, All Body Configuration,Rocket/SJ
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(U) FIGURE 4-170 TOTAL SYSTEM COSTBAR CHART FOR B233 CONFIGURATIONS
M = 8.0-12.0, Air Launched, All Body Configuration, All Rocket
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(U) FIGURE 4-171 TOTAL SYSTEM COST BAR CHART FOR B257 CONFIGURATIONS
M = 10.0-12.0, HTO Launched, BlendedWingBody Conf;guration,Turboje',,'C_J
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(U) FIGURE 4-172 TOTAL SYSTEMCOST BAR CHART FOR B260 CONFIGURATIONS
i = 8.0-12.0, HT0 Launched,All Body Configuration, Rocket
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/
(U) FIGURE4-173 TOTAL SYSTEMCOSTBARCHARTFORB284CONFIGURATIONS
M - 12.0, Air Launched,Unmanned,All BodyConfiguration,Rocket
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4.6 "NEAR OPTIMUM" CANDIDATE FLIGHT TEST RESEARCH VEHICLES
(U) Facil_y research values were presented in Section 3 for the "baseline"
facilities spectrum. The tradeoff studies described in Section h.h resulted in
improved flight vehicle configurations, defined as "near-optimum" systems.
Research values are presented in Figure 2-181 for the "near-optimum" facilities
and in all cases are increased slightly over the "baseline" facility values pre-
sented in Section 3.
(U) Based on the conclusions of Section h.h, seven "near-optimum" vehicle
configurations were evolved which are described in the following paragraphs. All
rocket propulsion systems use "off-the-shelf" rockets with subcooled liquid hydrogen
(LH2) , and liquid oxygen (L02) for propellants. All ramjets and scramJets use
subcooled liquid hydrogen fuel. Instrumentation payload was increased to 1500
pounds in all "near-optimum" vehicles. The modest increase in vehicle costs was
Judged reasonable for an increase in instrumentation capability of 50% value.
An increase in test time from five minutes to ten minutes was also Justified for the
Mach 6 airbreather cruise vehicles (configurations B207 and B212) on the basis of
the research value compared to the investment. Although substantially increased
research value was exhibited for all flight vehicles as test time was increased to
ten minutes, the additional vehicle cost could not be Justified for any vehicle
except B207 and B212. The maximum Mach number of the "near-optimum" vehicles was
not changed from that of the "baseline" vehicles. In all cases, variation of the
research value resulted from changes in maximum Math number. However, the increased
weight and cost of the flight vehicle was only found to be effective at the extreme
upper end of the Mach range studied.
(U) Dual basing concept was selected for all "near-optimum" vehicles. It
was found that the fuel volume required for a single base operation became
excessive and created large, costly vehicles for little gain. This study is dis-
cussed in Section h.h.6.1.
(U) Pilot comfort and efficiency is affected by the length of time in
a pressure suit. This time has been set as a maximum of four hours in Section
h.h.6 and it is shown that any Mach 12 test flight will cause this time limit to
be exceeded if single base operations were achieved.
(U) Powered landings and go-around capabilities create an additional require-
ment for fuel volume. The ramjet and scramJet engines are inoperable at subsonic
speeds and the rocket engines selected are very inefficient at sea level flight
conditions. Therefore, the fuel volume for rocket powered vehicles becomes
excessive for the powered landing and go-around maneuvers. The one vehicle that
does have this capability (B212) uses two JP fueled turbojets for power for these
conditions and only a slight increase in vehicle size is required for the one
go-around capability. The increase involved is considered acceptable for the
added safety,
(U) Figure 2-182 tabulates the effects of the flight vehicle parametric
studies and the reasons for selecting the "near-optlmum" vehicle configurations.
(U) The following paragraphs present additional discussion for each airplane.
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(U) FIGURE 4-181
FACILITY RESEARCH VALUES -"NEAR OPTIMUM" FACILITIES
(Capability of Existing Plus New Facilities)
'!PC _ AT [ ,]t_.ll. ':;v S Tt =_*,
I. ,.; C 1 '_ 1 _'2
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(U) Configuration B207 - This vehicle is a Math 6, all-body shape using
three "off-the-shelf" RLIO-A-3-8 rockets for acceleration and a MCAIR two-dimensional
ramjet for cruise power. A 1500 pound payload and a l0 minute test time improves
the data return and research value of this vehicle. An active thermal protection
system and integral fuel tankage result in reduced structure weight. A dual
basing concept is required for this vehicle to retain its small size. Go-around
and powered landings were deleted for this vehicle. Other selected parameters,
weight and cost data are shown in Figure h-183.
l
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(U) FIGURE 4-183 MACH 6 ALL-BODY
Rocket-Ramjet
Air Launch
MACH NO.
ENGINE - ACCEL
HYP
THRUST LOADING
TEST TIME
PAYLOAD
LOAD FACTOR
PLANFORM
CONFIGURATION REFERENCE B207
0.W.E. 30,825 lb
T.O.G.W. 51,725 lb
COST 633.6 Million Dollars
SELECTED PARAMETERS
6
3 RL10-A-3-8
2d MCAIR RAMJET
1.29
l0 Min. @ M = 6
(393.97 kg/m 2)
1500 Ib (680.h kg) FINENESS RATIO 8.0
5g (Struct)3.5(TPS) L.E. SWEEP
6O6 ft2 (56.3 m2) LANDING POWER NONE
BASING DUAL
TPS ACTIVE
TANKAGE INTEGRAL
FUEL TYPE LH2 (Subcooled)
WING LOADING 80.7 psf
80 °
MCDONNELL AIII_RAirr
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(U) Confisuration B212 - This configuration is a Mach 6, wing-body shape
with l0 minutes test time and a data package payload of 1500 pounds. The propulsion
system consists of two _ fueled turbojets and one LH 2 fueled two-dimensional
ramjet.
(U) Two additional configurations, B212B and B2129, were designed using two
ramjets and two turbojets with a common inlet to each r_mjet-turboJet combination as
shown by Figure 4-184. Operation of these inlet systems is shown in Figure 4-185.
The drag of these vehicles is significantly higher than the B212 aircraft and is
shown in Figure 4-186. Some drag increase is attributed to the large increase in
fuselage cross sectional area required to house the engines and inlets. The major
increase is due to the large common inlets producing a large external cowl dra_.
(U) The "go-around" and powered landing capabilities are acceptable because
of the small increase in fuel volume required and it proved a beneficial safety
feature for the small increase in vehicle size. The dual basing concept increases
this vehicle's potential. Other selected parameters, weights, and cost are pre-
sented in Figure 4-187.
(U) A study of vehicle B212A was made to determine the Mach capability of the
configuration. Above Mach 6 the acceleration capability is marginal but extends to
Mma x = 6.7 @ 103,000 ft. Because of the fixed size of the F-100 engines the vehicle
cannot be readily enlarged to accept a significantly larger ramjet engine without
becoming divergent due to inadequate transonic acceleration. Therefore, the upper
design cruise speed limit of this vehicle is selected as Mach 6.
(U) Confisuration B232 - This configuration has a 5 minute test time and a
1500 pound data package payload with an active thermal protection system. The
five acceleration engines are "off-the-shelf" RLI0-A-3-8 rockets. This manned,
Mach 12, air launched, scramJet cruise vehicle requires dual basing operation.
(U) As in the case for all rocket powered air launched vehicles, the addition
of "go-around" capability and/or powered landing capability forces the vehicle
size and weight beyond the C-SA launch aircraft limits. Other selected parameters,
weights, and cost data are shown in Figure h-188.
(U) Confisuration B233 - This configuration is an air launched, Math 12,
manned vehicle using five "off-the-shelf" RLIO-A-3-8 rockets for acceleration and
cruise. The vehicle is sized for 5 minutes test time at Mach 12. Active thermal
protective system and integral tankage reduce the structural weight of the vehicle.
Dual basing is required to maintain the small physical size of the vehicle.
(U) The "go-around" capability or powered landing capability is not feasible
for the reasons mentioned previously in Paragraph h.6.3. Other selected parameters,
weights and cost data are presented in Figure 4-189.
(U) Configuration B257 - This vehicle,with four F IO0-GE-IO0 JP fueled turbo-
Jet acceleration engines and a convertible scramJet cruise engine, provides five
minutes of Mach 12 test time. Active thermal protection system, integral tankage,
and the dual basing concept are utilized to reduce vehicle size.
MCDON_£LL AIRCRAFT
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(C) FIGURE 4-184 B212B, B212C CHARACTERISTICS
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY :
L.E. Sweep
Overall Length ft (m)
Total Span ft (m)
Height ft (m)
AREAS:
Planform
Wing
Tips, Total
Vertical Tail, Total
VOLUMES :
Total
Propellant
75°
75.8 (23.10)
35. (lO.67)
132 (h.o2)
ft2 m 2
962 (89.37)
811 (75.34)
lO8 (lO.O3)
178 (16.54)
ft 3 m3
376h (106.50)
lO14 (28.70)
PROPULSION:
Engine
Thrust (SLS,uninst)ib
(N)
Thrust (Mach 6 @ ib
Cruise Alt) (N)
A Total ft2
capt (m2)
ACCEL.
(2) FIOOGE-IO0
23,380 (ea)
(103,994) (ea)
20.4
(1.9o)
CRUISE
(2) Ramjet
4665 (ea)
(20,750)
20.4
(1.9o)
K_NIIIILL AIKIIAIrT
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(U) FIGURE 4-185
COMMONINLET OPERATION
B212B AND B212C
B212B COMMON INLET OPERATION
__._. _--_.-]T] .... -]-
"- _-;__ _ - - Jr--_ _
--, _ T ,,,
Low Speed Turbojet
Operation
I
i l
High Speed Turbojet Operation
and Ramjet Start
RamJet Operation
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(U) FIGURE 4-186 EFFECT OF ENGINE INSTALLATION ON
DRAG OF AIRBREATHER WING BODY CONFIGURATION
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(U) FIGURE 4-187 MACH6 WINGBODY
Turbojet-Ramjet
HorizontalTakeoff
O
MACH NO.
ENGINE - ACCEL
HYP
THRUST LOADING
TEST TIME
PAYLOAD
LOAD FACTOR
PLANFORM
CONFIGURATION REFERENCE B212
O.W.E _7,159 Ib
T.O.G.W 55,629 Ib
COST 787.0 Million Dollars
SELECTED PARAMETERS
6
2 FI00-GE-IO0
2d MCAIR Ramjet
.82
i0 Min @ M = 6
1500 ib (680.4 kg)
5 g (Struct)3.5(TPS)
i000 ft2(92.9 m 2)
BASING DUAL
TPS ACTIVE
TANKAGE INTEGRAL
FUEL TYPE LH 2 (Subcooled)
JP (Room Temp.)
WING LOADING 55.L psf
(270.L6 kg/m 2)
FINENESS RATIO 8.5
L.E. SWEEP 75 °
LANDING POWER i Go Around
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
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(U) FIGURE 4-188 MACH 12 ALL BODY, ROCKET-SCRAM JET, AIR LAUNCH
MACH NO.
ENGINE - ACCEL
HYP
THRUST LOADING
TEST TIME
PAYLOAD
LOAD FACTOR
PLANFORM
CONFIGURATION REFERENCE B232
O.W.E. 29,050 ib
T.O.G.W. 88,000 Ib
COST 817.5 Million Dollars
SELECTED PARAMETERS
12
5 RLI0-A-3-8
SCRAMJET
1.29
5 Min. @ M = 12
1500 ib (680.h kg)
5 g (Struct)3.5(TPS)
989 ft2 (91.9 m2)
BASING
TPS
TANKAGE
FUEL TYPE
WING LOADING
FINENESS RATIO
L.E. SWEEP
LANDING POWER
DUAL
ACTIVE
INTEGRAL
LH 2 (Subcooled)
89 PSF
(h3b. 53 kg/m2)
7.i
80 °
NONE
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(U) FIGURE 4-189 MACH 12 ALL BODY, ALL ROCKET, AIR LAUNCH
MACH NO.
ENGINE - ACCEL
HYP
THRUST LOADING
TEST TIME
PAYLOAD
LOAD FACTOR
PLANFORM
CONFIGURATION REFERENCE B233
O.W.E. 25,66O ib
T.O.G.W. 87,000 lb
COST 471.3 Million Dollars
SELECTED PA_RA_ERS
12
5 RLIO-A-3-8
(1)THROTTLED RL!0-A-3-8
1.30
5 Min @ M = 12
1500 ib (680.4 kg)
5 g (Struct)3.5(TPS)
lOlO ft2 (93.9 m2)
BASING
TPS
TANKAGE
FUEL TANK
WING LOADING
FINENESS RATIO
L.E, SWEEP
LANDING POWER
DUAL
ACTIVE
INTEGRAL
LH2 (Subcooled)
86.0 psf
(419.89 kg/m 2)
7.6
80 °
NONE
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(U) A trade study of the all elliptical body shape versus the blended wing-
body shape is discussed in Section 4.4.1. For a comparable mission, this trade
showed the all elliptical body exceedingly large and heavy when compared to the
blended wing-body shape. This resulted in the selection of the blended wing-body
shape az the baseline and "near-optimum" configuration. The fuel trade study
in Section 4._.2.2 shows an advantage in using JP fuel for the turbojet engines;
therefore, the'_ear-optimum" incorporates JP fuel. The turbojet engines are
shut down at Mach 3 and the vehicle accelerates on the CSJ to Mach 12 and cruises
on the CSJ. Go-around power was deleted based on the trade study in Section 4.4.6,
which shows a large increase in fuel requirements and, therefore, cost, weight,
and size to achieve this capability. Additional parameters, weights and cost
data are shown on Figure 4-190.
(U) Configuration B260 - This Mach 12, horizontal takeoff vehicle has a
5 minute test time at Mach 12. An active thermal protection system, integral
fuel tankage, and dual basing are required to reduce vehicle size. The acceleration
engine is a J2S "off-the-shelf" rocket with cruise capability through throttling
or pulsing the engine.
(U) The vertical takeoff mode for this vehicle was evaluated using the base-
line vehicle size (B260A) and resulted in a decrease in cruise capability from five
minutes to 2.83 minutes. Crew safety in this mode is a problem to be investigated
if this operational mode is selected for further study. Additional parameters,
weights and cost data are shown in Figure 4-191.
(U) Configuration B28h - This configuration is essentially an unmanned version
of B233. It is powered by five RL10-A-3-8 "off-the-shelf" rockets for acceleration
with cruise flight maintained by throttling the center rocket with all other
rockets shut down. To minimize weight, an active thermal protection system and in-
tegral fuel tankage are incorporated and the vehicle is sized for a five minute test
time at Mach 12.
(U) This vehicle, as with all other air launched configurations, is dual
based because it incurred a large fuel volume increase and therefore cost, weight,
and size when operated from a single base. The basing trade study discusses this
effect in Section 4.4.6.
(U) The operational problems of an unmanned dual based Mach 12 test vehicle
flying across the continental United States are discussed in Section h.h.6
Additional parameters, weights, and cost data are shown in Figure 4-192.
ll4N_iJ_NNELL AIKRAIrr
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(U) FIGURE 4-190 MACH 12 BLENDED WING BODY,TURBOJET-CONVERTIBLE SCRAM JET,
HORIZONTAL TAKEOFF
MACH NO.
ENGINE - ACCEL
HYP
THRUST LOADING
TEST TIME
PAYLOAD
LOAD FACTOR
PLANFORM
CONFIGURATION REFERENCE B257
O.W.E
T.O.G.W
COST
64,820 ib
99,320 ib
1,077.3 Million Dollars
SELECTED PARAMETERS
12
4 FIOO-GE-!O0
CONV. SCRAMJET
.92
5 Min @ M = 12
15oo ib (68o._ kg)
5 g (Struct)3.5(TPS)
1860 ft 2 (172.8 M 2)
BASING
TPS
TANKAGE
FUEL TYPE
WING LOADING
FINENESS RATIO
L.E. SWEEP
LANDING POWER
DUAL
ACTIVE
INTEGRAL
LH 2 (Subcooled)
JP (Room Temp. )
53._ psf
(260.07 kg/m _)
7.5
77 °
NONE
MCI_O_ELL AIRt_RAi:T"
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(U) FIGURE 4-191 MACH 12 ALL BODY, ALL ROCKET, HORIZONTAL TAKEOFF
MACH NO.
ENGINE - ACCEL
HYP
THRUST LOADING
TEST TIME
PAYLOAD
LOAD FACTOR
PLANFORM
CONFIGURATION REFERENCE B260
O.W.E 41,200 lb
T.O.G.W 167,000 lb
COST 621.5 Million Dollars
SELECTED PARAMETERS
12 BASING DUAL
1 J2S TPS ACTIVE
THROTTLED OR PULSED TANKAGE INTEGRAL
1.59 FUEL TYPE LH2 (Subcooled)
5 Min @ M = 12
1500 ib (680.4 kg)
WING LOADING 103 psf
(502.89 kg/m 2)
FINENESS RATIO 6.9
5 g (Struct)3.5 (TPS) L.E. SWEEP 80 °
1620 ft 2 (150.5 m2) LANDING POWER NONE
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(U) FIGURE 4-192 MACH 12 ALL BODY -UNMANNED,ALLROCKET, AIR LAUNCH
& ._L..
_L&CH NO.
ENGINE - ACCEL
HYP
THRUST LOADING
TEST TIME
PAYLOAD
LOAD FACTOR
PLANFORM
CONFIGURATION REFERENCE B28h
O.W.E 2h,250 ib
T.O.G.W. 82,500 ib
COST 5h2.0 Million Dollars
SELECTED PARAMETERS
12
5 RLIO-A-3-8
(1)THROTTLED RLI0-A-3-8
1.38
5 Min @ M = 12
15oo it (68o.4 kg)
5 g (Struct) 3.5(TPS)
lOOO ft2 (92.9 m2)
BASING
TPS
TANKAGE
FUEL TYPE
WING LOADING
FINENESS RATIO
L.E. SWEEP
LANDING POWER
DUAL
ACTIVE
INTEGRAL
LH 2 (Subcooled)
82.5 psf
(402.80 kg/m _)
7.1
80 °
NONE
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5. FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE SCREENING AND SELECTION
(U) Each of the seven flight research vehicles retained from Phase I has
been refined _id a "near optimum" configuration developed. The characteristics
of these vehicles and the rationale for selecting the combination of design features
and operational concepts were presented in Section h.6. The following sections pre-
sent comparisons and evaluation of these "near optimum" vehicles. Selection of the
most attractive vehicles and recommendations for Phase III refinements are presented
in Section 5.3.
5.1 RESEARCH VALUE AND COSTS
(U) Figure 5-1 summarizes the facility research value and program costs for
each of the seven "near optimum" vehicles. Research value is presented as a per-
centage rather than as a quantified value. It must be recognized that the research
intrinsic values developed in this study do not represent absolute values, but are
on a relative basis. Thus, values are in effect normalized by using percentage
of total applicable research accomplished.
(U) FIGURE5-1
"NEAR-OPTIMUM" FLIGHT RESEARCHVEHICLE VALUE-COSTCOMPARISONS
Percent
Research
Value
100
8O
6O
4O
I MI2 i
Rocket I
Air I
MI_t .I
"B Ic1_! m
L2 M2_M2 _ L2
I Rocket
Ocz 18233
2O
\
I Existinz I
Facilities I
Facility ResearchValues
0 500 600
This Page Unclassified
m
Rocket/RJI
Air I
"Near Optimum"
Flight ResearchAircraft
_'_M]= M4.5TRJ Interceptor 1C[ = M5-7 TRJ Commercial lJL2 = M8-10 TJ/CSJ LaunchVehicle --= M!2 Rocket/SJMilitary
m
700 800
ProgramCost- Million Dollars
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(U) The research values of existing ground facilities are also presented.
Research values are keyed _o the operational systems as noted by the horizontal
arrows. Four operational systems are used to exemplify the study results. The
four operational systems chosen are judged to be representative of the complete
spectrum of the nine operational systems used throughout the study. Figure 5-2
summarizes these nine systems. M 1 is chosen since it is the only system in its
class. C 1 is representative of LI, and covers commercial systems as well as
Mach 5 to 7 turboramjet vehicles. L2 is representative of C2 and covers launch
vehicle systems as well as Mach 8 to i0 turbojet/convertible scramjet systems. M 2
is representative of L3, L4, and M 3 and covers military systems as well as Math 12
vehicles employing rocket and scramjet propulsion systems.
(C) FIGURE5-2 OPERATIONALSYSTEMSUMMARY
rCODE TYPE
RECOVERABLE IST STAGE LAUNCH VEHICLE HORIZONTAL TAKEOFF
LI
L2
L3
L4
Turbojet plus Ramjet, M = 5 to 7 staging
Turbojet plus Convertible ScramJet
All rocket, Mach 12, staging
Rocket plus ScramJet, Mach i0 staging
HYPERSONIC TRANSPORT
CI Math = 6, TurboramJet
C2 Mach= 10, Turbojet plus Convertible Scramjet
MILITARY SYSTEMS
M1
½
H3
M = 4.5 Advanced Manned Interceptor, TurboramJet
M = 12 Strike, Rocket plus ScramJet
M = 8 to 12 Interceptor, Rocket plus Scramjet
(U) Existing facility research value is highest for M I (59%) and lowest for
M2 (36%). The band of research value is representative of the current status of
the technology base for hypersonic aircraft.
MCDONNELL AIKRAIrr
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(U) The band of research value for flight vehicle configuration B233 is
narrower than it is for existing facilities, yet the increment between MI and CI is
about the same in both cases. The increment between L2, M2, and CI is significantly
lower. This is explained as follows.
(U) The research value of the flight research vehicles includes the value of
utilizing ground facilities in the research and development program that is re-
quired for development of the research vehicle. This value is somewhat reduced
by the fact that there are differences in a number of areas between the flight
research vehicles and the operational systems. However, the contribution of exist-
ing facilities is still quite high. Thus, the band of research value for configura-
tion B233 is reduced, since the increase in research value provided by the flight
research vehicle is greater for L2 and M2 than it is for M1.
(U) This result is further clarified by considering the incremental increase
in research value provided by the flight vehicle over that of existing facilities.
The increase for M 1 is from 59 to 8h%, or an incremental increase of 25% while the
increase for M 2 is from 36 to 69%, or an incremental increase of 33%. Thus, flight
vehicle B233 provides a greater increase in capability for the more advanced sys-
tems than it does for the nearer term systems.
(U) This identical effect is evident on configuration B28h, which is an
unmanned version of configuration B233, and on configuration B260, which is a
horizontal takeoff version of configuration B233. Similar effects are evident
on the other flight vehicles studied.
(U) Another interesting facet of the results is seen by comparing the results
for flight research vehicle configuration B232 with those of configuration B233.
The research values for operational system M 1 and C1 are almost identical. However,
the contribution of the flight vehicle is much larger for operational system M2 on
configuration B232 than on configuration B233 -- so much so that the position of
research value for M 2 is completely interchanged. This reflects the fact that
configuration B232 is very nearly a prototype configuration for operation system
M2, and thus it provides a substantial capability to conduct research for this
operational system. This result is further clarified by comparing incremental
increases in research value over that provided by existing facilities. As in the
previous comparison the increment that the flight vehicle provides for M1 is 25%.
For M2, however, the incremental increase is from 36 to 86%, or an incremental
increase of 50% compared to 33% for configuration B232. Thu% flight vehicle con-
figuration B233 provides 1.5 times more increase in research value for M2 than
does configuration B232, while it provides the same increase in research value for
M1.
M@DO_IIQIIrLL AIKRAFT
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5.2 VEHICLE EVALUATION AND SCREENING
(U) Configuration B284 is identical to Configuration B233, except that it is
unmanned. Both are airlaunched, rocket accelerated and rocket cruise vehicles.
Neither vehicle requires the development of new engines to meet the mission perfor-
mance. Thus, maximum speed and cruise performance are low risk items. Both have
excellent speed growth potential and provide good configuration similarity to a
variety of potential operational systems. Both vehicles provide a good test range
capability for speed build-ups and development of system confidence.
(U) Figure 5-1 shows, however, that Configuration B28h provides about 5% lower
research value at an increase in cost of 15%. The decrease in research value re-
sults from:
o No Man-Machine Integration
o No Man Judgement Ratings
o No Option for In-Flight Alterations
o No Pilot Interpretation of Data
(U) The cost increase is due to:
o Increased system complexity, requiring five flight vehicles rather than
three and higher maintenance requirements.
o Potential program delays and resulting costs
o No pilot emergency corrective action capability.
(U) Based on these factors,
- CONFIGURATION B284 WAS REJECTED -
(U) Configuration B260 is very similar to Configuration B233 both being
manned rocket accelerated and rocket cruise vehicles. Configuration B260, however,
incorporates the capability of take off horizontally, as compared to airlaunching
for Configuration B233. In addition, the basic vehicle incorporates the capability
to accomplish vertical takeoff, with an associated degraded performance. Neither
vehicle requires the development of new engines to meet mission performance. Thus,
maximum speed and cruise performance are low risk items. Both have excellent speed
growth potential. Configuration B260, due to its ability to take off horizontally
or vertically, causes the research value for this vehicle to be slightly higher
than for Configuration B233. The HTO/VT0 capability also results in a closer simi-
larity to the operational system than the airlaunched configuration. The test range
capability of Configuration B260 is not as good as for Configuration B233. Speed
buildups are feasible from Holloman, Carswell, and Eglin but the test operational
flexibility is somewhat reduced.
(U) The overall advantages of Configuration B260, however, are nullified by
its much greater costs. As shown by Figure 5-1, Configuration B260 costs about
30% more than Configuration B233. Based on the above comparison,
- CONFIGURATION B260 WAS REJECTED -
MCDONNELL AIIi_I_AFT
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(U) Not____ee:The horizontal takeoff/vertical takeoff capability is highly
desirable from a research standpoint. Incorporation of this capability in an air-
launched vehicle appears quite attractive. It appears feasible to design a basic
air-launched vehicle capable of Mach 12 flight to accommodate provisions which
would allow usage of the vehicle in both HT0 and VTO launch modes. In the alter-
nate launch moaes, it would not be necessary to achieve Mach 12 flight, lower speed
capability would still satisfy the desired research and provide a direct comparison
of operational techniques between the HTO and VTO launch modes.
(U) Configuration B232 is identical to Configuration B233, except that it
incorporates an accelerator scramJet providing the capability to either accelerate
the vehicle from Mach 8 to 12 or to cruise at any desired speed in this range. Both
are air-launched, manned, and rocket accelerated. The following observations apply
for Configuration B232:
o It is a high cost program, requiring scramJet development.
o Achieving maximum speed performance is low risk.
o Achieving cruise performance on the scramJet engine represents a low risk
item.
Both vehicles have good speed growth potential when utilizing the rocket, and pro-
vide good operational system similarity and good test range capability.
(U) Both Configurations 232 and 233 are essentially identical with the only
difference being that Configuration 232 incorporates a scramJet engine in addition
to the basic rocket engines. Figure 5-1 shows that the research value for Config-
uration B232 is about 20% higher for operational system M2 than Configuration B233.
However the cost penalty of approximately 350 million dollars, makes this config-
uration less attractive. On the basis of costs,
- CONFIGURATION B232 WAS REJECTED -
(U) Not____e:While the cost is high for the scramJet configuration, it provides
a high capability in an area of research that has been assessed as very desirable.
The similarity between Configuration 232 and 233 suggests that an approach of
initiating a research program, wherein a basic vehicle employing proven rocket
engines might be developed incorporating provisions such that a scramJet engine
could be added as a growth option, would be quite desirable.
(U) Configuration B257 is quite different from Configuration B233. It incor-
porates a turbojet for acceleration, instead of a rocket. Furthermore, it requires
acceleration on a convertible scramJet to achieve cruise speed. It does provide
horizontal takeoff capability, and is a manned system but the body is a blended
body wing-body shape whereas Configuration B233 has an all-body shape.
(U) Observations concerning Configuration B257 are:
o It is the highest cost vehicle of those studied
o Development of the convertible scramJet is the most difficult engine
development task of those studied.
o The program represents high risk, since it depends upon development of
the convertible scramJet to achieve speeds over M 3 to 3.5
MCDONNELL Allh_RAi:T"
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o Even though the vehicle has turbojets, powered landing is not provided,
since the effect on vehicle weight is much too large.
o The test range capability is poor, due to the long range traversed during
acceleration.
Figure 5-I shows that the research value for the more advanced operational systems
is quite high. However, the cost is extremely high. Therefore, on the basis of
cost and risk,
- CONFIGURATION B257 WAS REJECTED -
(U) Note: Convertible scramJet testing capability is Judged to be of high
research value. An approach similar to that possible with a scramJet engine and
a basic rocket powered vehicle, discussed in previous paragraphs is quite desirable.
(U) In summary, airlaunched, rocket powered vehicles offer high research value
and program flexibility at low risk and cost, and Configuration B233 is the most
attractive in the M = 12 class of vehicles studied.
(U) Configuration B207 is similar to Configuration B233 in that the vehicles
are both all-body shapes, airlaunched, manned and rocket accelerated. However, they
differ widely in their speed class, and in the type of cruise engine they use. From
Figure 5-1, it is seen that of all the airbreather configurations studied, Con-
figuration B207 is the lowest cost program and provides a significant research value
for all operational systems. This vehicle has an excellent test range compatibility
and is suitable for single base operation and a test time of 5 minutes, although
increased test time requires a modest increase in the "pilot-in-suit" time. The
vehicle has moderate speed growth potential and does not require development of new
engines to meet the mission performance. The risk in achieving cruise performance
capability is rather low. In general, it is a low risk program.
(U) However, while the aerodynamic similarity to the operational systems is
good, none of the operational systems utilize the propulsion combination offered on
this vehicle.
(U) To complete the evaluation of Configuration B207 it is necessary to com-
pare it with Configuration B212.
(U) Configuration B212 is a horizontal takeoff, manned, wing-body, turbojet/
ramjet vehicle. As shown by Figure 5-1, the vehicle has a good research value,
particularly due to the horizontal takeoff capability, at a moderate program cost.
Maximum speed performance is dependent upon development of the ramjet engine. How-
ever, this represents only a moderate risk. Speed growth ootential is rather poor.
The vehicle provides a powered landing capability, which adds considerably to the
flight operations safety.
MCDONNELL AIKRAI:T
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(U) Comparing Configuration B212 research value, risk, and cost with that of
Configuration B207, Configuration B207 is more attractive. However, neither Con-
figuration B207 or B212 appear to provide the research potential of Configuration
B233. On this basis,
CONFIGURATION B207 WAS REJECTED
AND
CONFIGURATION B212 WAS REJECTED
(U) Not_.___e:Ramjet and turboramJet testing capability is Judged to be of
high research value. Incorporation of this capability as part of a follow-on pro-
gram is quite desirable.
(U) In Phase I, turboramJet systems were evaluated for M = 6 class vehicles
and were determined to be attractive. The engine development costs were high,
however, (over 500 million dollars) and on this basis turboramJets were not retained
for the Phase II study.
(U) Configuration B212 includes engine development costs of 170 million
dollars for the ramjets. The turbojets are off-the-shelf and require little develop-
ment costs for hydrogen conversion. Thus, it appears that while valuable testing
could be accomplished on a modification of Configuration B23B, it is possible that
an attractive M = 6 class horizontal takeoff configuration would be achieved if a
turboramJet could be obtained by wrapping a specially developed ramjet around an
existing turbojet. Therefore,
A M = 6 CLASS HTO RESEARCH VEHICLE
USING A TURBORAMJET ENGINE,
WHICH INCORPORATES AN EXISTING TURBOJET,
IS RETAINED
MCDONNELL AIKRAIrr
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5.3 RECOMMENDED PHASE III VEHICLES
(U) In Phase I a broad group of flight research vehicle concepts was eval-
uated and selected vehicles were retained for Phase II refinements. The results
of the Phase II refinement studies are presented in the preceding sections of this
report. In Phase II, particular choices were made and a number of conclusions
were drawn.
(U) A number of observations are available from these Phase I and II study
results.
o The research value for a number of different types of advanced propulsion
systems was rated quite high. This implies that a research vehicle should have the
capability to test many different propulsion packages.
o The research value for reusable thermal protection systems was rated quite
high. This implies that a research vehicle should have the capability to test a
number of different thermal protection system concepts in order to supply compari-
son data on reusability.
o The diversity of the defined research clearly indicates that the flight
research vehicles should be flexible and adapable to new and varying research goals.
When evaluated for a broad research program capability, unmanned vehicles neither
provide this capability nor reduce overall program costs.
o Program costs for airlaunched vehicles are substantially lower than for
ground takeoff vehicles. Furthermore, airlaunched vehicles provide excellent
operational flexibility, particularly for speed buildup and envelope expansion.
o A conservative approach to selecting structural design load factors and
to providing space and weight for instrumentation payload is not very costly.
In view of the manner in which program requirements usually escalate it appears
to be judicious to set a base for design which is a trifle conservative.
o Increasing the test time for Mach 12 vehicles is extremely costly for rocket
cruise vehicles and only slightly less expensive for scramJet cruise vehicles. Mach
6 ramjet cruise vehicles, however, can accommodate increased test time at a reason-
able cost.
o Off-the-shelf rocket engines are available to satisfy the requirements for
all rocket accelerated vehicles, reducing initial program risk and cost.
o Off-the-shelf turbojet engines are also available to satisfy the require-
ments for all turbojet accelerated vehicles at reduced program cost.
o The costs of ramjet, scramjet, and convertible scramJet engines are quite
high and represent a major cost element for vehicles using such propulsion systems.
Furthermore, the risk in developing these engines might compromise the research
vehicle program. An off-the-shelf-turbojet with a wraparound ramjet appears
feasible, however, and could result in reduced program costs.
li_CDOItlltlELL AIIBI_RAIrr
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o Propellant costs represent only a minor element in the overall program.
The use of LH2 for rockets and hypersonic engines, rather than storable fuels,
appears to be both feasible and economical.
(U) Based on the results of the Phase II parametric studies and comparative
evaluations, it is recommended that the following flight research vehicles be
retained for Phase II refinement.
(a) Basic System 1 - M = 12_ airlaunched_ rocket_ manned_ all body vehicle
Growth or Options to be Studied
o Incorporate a M=8 to M=12 scramJet
o Incorporate a M=3.5 to M=12 convertible scramJet
o Incorporate an integrated two dimensional ramjet
o Provide a section (complete periphery) of the aircraft suitable for the
installation and testing of alternate thermal protection systems. Examine impli-
cations of re-skinning the entire vehicle with a different thermal protection system
o Include provisions for missile launch testing
o Include provisions for stage separation testing, possibly using a boiler
plate second stage
o Provide horizontal takeoff and vertical takeoff capability at degraded
performance
o Examine capability for testing advanced turbojets, turboramJets, and ramjets
o Examine suitability of add-on turbojets for takeoff and landings.
(b) Basic System 2 - M=6 horizontal takeoff I turboramjet (i engine) manned
wing-body vehicle
Growth or Options to be Studied
o Examine advanced technology engine vs near term engine. Make selection and
conduct studies on one vehicle
o Examine the use of rocket power for program initiation. Examine ramjet,
scramJet and convertible scramJet test bed capability
o Provide a section (complete periphery) of the aircraft suitable for the
installation and testing of alternate thermal protection systems. Examine implica-
tions of re-skinning the entire vehicle with a different thermal protection system
o Include provision for missile launch testing
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